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ABSTRACT
The International Halley Watch (IHW) was organized for the
purpose of gathering and archiving the most complete record of the
apparition of a comet, Halley's Comet (1982i = 1986 III =
iP/Halley), ever compiled. The redirection of the International
Sun-Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3) spacecraft, subsequently renamed the
International Cometary Explorer (ICE), toward Comet Giacobini-
Zinner (1984e = 1985 XIII = 21P/Giacobini-Zinner) prompted the
initiation of a formal watch on that comet. All the data collected
on P/Giacobini-Zinner and P/Halley have been published on CD-ROM in
the Comet Halley Archive. This document contains a printed version
of the archive data, collected by amateur astronomers, on these two
comets. Volume 1 contains the Comet Giacobini-Zinner data archive
and Volume 2 contains the Comet Halley archive. Both volumes
include information on how to read the data in both archives, as
well as a history of both comet watches (including the organizing




Charles Morris, Daniel W. E. Green, and John E. Bortle were
very helpful in supplying advice and information on many aspects of
cometary magnitude estimates and the visual appearance. Richard H.
Stanton made photoelectric checks on several AAVSO comparison star
fields before copies were issued to IHW comet observers. James A.
Morgan, Alan Hale, Ruthi Moore, Mike Morrow, John D. Sabia, John
Sanford, Chris Spratt, David Seargent, E. Peter Bus, Marek Muciek,
Jan Hollan, Antonio Milani, Jose Campos, Klim Churyumov, Graham
Keitch, Harold Ridley, Gabor Sule, J_rgen Rendtel, and many other
well-known observers served as collection points and forwarded much
of the data to the Lead Center. Giulio Varsi, Sandor Trajmar, and
B. Watson provided translations of some observers' notes. Murray
Geller helped with the proofreading and supplied good advice and
considerable encouragement. Richard West provided guidance. Ray
L. Newburn, Jr. was helpful and supportive in ways too numerous to
list. Pamela K. Stewart supplied very helpful database management
routines. Without Mikael Aronsson's programming and patience and
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THE AMATEUR OBSERVATION NETWORK OF
THE INTERNATIONAL HALLEY WATCH
Prologue
The International Halley Watch (IHW) was organized by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for the U.S. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) for the purpose of gathering and
archiving the most complete record of the apparition of a comet,
Halley's Comet (1982i = 1986 III = IP/Halley), ever compiled.
Descriptions of the IHW may be found in Edberg (1985) and in
Edberg, Newburn, and Rahe (1988). The potential contribution of
amateur astronomers was recognized at the outset (Brandt et al.,
1980) and the IHW was set up to include an Amateur Observation
Network.
Detailed planning and publicity began in 1981 and The
International Halley Watch Amateur Observers' Manual for Scientific
Comet Studies (Edberg, 1983) was available in time for the IHW's
trial run on Comet Crommelin (1983n = 1984 IV = 27P/Crommelin) in
1983-4. The data acquired during the trial run have been published
in print (Sekanina and Aronsson, 1985) and by NASA on CD-ROM, that
is, compact disc - read-only memory, in the Comet Halley Archive,
Vol. 24 (IHW Staff, 1992).
The redirection of the International Sun-Earth Explorer 3
(ISEE-3) spacecraft, subsequently renamed the International
Cometary Explorer (ICE), toward Comet Giacobini-Zinner (1984e =
1985 XIII = 21P/Giacobini-Zinner) prompted the initiation of a
formal watch on that comet, even as Comet P/Halley was in the first
stage of its 1985-6 apparition. All the data collected on
P/Giacobini-Zinner and P/Halley have been published on CD-ROM in
the Comet Halley Archive (IHW Staff, 1992; Vol. 24 and Vols. 1 -
23, respectively; Vols. 25 - 26 contain spacecraft data and
complete the set). This document contains a printed version of the
archive data, collected by amateur astronomers, on these two
comets. Volume 1 contains the Comet Giacobini-Zinner data archive
and Volume 2 contains the Comet Halley archive. Both volumes
include information on how to read the data in both archives, as
well as a history of both comet watches (including the organizing
of the network of astronomers and lessons learned from that
experience).
I. INTRODUCTION
Observations of Comets Halley and Giacobini-Zinner, compiled






Amateur observationsof Periodic Comet Giacobini-Zinner (G-Z)
commenced with the visual recovery of the comet by C. S. Morris and
S. J. Edberg on 1985 April 13. They ended with A. F. Jones'
observation on 1985 December i0. Within that period 1016 magnitude
and related visual appearance observations are included in the
archive. Fifty-three drawings are listed spanning June - October
and 20 photographs span July - September. Observations from 106
amateur astronomers were used in the G-Z archive.
Amateur observations of Periodic Comet Halley commenced with
the visual recovery of the comet by S. J. O'Meara on 1985 January
23. They ended with D. H. Levy's observation on 1988 February 23.
Within that period 11,641 magnitude and related visual appearance
observations are listed in the Halley archive. Within the span of
1985 July 28 through 1986 June 30 there are 1309 drawings listed.
Photographs cover the period 1985 August 12 to 1988 February 16 and
total 2165. Spectra were obtained over the period 1985 December 4
through 1986 May 4 and 45 are listed.
The G-Z and Halley archives both carry identification numbers
for every observation. These are called out in the amateur archive
as AON#, whose leading digit is always 8 (numbers 1 - 7 identify
the other disciplines in the IHW). The second (for Halley) or the
third (for G-Z) digit identifies the subcollection of observations,
as indicated below. The final digits were assigned to each
observation in chronological order.
Because of the subjective nature of visual-appearance
observation methods there is diversity in the type and quality of
information recorded in the archive. When a range of values was
given by the observer the more conservative value was adopted, i.e.
a shorter tail, more diffuse condensation, smaller coma, and
fainter magnitude. The AON# is always 1 for visual-appearance
listings.
Drawings present the visual aspect of a comet. To be included
in the archive a rendering must reproduce the detail discernible by
the observer and provide information useful to an investigator.
The AON# is always 3 for drawing listings.
All the photographic images listed in the archive are on file
and were examined for quality before inclusion in the archive
listings. The AON# is always 5 for photograph listings.
The spectra listed in the archive were made with either prism
or grating spectrographs in a variety of modes. These spectra are
perhaps the only ones in the complete IHW archive which cover the
full range of visual wavelengths in one record. A few spectra




The rationale for including amateur observations in IHW
activities was described in the original IHW report by Brandt et
al. (1980). The goal was to ensure that amateur observations would
be as scientifically useful as possible. With that in mind the IHW
Amateur Observers' Manual for Scientific Comet Studies (Edberg,
1983) was written. The philosophy was to provide detailed
instructions that observers with some experience could follow. The
manual was not intended to teach neophyte amateur astronomers how
to begin the hobby, though it was available early enough that a
novice, wishing to learn how to make amateur astronomical
observations in general and observations of comets in particular,
TABLE I
Discipline Specialist Team
Team Member Affiliation Responsibility
















Warren Morrison American Association of
Variable Star Observers
(AAVSO)
Cambridge, MA 02138, U. S. A.
Data
Recorder
Thomas R. Williams AAVSO Data Recorder
Michael J. Weiner Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1985-1986
Mary L. Firth Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1986-1988
Elizabeth La Vite Earth and Space Sciences Div. Data
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Reduction
Assistant
1988-1989
would have enough time and could find enough general references to
learn the necessary techniques.
Inviting amateur astronomers to participate in the IHW was
approached in several ways. Contacts with established
organizations and well-knownamateur observers were made. This did
not reach the bulk of potential observers. These observers were
contacted via the astronomical press and other public media.
Seeking scientific assistance from amateur astronomers had its
pros and cons. Filling in observational gaps in professional
coverage of the comet, for the professional Large Scale Phenomena
Network and the Spectroscopy and SpectrophotometryNetwork to name
two examples, and supplying numerous visual observations were
genuine, positive contributions to the IHW. On the other hand the
potentially large number of contributors and observations and the
observations' uncertain quality could easily have overwhelmed
efforts to manage and then prepare the data for inclusion in the
archive. Marketing surveys, conducted for advertisers using
astronomical magazines, estimated the number of amateur astronomers
in the U.S. and Canada, alone, to number 300,000.
To ameliorate the problem, amateurs planning to register with
the Amateur Observation Network were encouraged, via the Observer
Index registration form, to read portions of the manual first to
confirm their interest not just in joining in the IHW but in
actually participating by making observations useful to the
scientific community.
Ultimately, the numbers of participants and observations
proved manageable. There were 1575 registrations and of these, 873
actually submitted observations of P/Halley. It is noteworthy
that the latter figure includes submitters who did not register
with the amateur network: their observations simply arrived in the
mail.
The observations were collected at the IHW's JPL Lead Center.
They were either sent there directly by the observers or were
forwarded by designated observation collectors - usually
experienced observers willing to collect observations and advise
observers - from sites around the world. (These data recorders
were listed in the International Halley Watch Amateur Observer's
Bulletin (Edberg, 1982 - 1990) and in acknowledgment and update
letters sent to registered observers.) Some of the collectors also
provided their assessment of the quality of the observations. The
final preparation of the archive involved an assessment of all the
submitted observations by the Discipline Specialist.
Registration and Preparation
The Observer Index form in the IHW Amateur Observers' Manual
was designed so that the observer's address and observing site
particulars could be entered into computer files for later use.
The information requested on telescopes, cameras, and other
observing hardware, while not necessary at the time of registration
(but required for observations), later proved useful on numerous
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occasions when ambiguities of various types appeared in observation
reports. Even the signature permitting use of the data in the
archive was helpful at times.
Registrants received a letter of acknowledgement and, later,
letters timed appropriately for the P/Crommelin trial run and the
P/Giacobini-Zinner campaign. They were encouraged to request a
free subscription to the IHWAmateur Observer's Bulletin (published
for the IHW by the Planetary Society) so they would be informed
about IHW activities.
In 1988, a short questionnaire requesting more details on each
observer's past cometary and general astronomical experience was
sent to all observation submitters for whom addresses were
available. (Some observations were sent without the submitter's
address and other observers moved without sending an address
update.) Staff and time limitations prevented the inclusion of the
ancillary Observer Index data and the questionnaire data in
computer files, but the paper files will stay with the IHW archive
for future use by those who are interested in the community of
participating amateur astronomers.
The observing site coordinates, listed in Table VIII and by
identification number with the observations in the archive, are
mostly those supplied by the observer. They have appended to them
the Discipline Specialist's subjective estimate of the accuracy of
that position. Occasionally observers used additional sites for
which they did not supply coordinates. For these sites any
evidence available was used to estimate very approximate geographic
coordinates and a very large position uncertainty estimate was
attached to them, sometimes as large as a whole country.
The large number of observing sites that many individuals
would use was not anticipated. Observers selected sites based on
such characteristics as atmospheric conditions and weather,
distance from home, height and darkness of the horizon, and the
comet's azimuth, among others.
The observation report forms in the manual (as later modified
and published in the IHW Amateur Observer's Bulletin and in letters
to observers) were patterned on report forms used by various
amateur astronomy organizations. Occasionally there was redundancy
on the forms; this sometimes proved very helpful in preparing the
data for input. The forms were as self-explanatory as possible,
even though a complete glossary explaining the forms was in the
Manual.
The report forms were formulated so that a selected parameter
was the same for all observations reported on an individual form:
for magnitudes the parameter was the comet observed; for drawings,
photoelectric photometry, and meteor counts it was the date; and
for all observations using photography it was photographic
emulsion. Unfortunately, some observers did not follow the
formulations, creating significant additional work to prepare
mixed-parameter observation reports for entry in the archive.
The preparation of thousands of observations for entry in the
archive leads to the following conclusion: the organizer of any
activity of this nature must be prepared for the unexpected and
irrational. Sometimes instructions aren't followed, and the data
system must have built-in flexibility and adaptability.
II. THE ARCHIVE
Visual Appearance
After discussions with the staff of the International Comet
Quarterly (ICQ), their observation report form was adopted with
added columns for additional data relevant to the analysis and
understanding of the large number of magnitude estimates in the
archive. It was a mistake not to ask for the comet's name on the
report form: some observers sent in their data on P/Giacobini-
Zinner and on P/Halley on separate forms but in the same mailing.
Some G-Z observations were found mixed with Halley observations
during the final Halley proofreading, when it was too late to add
them to the G-Z archive. Another minor problem, fortunately made
obvious by the observers, was that observations of brighter "comets
of opportunity" discovered in 1985 were sometimes submitted with
Halley observations on the same report form (this occurred with
drawings as well).
UT Date was usually understood by observers but the time of
observations was sometimes not correctly computed or not attached
to the correct data. Some observers, responding to an IHWrequest,
submitted their times as decimals of a day. A number of them
incorrectly used the table to convert hours:minutes:seconds to
decimals of a day, which was distributed in the acknowledgment
letter and in the Amateur Observer's Bulletin (No. II).
Observations with ambiguous dates/times were discarded. With very
few exceptions, decimal dates had to be specified to two or more
decimal places for inclusion in the archives.
To better standardize the magnitude estimates, comparison star
charts were included with the Amateur Observers' Manual (in Part
II). These included reduced-sizeAAVSO Variable Star Atlas charts
(Scovil, 1980) with their V and visual magnitudes and portions of
the B.A.A. Star Charts 1950.0 (Tirion, 1981) that had AAVS0 Atlas
magnitudes added to them. In addition, selected AAVSO variable
star comparison charts, some checked photoelectrically by Richard
Stanton (JPL, private communication) were mailed to registered
observers. These efforts at standardization were thwarted both
directly by the publication of other observing manuals with
different star charts + magnitudes (Bouma et al., 1985 and Bus,
1984) and indirectly by observers picking their own sources of
comparison magnitudes. Later in this section the many reference
sources used by the observers are listed. It is incumbent on any
archive user to decide which set or sets of comparison charts are
acceptable for research.
Some observers reported magnitudes made with the same
instrument but with different magnifications on the same data line:
these were discarded because of their ambiguity.
Degree of condensation, DC, often covered the full range from
6
0 to 9 on many nights. Charles Morris submits the following report
on recent results:
An interesting result of the February 1994
International Workshop on Cometary Astronomy concerns a
comet's degree of condensation. For some time, there has
been concern over the wide range of DC values (often
including all possible values, 0-9) reported by different
observers, even experienced observers, on a given night
(S. J. Edberg, unpublished). During a panel discussion
at the Workshop, led by John E. Bortle and Charles S.
Morris, one reason for the spread was uncovered. Most
American observers (and the IHW) define DC as a smoothly
varying description of the intensity profile across a
comet's head (Edberg, 1983). In particular, DC = 9 is
used only when a comet is described as either wholly with
a bright nuclear condensation with little surrounding
coma (star-like in appearance) or with a notable, sharp-
edged (planetary-like) disk. In this scheme, a diffuse
coma with a stellar condensation would have a DC that is
the weighted average of the two components. For
instance, a totally diffuse coma (DC=0) with a faint
stellar condensation might have a combined DC of two. If
the same diffuse coma had a bright condensation, the DC
might be six or seven.
At the Workshop it was learned that British
observers jump to DC = 9 immediately upon distinguishing
any stellar condensation within the comet's head. While
other European comet groups/observers at the Workshop
indicated that they followed the American/IHWdefinition
of DC, a visual DC test given to the participants
(Shanklin, 1994) prior to the DC discussion showed good
agreement among observers for all examples, except the
one having a stellar condensation embedded in a diffuse
coma. While not explaining all the scatter observed in
the DC estimates (e.g., different instrumentation is
another potential cause), it does suggest that
significant confusion exists over the definition of DC
when a stellar (or near-stellar) condensation is present
in the comet's coma. Users of the archive should bear
this in mind when analyzing DC data.
The Dark Adapted column asked for a simple yes/no response.
The actual time spent dark adapting would have been a more useful
datum.
The criteria for the retention of magnitude data in the
archive were extensively debated. The extremes ranged from keeping
the data from only a few, selected, experienced observers to
keeping virtually all of them. One specific criterion and its
rationale originated with Charles Morris (JPL, private
communication): Exclude observers who made less than a specified
number of observations (e.g., 1 observation per month on average)
during the prime 1985-86 observing period. This number should be
selected so the criterion tends to filter out inexperienced
observers while retaining sufficient quantities of data from the
remaining observers to make meaningful intercomparisons.
Based on these discussions, the decision was made that for the
archive all those data were included that, based on the report
itself, appeared to have been made in the Manual-prescribed manner•
Thus researchers may exercise the option of applying Morris'
criterion. Even this liberal approach to data inclusion resulted
in the discarding of roughly one-quarter of the submitted
observations. Figure 1 presents light curves of G-Z and Halley.
The light curve in Figure ib was generated with a group of selected
observers while Figure ic used all of the observers.
The size of this data set will allow many more studies of
interest - some of the observers perhaps, as well as of the comet -
than would have been possible had a much more limited archive been
produced. Workers interested in using experience as a selection
criterion are referred to Table II, kindly supplied by Daniel Green
(Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams; private communication),
which lists observations by those whose data are in the ICQ files.
users are also referred to Green (1986) for additional data on ICQ
observers of P/Halley. He lists both the most active ICQ observers
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Figure I. (a) The light curve of Comet Giacobini-Zinner,
using the brightest total magnitude estimate (if more
than one was made) by each observer on every night an
observation was made. No aperture corrections have been
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Figure I. (b) The light curve of Comet Halley using the
brightest magnitude estimate (if more than one was made)
by observers J. Bortle, R. Bouma, D. W. E. Green, A.
Hale, A. Jones, R. Keen, G. Keitch, C. S. Morris, W.
Morrison, A. Pearce, D. Seargent, and J. Shanklin on
every night an observation was made. Some "nuclear"
magnitudes (m2) have been included, falling well below
the total magnitude light curves. No aperture
corrections have been applied. Breaks in the curve fall
around full moon or perihelion.
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Figure i. (c) The light curve of Comet Halley using the
brightest magnitude estimate (if more than one was made)
by all observers on every night an observation was made.
Some "nuclear" magnitudes (m2) have been included,
falling well below the total magnitude light curves. No
aperture corrections have been applied. Breaks in the
curve fall around full moon or perihelion.
TABLE I I
The Most Active ICQ Observers
The top 24 active observers of all comets in the ICQ
archive as of 1990 January 4 are listed below. The
columns list observer's name, number of positive
observations, and number of negative observations (comet
not detected). Here, an observation is defined as a
single ICQ-format 80-character data listing; in the ICQ
archive there is often more than one observation per
observer per comet per night, since observers use
different methods and different instruments to determine
the total visual magnitude. The vast majority of
observations (> 95%) contain some sort of magnitude
estimate while the remainder report only other aspects of
the visual appearance.
Observer Obs. Ne_
John E. Bortle 1952
Albert Jones 1942
Charles S. Morris 1799
Reinder Bouma 914




































Observers' notes, throughout the amateur archive, are usually
reproduced as written by the observer, especially in the case of
observers whose first language is not English. This can make for
rough reading and ambiguity at times but it allows archive users to
make their own judgments. Some observers supplied extensive notes
not directly related to the comet or the observations. A few of
these are scattered through the archive to supply a little color
and context to the data and the times.
The column headings of the IHW Visual Appearance printed
archive are described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. Trailing zeroes
are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
ml Total magnitude of the comet. A colon indicates that the
given magnitude has lower than usual precision. A >
indicates that the comet was fainter than the given
magnitude.










Sidgwick or In-Out method
Morris method
In-focus telescopic (as with variable stars)
or naked eye estimates (made with or without
defocusing; some observers remove corrective
eyeglasses to defocus stars for comparison
with the comet)
See Edberg (1983) for details of the first three methods.
Chart Source(s) of comparison star magnitudes:
(number < 179) Specific chart with V and/or visual
magnitudes in the American Association of
Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) Variable Star
Atlas (Scovil, 1980).
(number + letter) Specific chart from the B.A.A.
(British Astronomical Association, BAA) Star
Charts 1950.0 (Tirion, 1981) that was modified
by the addition of AAVSO atlas magnitudes and
published in the IHWAmateur Observers' Manual
(Edberg, 1983).
ii
(variable star designation) Variable star
comparison chart published by the AAVSO, BAA,
or Royal Astronomical Society of New Zealand
(RASNZ), or AAVSO charts with V magnitudes
(specially checked by R. H. Stanton, JPL;
private communication). The latter were
distributed by the IHW. A letter following
the variable star designation identifies the
specific chart used. R. W. Fleet (private
communication) finds that comparison star
magnitudes in the SX Leonis field are about
1/3 magnitude fainter than those in the S
Sextantis field. J. Bortle (private
communication) has also noted inconsistencies
between comparison star fields in this part of
the sky.
(numbers) Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO) Star Catalog (1966) star number, or
another catalog's number.
AA Chart from The AAVSO Variable Star Atlas
(Scovil, 1980).
AAVSO Unspecified AAVSO source.
AUL UBV UBV photoelectric sequence described by
Landolt (1973).
BAA Unspecified BAA source.
BSC Yale Bright Star Catalog (Hoffleit and Jaschek,
1982).
COELI Atlas of the Heavens (also called Atlas
Coeli 1950.0; Becvar, 1958).
CZ List of white (B-V < 0.5) stars selected by J.
Hollan of Copernicus Observatory &
Planetarium, Brno, Czechoslovakia (private
communication).
DCS Dutch Comet Section observing manual (Bus,
1984), with magnitudes based on Sky Catalog
2000.0 (Hirshfeld and Sinnott, 1982). V
magnitudes were converted to visual
magnitudes.
E Atlas Eclipticalis 1950.0 (Becvar, 1958).
IHW Unspecified IHW source; occasionally
specific chart is indicated.
a
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IHW BAA Unspecified BAA chart published by the
IHW.
LNES Lampkin's (1972) Naked Eye Stars.
M Stellar Atlas by A. A. Mikhaylov (1975) using
Henry Draper Catalogue (HD; Cannon and
Pickering, 1918-24) magnitudes.
MP McCormick Photovisual Sequences (published by
the Univ. of Virginia; also Wirtanen and
Vyssotsky, 1945).
NPS North Polar Sequence, published by the
AAVSO.
PA Stars from the Palomar Observatory SkySurvey.
Their V magnitudes were determined by
comparison with the standard sequence in NGC
2119 (Hoag et aL, 1961) and converted
according to: (visual magnitude) = V + 0.16
[B-V] (K. Churyumov, private communication).
RASNZ Unspecified RASNZ source.
SA Selected area (Everhart, 1984), either
numbered or unspecified.
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory source.




Chart from the SAO Star Atlas
SC 2000 Unspecified stars from Sky Catalog 2000.0
(Hirshfeld and Sinnot, 1982).
SPV Unspecified stars with photovisual magnitudes
from the Cape Photographic Catalog for 1950.0.
USNOC United States Naval Observatory Photoelectric
Catalog (Blanco et al., 1968).
VAS (+ numbers) Unspecified stars from a specific
chart in Vehrenberg's (1971) Atlas Stellarum
1950.0.
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Occasionally combinations of sources are specified, e.g.
SA47SAO, SPER 16, AA NPS, AACZORI, etc. Additional
sources were used by a small number of observers, about
which little or no information was supplied.
Coma size Coma diameter [arcmin]. For an elliptical coma the major
and minor axes are given.
DC Degree of condensation, a qualitative measure of the
brightness profile across the coma. Values from 0 to 9
indicate increasing degrees of condensation from diffuse
to stellar. See Edberg (1983) for details.
Tail Length of a tail [deg]. In the printed archive
additional tails are listed as notes.
PA Position angle [deg] measured north through east. In the
printed archive additional tails (and fans) are listed as
notes.
Ap, Ins, f/, Pwr Aperture size [m], type of instrument (see











The Jones-Bird design is described by Jones (1957) and by
Bird and Bowen (1979).
On a few occasions the stated telescope characteristics
don't seem to match the telescope type listed, both as
supplied by the observer. In the case of fast
Schmidt-Cassegrainian telescopes, an auxiliary positive
lens was probably used as a focal reducer
(telecompressor), and a rather fast Cassegrainian
telescope (f/10) is probably a Schmidt-Cassegrainian.
Lim Limiting magnitude of stars visible to the naked eye.
Interference with the observation is indicated by the
letters C, M, T, or Z if used, which refer to city
lights, moonlight, twilight, or zodiacal light,
respectively.
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DA The observer's dark adaptation (Y = yes, N = no). A few
observers gave the time spent dark adapting; times
greater than or equal to i0 minutes were assigned a Y,
shorter times an N.
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Drawings
The discerning eyes and skilled hands of astronomical
illustrators have historically provided images of comets. Today,
unfortunately, few professional or amateur astronomers have the
artistic skill and accuracy, in this age of photography and
electronic detectors, that were once the common tools of many
astronomers. Drawings of P/Halley still help to place the comet's
1986 apparition in the context of earlier ones, however. In
addition, the large number of drawings on file offers investigators
the opportunity to better understand eye-brain detector variations
among observers, especially when the drawings are compared with
images from the Near Nucleus Studies Network that were made by non-
human detectors (though later processing by archive users will
insert a form of personal bias into the images, or at least into
their appearance). Figure 2 presents high quality drawings.
Some observers' reports of magnification used for their
observations were ambiguous. For example, an observer may have
indicated 58-271, listed in the archive as 58,271. It is not clear
if the observer used an unspecified intermediate power or a range
of powers for that particular drawing.
The intent in asking for U. T. Start/End was to determine how
long it took the observer to make the drawing since it couldn't be
made instantaneously. In a few cases a single time was given with
the drawing but not in the space provided for Start/End. In such
cases an editor's note was inserted and any evidence available,
including other drawings or magnitude estimates, was used to
suggest in the note whether the supplied time was for the start or
end or middle.
The format of the list of drawings in the printed archive is
described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. Trailing zeroes
are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference




































Scale Scale in minutes of arc per millimeter. Drawings lacking
a scale are sometimes included.
Ap, Ins, f/, Pwr(s) Aperture size [m], type of instrument (see











The Jones-Bird design is described by Jones (1957) and by
Bird and Bowen (1979).
On a few occasions the stated telescope characteristics
don't seem to match the telescope type listed, both as
supplied by the observer. In the case of fast
Schmidt-Cassegrainian telescopes, an auxiliary positive
lens was probably used as a telecompressor (focal
reducer), and a rather fast Cassegrainian telescope
(f/10) is probably a Schmidt-Cassegrainian.
DurM Time [min] spent to execute the drawing.
Lim Limiting magnitude of stars visible to the naked eye.
Interference with the observation is indicated by the
letters C, M, T, or Z if used, which refer to city
lights, moonlight, t_wilight, or _odiacal light,
respectively.
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Photography
The photography report form, updated in IHWAmateur Observer's
Bulletin No. 6 from the version in the Manual, was designed with
intentionally redundant entries. This was occasionally helpful in
interpreting an observer's report.
Images listed in the archive are those for which a quick
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visual inspection without magnification suggested that the image
could have use to someone studying the appearance of the comet.
Even when an image is of doubtful quality it is listed, consistent
with the philosophy that it is best to let archive users be aware
of the availability of that image. Roughly one-eighth of the
photos submitted were not included in the archive and neither are
the numerous reports of photos taken for which no copy was
included. The quality of the images in the files ranges from
barely useful to superb, professional-level work. Figure 3
presents samples of both wide-angle and narrow-angle photographs.
The times listed in the archive were converted from exposure
start and duration to mid-exposure time. Often the photographer
gave the starting time to greater precision (in
hours:minutes:seconds) than is indicated by the decimal conversion.
In the archive listing, telescopes used for photography
commonly have the focal length, focal ratio, and aperture all
(redundantly) specified. When camera lenses were used, only focal
length and focal ratio are listed. The focal ratio listed for a
camera lens is that used for the photograph, which may not be the
widest-open aperture (lowest focal ratio) possible with the lens.
Auxiliary lenses are sometimes used on telescopes and cameras
to increase or decrease the focal length. When re-imaging is not
involved and a negative lens is used to increase the telescope's
effective focal length for photography, the lens is commonly called
a tele-extender or teleconverter. (Such a lens is called a Barlow
lens when used visually.) A telecompressor or focal reducer is a
positive lens that shortens the effective focal length without re-
imaging.
The ISO (ASA/DIN) speed of the emulsion is given as supplied
by the observer or manufacturer. Some emulsions do not have a
speed (in the usual sense of the word) determined for them, so for
these, and for emulsions that have been hypersensitized or push-
processed, this column is left empty. For an emulsion for which
different speeds are available by manufacturer's design and
recommended processing, the speed as given by the observer is used.
Gas hypersensitizing and emulsion cooling both serve to
increase the sensitivity of photographic emulsions or mitigate the
effects of low intensity failure of the reciprocity law for
photographic emulsions. Gas hypersensitized emulsions are
available commercially (Lumicon and University Optics are two such
suppliers) and are also prepared by observers themselves.
Considering the varying temperaments and world-wide locations
of astrophotographers it would have been impossible to standardize
photographic emulsions and processing. Thus, these details are
provided with the archive listing.
Kodak developer D-19b is commonly used by European
astrophotographers. It is an X-ray emulsion developer that is
rather radically different in composition from its high contrast
American namesake, D-19. Contact Eastman Kodak Co., Dept. 841-S,
343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650-0811, USA for details. Kodak
can also provide details on the spectral transmission of their




























Technical Uses in the references; many Wratten filter designation
numbers have been adopted for equivalent glass filters made by
other manufacturers).
There were variations in the way observers indicated the
dilutions of their developers: for example, both 1 + 4 and 1 : 4
were used.
It seemed likely that original negatives or positives of the
comets would be too precious for observers to want to give up.
While there are some originals in the files, the archive largely
lists copies in the files, of one of the following types:
Contact Prints - positive images on paper made by placing the
original negative in contact with the photographic paper.
Negatives - May be originals or copies: some are mounted in
slide frames.
Prints - These are usually enlargements from the original;
occasionally a halftone or xerographic (often of poor quality)
copy. Composite prints are so noted but are listed as a single
entry with a mid-time determined as halfway between the initial
opening of the shutter and its final closing, no matter what the
individual exposure times and their separations were. Negative
prints were submitted rarely.
Slides - 135-size (24 x 36 mm) positive black and white or
color transparencies mounted in standard frames.
Transparencies - Positive images on film, unmounted, of 135-
size or larger. Standard sizes are 135, providing an image area of
approximately 24 x 36 mm, and 120, with an area of approximately 6
x 6 cm (sometimes 6 x 7 cm). Rarely, other larger films were used.
The data files contain hard-copy images ranging in size from
individual 135-size images to oversize prints.
For the purpose of standardization the Amateur Observers'
Manual instructed observers to obtain calibration photos of M31,
M83, and Orion's belt. Only a handful of observers cooperated.
Calibration photos are stored with the comet photos but are not
listed in the archive.
The format of the list of photographs in the printed archive
is described below:
Date(UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. For photographs
this is the middle of the exposure. Trailing zeroes are
often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
FL, f/, and Ap Instrument focal length [m], focal ratio, and
aperture [m]. Listed are the effective focal length and
2O
effective focal ratio used. A note follows giving the
nominal characteristics of the instrument if auxiliary
optics were used in making the image.
FOV Computed field of view for a 24 x 36 mm frame.
format emulsions are identified in the notes.
Larger
ExpM Exposure time [min].
Emulsion Type of emulsion.
ISO The speed (ASA/DIN) of the emulsion.
Hyp ,,Y" indicates a hypersensitized emulsion, "C" stands for
an exposure with a cooled-emulsion camera; otherwise an
TINI' .
Gdng Type of guiding:
C - Computed offsets to telescope drive
M - By micrometer
O - Cross hairs on central condensation
S - Sidereal-rate drive or guiding on a star
T - Cross hairs tangent to coma
X - Cross hairs on a coma with no condensation
These methods are explained in Edberg (1983).
Id/Typ IHW- or observer-assigned number and type of image on
file:
C - Contact print
N - Negative
P - Enlarged print
S - Slide
T - Transparency
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VIII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Astrometry
A few amateur astronomers have been contributing much-needed
astrometric observations of comets for many years. These
astronomers worked directly with the IHW Astrometry Network.
Several other amateur astrometrists sent their measurements to the
Amateur Observation Network. Astrometry Network Discipline
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Specialist Donald K. Yeomans analyzed these data and,
unfortunately, found them unacceptable. These observers were
encouraged to continue improving their technique; good astrometric
measurements of comets and asteroids continue to be sorely needed.
Spectroscopy
Amateur astronomers apparently generated the only low
dispersion spectra of Comet Halley (Figure 4). Reports of
spectroscopic observations were made on a form closely matching the
photographic report form. (Both the photography report form and
the spectroscopy report form were each similarly revised in IHW
Amateur Observer's Bulletin No. 6 from their versions in the
Manual.) The principal difference was the request for information
on the type of telescope and spectroscopic system used and on
disperser characteristics. The archive listings indicate camera
lens specifically with a "CL" and a camera lens may also be
inferred, as in the listings of direct photographs, from the empty
column listing for aperture.
Observer W. Tom Buchanan's spectrograph has an unusual design.
It is basically an objective grating spectrograph using a camera
lens. He has added a complex optical system which allows
wavelength reference marks to be placed on the film with the target
spectrum. His detailed description is on file with his spectra.
The format of the list of spectrograms in the printed archive
is described below:
Date (UT) Decimal date of the time of observation. For
spectrograms this is the middle of the exposure.
Trailing zeroes are often mere space-fillers.
AON# Amateur observation network number, a unique reference
number assigned to each observation.
Config The typeof spectrograph used. The initial number and
letter pair indicates the disperser: the number gives the
grooves/mm of Grating or the apex angle of a Prism. The
second letter indicates the specific configuration used:
Non-objective, O_bjective, or Slitless.
Ins The type of instrument used. An "N" indicates
Newtonian reflector, an "R" indicates a refractor,
and "CL" indicates a camera lens was used.
a
FL, f/, and Ap Instrument focal length [m], focal ratio, and
aperture [m]. Listed are the effective focal length and
effective focal ratio used. A note follows giving the
nominal characteristics of the instrument if auxiliary
optics were used.
EXpM Exposure time [min].
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ab
Figure 4. (a) Spectrogram of Comet Halley by W. Tom
Buchanan taken on 9 April 1986 (AON# 870136). The
continuum of reflected sunlight is punctuated with
emissions of CN (on the far left) and various carbon
compounds to the right. (b) Spectra of Comet Halley
extend on both sides of the zero order image in this
photograph by Stephen Edberg taken on 17 March 1986 (AON#
870132).
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Emulsion Type of emulsion.
ISO The ASA/DIN speed of the emulsion.
Hyp "Y" indicates a hypersensitized emulsion, "C" stands for
an exposure with a cooled-emulsion camera; otherwise an
tin I! .
Gdng Type of guiding:
C - Computed offsets to telescope drive
M - By micrometer
O - Cross hairs on central condensation
S - Sidereal-rate drive or guiding on a star
T - Cross hairs tangent to coma
X - Cross hairs on a coma with no condensation
These methods are explained in Edberg (1983).
Id/Typ IHW- or observer-assigned number and type of image on
file:
C - Contact print
N - Negative
P - Enlarged print
S - Slide
T - Transparency
Site Observing site identification number (cf. Table VII).
Observer(s) Name(s) of observer(s).
indicated in notes.
Additional observers are
Notes Observer's or editor's comments, if any.
Photoelectric Photometry
Only one observer submitted photometric observations to the
Amateur Observation Network, on his own report form (with the
comment that the form in the manual was inadequate). These were
forwarded to the professional Photometry and Polarimetry Network
for disposition.
Meteor Observations
At the time the IHW was being organized a professional network
of meteor observers was not included. Amateur meteor observations
were solicited to ensure that at least some meteor data would be
included in the archives, especially since this is a subject easily
and traditionally studied by amateurs.
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With much already known about these meteor showers, hourly
counts, photography, and spectrophotography were emphasized.
Halley Meteor Days were set from 1982-1987 for May 2-6 and October
20-24.
Visual hourly counts were emphasized initially (in the Manual)
but with the encouragement and assistance of David Meisel of the
American Meteor Society (AMS) radio counts were later added to the
program. Mike Morrow and Ruthi Moore, the IHW Meteor Recorders,
designed an improved Visual/Radio Meteor Observation Report form
which was distributed and explained in the acknowledgement letter
to observers and in Bulletin No. 5.
Well over a thousand meteor reports were received from several
hundred observers. The majority of them observed only over periods
of one or two hours, rather than the more desirable multiple hour
periods. Efforts in meteor photography were minimal. Only three
direct photos were submitted (one Eta Aquarid, one Orionid, and one
sporadic meteor) and no spectra. The meteor photography report
form was updated in parallel with that of photography and that of
spectroscopy.
On the advice of the IHW's Steering Group, a professional
Meteor Studies network was created and announced in IHW Newsletter
(Edberg, 1982 - 1987) No. 7 (18 June 1985). With this network
organized, all the amateur observations were forwarded to
Discipline Specialist Anton Hajduk at the Astronomical Institute of
the Slovak Academy of Sciences for inclusion in the meteor archive.
Copies of all the data are also included with the paper files of
the amateur archive.
III. FLEXIBLE IMAGE TRANSPORT SYSTEM (FITS) KEYWORDS IN THE DIGITAL
ARCHIVE
FITS Headers
The amateur data are computer-archived on CD-ROM and magnetic
tape according to the standard, extended FITS format. The visual
data use a header with table extension format. All the other types
include all the data in the primary header. To maintain
consistency with the P/Crommelin data set, the header + table
extension is used for the archives containing P/Giacobini-Zinner
and P/Halley even though it would have been more efficient to
include all the magnitude data in the primary header.
The FITS keyword sets used in the archive include both the
FITS standard keywords and the table extension keyword set that is


























FRATIO - ff. f
POWER = ppp











TTYPE_ = 'MAG. EST. _TROD'
TBCOL1 = 1
TFORM1 - ' A1
TNULLI = '?












TTYPE5 = 'COMA DIA_dETER I'
TBCOL5 = 18
TFORM5 = 'ES.I
TUNIT5 = 'ARCMIN. '
TNULL5 = '-9%.0
T_E6 - 'C_ DIA_TER 2'
TBCOL6 = 24
TFORM6 = 'E5.1
TUNIT6 - 'ARCA_IN. '
TNULL6 = '-99.0
TTYPE7 = 'DEGREE OF COND.'
TBCOL7 = 3 0
TFORM7 = _II
TNULL7 = '
TTYPE8 = 'LENGTH OF TAIL i'
TBODL8 = 32
TFORM8 - 'E5.2
TUNI T8 = 'DEGREE
TNULL8 = '-9.00





III. All Types of Data
/ THIS IS A FITS FILE
/ BITS PER PIXEL
/ NO IMAGE DATA ARRAY PRESENT
/ THERE NAY BE STP/_DARD EXTENSIONS
/ NAME OF OBJECT
/ UNIQUE FILE _DENTIFICATION NO.
/ DATE OF MIDDLE OF OBSERVATION (UT)
/ TIP_E OF MIDDLE OF OBSERVATION (UT)
/ DATE OF PUBLIC RELEASE
/ XKW DISCIPLINE
/ EAST LONGITUDE OF OBSERVING SITE
/ LATITUDE OF OBS_NG SITE
/ OBSERVING SYSTEM CODE
/ N_J4E OF OBSERVER
/ NAME OF SUBMITTER OF DATA
/ SPECIAL EV_T FLAG
IV. visual AppeaxaBce
/ FORM OF DATA
/ TYPE OF DATA
/ ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
/ TYPE OF INSTRUMENT USED
/ APERTURE SIZE (_TER}
/ _DCAL RATIO
/ FJ_GNI FICATIONTAPE WRITING INSTITUTION
/ TABLE EXTENSION
/ BITS PER PIXEL
/ 2-D MATRIX
/ NO. OF CHARACTERS PER ROW
/ NO. OF RONS
/ NO RANDOM PARAMETERS
/ ONLY ONE GROUP
/ NO. OF FIELDS PER ROW




/ TOTAL MAGNITUDE (GI_ AS ALPBANUMERIC
/ STARTING CODU}_ STRING, SINCE IST COL. CAN
/ FORMAT BE > SIGN, WHICH I_LIES
/ MISSING VALUE UPPER LIMIT)




/ USED FOR CO)_PABISON STARS (SEE PRINTED CRO_-
/ STARTING COLUR_ LIN ARCEIVE OR
/ FORMAT INT'L. COMET QTRLY.
/ MISSING VALUE FOR EXPLANATION)
/ CIRCULAR COMA DIAM. (OR MAJOR AXIS, ELLIPTICAL








/ MISSING VALUE (OR CIRCULAR CC44A)















TTYPEI0 = 'LENGTH OF TAIL 2' /
TBCOLI0 = 42 /
TFORM10 = 'E5.2 /
TUNITI0 - 'DEGREE /
TNULLI0 = '-9.00 /
TTYPEII = 'P.A. OF TAIL 2' /
TBCOLII " 48 /
TFORMII - 'I3 /
TUNITII = 'DEGREE ' /
TNULLII " '-99 /
TTYPEI2 = 'LENGTH OF TAIL 3' /
TBCOLI2 = 52 /
TFORMI2 " 'E5.2 /
TVNITI2 - 'DEGREE ' /
TNULLI2 = '-9.00 /
TTYPEI3 - 'P.A. OF TAIL 3' /
TBCOLI3 = 58 /
TFORMI3 = 'I3 /
TUNITI3 - 'DEGREE ' /
TNULLI3 = '-99 /
TI"/PEI4 - 'LIMITING _AG. ' /
TBCOLI4 = 62 /
TFORMI4 - 'E4.1 /
TNULLI4 - '-9.0 /
TTYPEI5 = 'SKY INTERFERLNCE' /
TBCOLI5 = 66 /
TFORMI5 - 'A4 /
TNULLI5 - ' /
CO_MENT VALUE EQUAL TO : IMPLIES




Table IV. Visual Appearance (toni'd)
























LIGHT INTERFERING WITH OBSERVATION
STARTING COLUMN (C-CITY LIGHTS, M=MOONLIGHT,
FORMAT T_TWILIGET, Z-ZODIACA_ LIGHT)
MISSING VALUE (NO INTERFERENCE)
UNCERTAINTY IN FAINTEST STAR MAG.
/ WAS OBSERVER DARK ADAPTED? (Y_YES, N=NO)
















/ FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
/ TYPE OF DATA
eeee / ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (_TER)
/ TYPE OF INSTRUMENT USED
a.aaa / APERTURE SIZE (METER)
ff.f / FOCAL RATIO
n / NO. OF MAGNIFICATIONS USED
ppp / MAGNIFICATION
m.m / MAGNITUDE OF FAINTEST STAR VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE
ppp.p / PLATE (DRAWING) SCALE (ARCSEC/MM)
ddd / TIME FOR M_%KING DRAWING (SECOND)







TELEFL - t.ttt /
APERTURE= a.aaa /





ISO = 'aaaa/dd ' /







GUIDING = 'ggg...gg_ /
EXPOSURE- eeee /
IM-ID = 'iii /
IM-TYPE = 'iii /
ORIGIN = 'JET PROPULSION LAB' /
COMMENT ccc...cc
TableVl. Photography
/ FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
TYPE OF DATA
ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
PRIMARY, UNMODIFIED INSTR. FOCAL LENGTH (METER)
EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH (METER)
APERTURE SIZE (METER)
FOCAL RATIO
COMPUTED FOV ASSUMING 135 FORMAT (DEGREE)
















































































FORM OF DATA (NO DATA RECORDS)
TYPE OF DATA
ELEVATION OF OBSERVING SITE (METER)
TYPE OF INSTRUMENT USED
PRIMARY, UNMODIFIED INSTR. FOCAL LENGTH (METER)























TYPE OF IMAGE ON FILE
TAPE WRITING INSTITUTION
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IV. OBSERVING SITE LIST
Listed in Table VIII below are the observers and all the comet
observing sites they supplied to the IHW. Observers' names with
diacritical marks on any letters were spelled, in this list, by
adopting the closest English letter visually matching the letters
with marks.
An observer may not have observed from all the sites listed.
The site number preceding the site coordinates corresponds to the
number in the Site column in the archive listings.
In some cases the geographic coordinates were estimated by the
editor. Occasionally, different sites received the same
coordinates because specific coordinates could not be found.
Precision is the editor's subjective estimate of the observer's
precision in reporting the site's coordinates. Especially large
values indicate the editor estimated the site coordinates with an
available map or atlas which did not show the place named by the
observer. In a few cases the site position's precision was so high
that it exceeded the space available in the format used here.
Country is the IHW-assigned country code.
The country code, identified in Table IX, is in the last
column.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Halley's Comet inspired amateur astronomers worldwide to
contribute useful data to the IHW Archive. Halley is special,
though, and the numbers of participants for any other comet or
other significant astronomical event would probably be only a small
fraction of this number. (One need only contemplate the small
number of participants for the IHW-sponsored watches on P/Crommelin
and P/Giacobini-Zinner to reach the same conclusion.) In another
aspect of completeness, there are certainly numerous high quality
photographs taken by amateurs which were not reported to the IHW.
This is an unfortunate loss, as are the photos reported without
copies submitted.
It was heartening to find that the majority of those
participating took their efforts seriously enough to submit useful
data. It was interesting to find that the observers new to the
field of cometary observations followed directions better than the
more experienced observers.
Future organizers of observational campaigns should certainly
include amateur astronomers in their efforts. The talent available
is a valuable resource that should be tapped. Do not expect even
the most careful and lucid instructions to be followed rigorously,
however. Even professional astronomers can be willful on occasion,






















































2 observiDg site uoknow_
































































































1 obsezving site u_kDo_rn



























































































































Table viii. Observers (Cont'd)
Si_e Longitude Latitude Al_itude Precislon
1 009/¢0/00 +46/00/00
















































































4 343/23/00 +28/15/00 2400 I arcmiD
5 343/23/00 +28/15/00 I00 1 arcmin
6 343/23/00 +28/15/00 1400 1 arcmin

























































































































































































Table VIIZ. Observers (ConC'd)


















1 obsezvIBg site unknow_

































0 0. I arcBin







9 345/48/30 +26/44/42 2340 0.i arcmln


































































































































































































Table VI_I. Observers (Con_'d)







1 observiug site unknow_

















































































































































































































































































Table vI_Z. Observers (C0nt'd)

















































1 observing sate uBknow_
1 observlug site uoknow_
1 Observing site u_kDow_



















200 0.1 deg 8
5 0.1 deg 8
820 1 arcsec 2
99? 1 arcsec 2
2 0.1 deg 16
995 1 arcml_ 14
9 0.1 arcsec 16
99 0.01 arcsec 16
93 0.01 arcaec 16
151 0.i arcsec 16
244 0.i arcJln 16
107 1 arcsec 29
79 1 arcsec 19
145 1 arcsec 29
185 1 arcsec 29
1515 I arcmin 29
1600 1 arcmiB 29
400 I arcmlu 28
78 1 arcsec 25
30 1 arcsec 7
25 1 arcseo 7
398 1 arcsec 7
787 1 arcsec 7
3200 1 arcmin 33
2800 1 arc_in 13
1800 i arcmiD 33
2800 1 a_omin 33
3300 1 azcmlo 33
2800 1 arcl£_ 33
2600 1 arclln 33
380 0.I arcmln 23
1300 0.i arcmi: 65
296 1 arcsec 16
52 1 arcsec 16
i arcmin 71
:0 I arcsec 7
0 1 arcmin 7




200 I arcsec 7
124 1 arcmln 7
153 1 arcmi= 7
274 1 arcsec 16
0 0.i arcmin 46
0 0.i arcmiD 46
1750 20 arcmin 52
I0 deg 64
i a_cmin 11
488 2 _CSeC 16
1570 2 azcsec 16
1524 I a=csec 16
2287 1 a_csec 16
i006 1 ar_sec 16
549 5 arcsec 16
899 2 arcmin 16
814 1 arcmin 16
610 2 a_cmln 16
3 10 arcmln 61
3 10 arcmln 61
1372 I arcmln 16
2386 2 azcai_ 16
2134 1 a_cmin 16
396 2 _rcmln 16
3048 2 azcmi_ 16
762 2 arc_in 16
1372 2 arcmin 16
98
590 1 arcsec 35
I0 I azcsec 7
3 0.i deg 7
2750 5 a_csec 16
1000 0.01 de9 16
3 i a_c=in 76

































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)





































1 289/08/00 +08/47/26 3600 1 arcsec
2 288/52/37 +08/37/35




















































































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (toni,d)





























1 obseEving site unkno_rn
1 008/55/57 +47/16/29
1 012/35/00 +42/36/00





















1 obr_rTing _ite un_Dovn







































































































































































































Table VI;I. Observers (Con_'d)


















1 observi=g site u_kDo_r_
1 Q08/03/24 +49/57/48
2 observing site unkDow_
























1 242/11/48 +34/22/18 2408 0.1 arcmiu
2 242/00/30 +34/16/54 1525 0.i arcmin
3 241/16/48 ÷34/34/36 915 0.I arcMi_
241/17/06 +34/35/06 760 0.i arcmLn
240/58/49 +34/48/03 1615 1 arcsec
6 240/57/02 +34/45/20 1550 1 arcsec
7 240/52/49 +34/42/29 1660 i arcsec
8 240/52/42 +34/42/12 1750 1 arcsec
9 242/18/30 +34/22/48 2290 0.i arcmi=
I0 243/19/54 +32/49/54 760 0.1 arcmiu
II 243/30/24 +32/49/18 1370 0.i arcmln
12 263/33/18 +32/50/48 1675 0.i arcmiD
13 243/35/00 +32/52/12 1830 0.1 arcmin
14 243/17/54 +33/43/12 1620 0.i arcmi,
15 243/08/48 +33/18/30 1580 0.1 arcmiD
16 243/15/42 +34/13/06 2225 0.i arcliu
17 240/54/00 +34/44/30 1585 0.i arcmin
18 240/54/18 +34/44/54 1585 0.i arcmin
19 241/11/12 +34/42/06 915 0.i arcmin
20 241/24/12 +34/30/54 550 0.I arcmin
21 241/43/24 +34/15/06 460 0.i arcmln
22 241/58/12 +34/30/18 915 0.1 arcmiu
23 241/53/48 +34/15/18 1280 0.i arcmln
24 241/56/48 +34/16/00 1370 0.i arcmin
25 242/00/12 ÷34/19/48 1825 0.1 ar_ln
26 242/04/12 +34/20/36 2135 0.1 azcmiu
27 240/23/24 +37/44/48 1209 0.i ar_In



























































3 277/40/00 -34/40/00 2037 I0 arcmln
1 012/26/44 +41/55/48 125 0.01 deg
2 012/03/36 +42/16/48 340 0.01 deg
3 012/04/12 +42/04/12 300 0.01 deg


















































































































Table VIII. Observers {Cont'd]


























































6 observi_g site uuk_ow_
7 observing site u=kno_n
8 observlug site unkno_-D
9 139/00/00 +36/00/00








































































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Con_'d)


























1 observiDg site =nkno_
1 135/16/00 +35/15/00
2 135/15/00 +36/15/00









































1 observiDg site unknown
i 138/48/00 +35/44/00































































































































































































Table VZII. Obse_wers (Cont'd)























1 observing site unknow_
1 ob_-r_ing site u_ko0_













































3 obsezvi_g site unknow_
4 observing site u_know_






































































































































































Table V_II. Observers (Ccnt'd)


















































































































4 156/00/00 -27/00/00 10668 I0 deg
5 153/10/00 -27/30/00
















































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd>
Site Longitude LatIcu_e Alticude Precision
3 009/48/00 ÷53/27/00

























1 observiDg site unknow_








3 observiDg site uBknovn



















1 observing site uokoo'l,ro
























































































































































































Table VII:. Observers (Con_'d)




























































































7 241/17/03 +34/34/28 1006 1 axcsec
8 242/24/00 +34/24/00 2408 i arcmiD
9 241/42/10 +34/16/25 486 1 arcsec
I0 241/45/00 +34/17/24 526 1 arcmiD
Ii 242/03/00 +34/21/00 2134 1 arcmlm
12 243/30/00 +32/4%/00 1372 1 arcmiu
13 241/58/00 +34/31/00 914 1 arcmi.
14 241/48/00 +34/18/00 1067 1 arcmln
15 241/54/00 +34/27/00 1219 1 arcmiD
16 241/11/30 +34/43/30 099 2 arcmim
17 241/24/12 +34/30/30 549 5 arcsec
18 241/27/00 +34/22/00 396 1 arcmin
19 301/30/00 -36/45/00 61 1 arcmln
20 305/02/50 -34/57/45 % 1 arcsec
21 300/08/06 -32/40/04 9 i arcsec
22 312/36/10 -27/56/30 % i arcsec
23 313/30/00 -25/03/00 % 1 arcmi.
24 316/45/00 -23/00/00 30 1 aremim
25 271/42/00 +03/13/00 10668 1 arcmin
26 244/00/00 +35/00/00 10363 I deg
27 241/42/06 +34/07/06 362 1 arcsec
20 198/00/00 +15/00/00 10668 1 deg
2% 151/30/00 -33/21/00 30 1 arcmiD
30 151/29/00 -33/24/00 107 1 arcmin
31 149/04/12 -31/16/48 1181 1 arcsec
32 150/45/00 -34/00/00 152 1 arcnmiD
33 151/30/00 -34/00/00 9 1 arcmin
34 134/00/00 -23/42/00 457 i deg
35 134/00/00 -23/36/00 10058 1 deg
56 133/30/00 -24/30/00 457 i arcmln
37 130/54/00 -25/30/00 549 i arcmin
36 241/36/00 +34/24/00 366 1 arcmie
39 240/56/24 +34/40/00 2591 1 arcmin
1 028/37/00 -20/09/00 1340 1 arcmin
1 281/39/42 +44/17/18 195 0.i arcmi,
2 281/33/48 +44/13/54 240 0.I arcmi.
3 281/36/00 +44/12/54 200 0.i arcmim






















































































































• Table viii. Observers (Cont'd)


























1 observln_ site unkuown































1 observing site u_knowD
1 243/54/00 +33/54/00
1 241/56/42 +34/13/00















1 obserTing site unknOWn













































































































































































Table VIII. observers (Cont'd)
Site Longitude Latitude Alti_ude Precision
1 284/39/00 +43/14/00
1 013/36/00 +53/04/00



































2 008/50/00 +45/02/00 1800 1 arclnin











1 observiDg site u_kDo_rn
1 299/18/00 -32/57/00
1 observing site unknown
1 013/22/00 +49/44/00
2 013/10/00 +49/52/00
1 observiDg site unk_ow_































































































































































































Ta_le VIII. Observers _Cgn_'d)























































1 obserTing site uuk_ow_





























































2 286/13/00 +05/06/00 2900 1 a=cmi_
3 206/00/00 +05/00/00 5 de9
1 356/12/00 +43/28/00



























































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont'd)
Site Longitude Latitude Altitude Precision
5 242/20/00 +33/47/00
6 171/30/00 -45/50/00


























1 observiDg site unknown











































1 obsexvIDg site unknow'n
1 observing site unkDown
1 observing site unk_o_c_
1 296/06/00 -34/30/00
2 observlng site unknown
1 009/14/37 +45/47/32
2 009/13/37 +45/52/55

































































































































































Table VZII. Observers (Cont'd)




















Soder,J. i 275/46/22 +40/14/56
Spaldlng,G.R. 1 358/33/07 +51/37/26
Speil,3. 1 015/33/36 +77/00/04








stephan,C. 1 278/33/16 +27/31/23
sternvarte Frankfurt 1 016/34/00 -23/17/00




Stolzen,P. i 015/52/00 -22/00/00
Stomeo,E. 1 012/21/01 +45/23/17
2 012/24/00 +45/24/00
$to_ey,D. 1 357/59/00 +51/30/00
2 358/06/20 +51/33/00
3 345/30/30 -07/56/00
Stott,D. 1 358/42/24 +51/03/35
Suzuki,K. 1 137/21/24 +35/10/12
2 137/15/24 +35/08/06
3 143/10/00 +14/00/00
Swart,E.T. 1 005/25/54 +51/28/06
Swavely,M.E. 1 282/05/00 +40/45/00
2 202/12/00 +40/42/00
SZUlC,M. 1 017/52/04 +53/35/04
Sz_cha,M. 1 019/20/00 +50/30/00
Takacs,R. 1 019/09/11 +48/45/00




5 observing site unk=Gwm
6 obsexTing site %LUkDOW_
? 139/31/00 +35/51/00
Ta,ti,T. 1 014/26/54 +35/55/02
2 obsex_l_g site unk_OW_
TarDutzer,A. 1 008/19/21 +47/02/15
2 000/10/23 +47/02/23
3 313/10/17 -22/54/00
Tatarnlkov,X. 1 observiu 9 site unk=ow_
Tatum,R. 1 282/25/12 +37/30/30
Taylor,D.L. 1 280/34/00 -41/05/00


























9 0.01 de 9














































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Ccn_'d)













































1 obse.rving site uDkDow_
1 obS_-rviDg slte unkncn_n













































































































































































































TabLe VZZZ. Observers (Cont'dl
























































































































































































































































































Table VIII. Observers (Cont,d)















































1 observiDg site unknow_
































































1 observiDg _ite uukDow_
1 015/09/_i +49/43/00




















































































{sortt<l by name) (sorted by code)
9S Air borne 01 • Anta_ctlca
Ol A_taxctica 02 Rrasil
27 kxgeutina 03 Bulgaria
83 Ascenaioo Island 04 F_ance
2E australia 05 India
28 Austria 06 Indonesia
71 Barbados 07 Italy
29 Belgium 08 Japan
30 Bermuda 09 Moxico
31 Bolivia 10 people's Republic of China
64 Botswana 11 Poland
02 Bra=il 12 United Ki_cl (also: 15, 72)
03 Bulgaria 13 South Africa
21 Canada 14 Spain
74 Canary InlaYs 16 United States (also: 7G]
32 Chile 17 _ana_la
33 Colombia 18 Switzerland
34 Costa Rice 1% rlnla_d
79 cuba 20 U.S.S.R. (also: 24)
35 Czechoslovakia 21 Canada
22 De_ark 22 Denmark
85 Ecuador 23 German Democratic Republic
66 Egypt 25 Federal Republic of Gex1_ny
25 Foderal Republic of G_aDy 25 kustzalia
81 FiJl 27 Azgentina
19 Finland 28 Auatzia
04 France 29 Belgiu_
73 Galapagos Islands 30 Bermuda
23 German Democratic Republic 31 Bolivia
36 Greece 32 Chile
33 Hong Song 33 COIQIDta
38 Hungary 34 Costa Rice
05 I_dia 35 CzechosloTakia
06 Iodonesls 36 GEOeCe
39 Ireland 37 HOng KOag
40 Israel 38 Rungal7
07 Italy 39 ZEaland
08 Japan 40 Israel
41 Korea 41 Korea
42 Kuwait 42 Kuwait
68 Leaot.bo 43 Malaysia
43 Malayala 44 Malta
78 Maldlve Inlands 45 Mauritlus
44 Malta 46 Netherlands
82 Marinas I_la_s {_uam k Snipes] 47 Norwa T
45 Ma_r Itlua 48 NeW Zealand
09 Mexico 49 Papua NeW Gulaea
65 Namlb£a SO Philippines
46 Netherlands 51 Portugal
75 Netherlands A_tilles 52 Rwaoda
4 $ New Zealand 53 Singapore
47 Norway 54 Sweden
80 panama 55 Taiwaa
49 Papua New Guinea 56 Trinidad & TObago
10 People's Republic Of china 57 Turkey
67 peru 58 Yugoalavla
50 PhilippiDes 59 zimbabwe
ii Pola_ 60 ROmania
51 Portugal 61 Society Islands (Tahiti)
77 Puerto Rico 62 UEu_uny
70 Reunion _nlaad 63 sudan
60 ROmaala 64 Botswana
52 Rwanda 65 Namibla
89 Sea borne (Atlantic Ocean) 66 E97Pt
87 Sea borne (Carrlbean) 67 PerU
88 Sea borne (Gulf of Mexico) 68 Lesotho
53 Singapore 69 Tanzaala
61 Society Islands (Tahiti] 70 Reunion Island
_3 South Africa 71 Barbados
99 Space borne 73 Galapagos Islands
14 Spain 74 C_nary Islands
63 Sudaa 75 Netherlands Antilles
54 Sweden 77 Puerto RiCo
18 Swltsarlaad 78 Msldive Ialaoda
55 Taiwaa 79 cuba
69 TaDzaala 80 Panama .
56 Trlaldad _ Tobago 81 Fi_i
84 Tu=inia 82 Marlana Islands (Guam & Snipes)
5_ Turkey 83 k_censlom I$1and
20 _.S.S.R. (also: 24) 84 T_Disla
12 Ualted Kingdom {also: 15, 72) 85 Ecuador
iG Ualted States (also: 76) 87 Sea borne {Carribean)
62 Uruguay 88 Sea horde (Gulf of MeXioo)
17 Venezuela 89 Sea borne (Atlaatlc Ocean)
58 Yugoslavia 98 k_r _r_e
59 Zimbabwe 99 Space borne
52
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Amateur Observation Network Data on
Comet Giacobini-Zinner

DATE: 13 APR 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date( UT } AON_ ml MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
13.47 801001 15.5 S SA 57 0.3 1 0.610 C 16.0 375 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C. S
13.47 801002 15.5 V SA 57 0.3 1 0.61 C 16 375 Y 4 Edberg, S
NOTE A Comet SUfficieDtly stellar for in-focus comparison. Observation made by C. Morris and S. Edberg.





Date(UT) AON# ml bCH chart
18.35 801003 13.4 S SX CYG
18.36 801004 14.2 S SX CYG
18.39 801005 >13.0 S SX CYG
NOTE A Hint of stellar condensation, m2 - 16:.
NOTE B DC uncertain.
NOTE C CoBet Dot seeD.
C_8 size _ Tail PA
0.5 3
0.5 2
DATE: 18 MAY 1985
Ap Ins f/ Pvr L:lm DA Site Observez(s)
0.610 C 16.0 375 6.5 Y 1 Morrls,C.S
0.610 C 16.0 244 6.5 Y 1 Morris,C.S





DATE:20 MAY 1985 DATE: 20 MAY 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20.31 801006 >12.5 ? 0.317 N 5.6 Ii0 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J, E A
NOTE A Couet not see_.
DATE: 26 MAY 1985 DATE: 26 HAY 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VTSUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AON# ml _ Chazt C_a slze DC Tall PA Ap IB_ f/ PWZ L_ DA Site Observer (s)
26.46 801007 13.2 S PW _TJL 4 0.200 N 6 122 6.5 Y 16 Eale,A




Date(_T)AON| ml _ Chart COma si_e DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
30.31 801009 12.0 $ AAV$O 1.5 3 0.317 N 5.6 88 6.0 Y 1 Bortle,J.E A
NOTE A DC not certain. At ll0x there is a very dense, tidy condensatloo of magnitude 13.5 or so. The surrounding coma is of much
lower surface brightness.
DATE:8JUN1%85 DATE:8 JUN 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_r L_ DA Site Observer(s)
8.30 801010 12.9 S PW V_L 3 0.200 N 6 122 6.5 Y $ Rale, A
DATE:ii JUN1985 DATE:ii JUN1935
NETWORK:AMATEUROBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins E/ Pw_ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
11.15 301011 11.2 S AAVSO 2.6 5 0.317 N 5.6 83 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E A
11.99 801012 11.9 S SS CYG 5 0.203 $C I0 80 6 T Y 3 C_elIo,G
NOTE A At 68x the coma is seen to contain a very dense and _all central condensation about 0.7 arc mlo. in diameter. At 170x this
condensation is much smaller hut does not contain any stellar or sharp nucleus.
DATE: 12 JUN 1985 DATE: 12 JUN 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ILl _ Chart CoBa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s) Notes
12.29 801013 11.9 M NPS 1.2 4 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 3 Morris,C. S
12.29 801014 11.9 M NPS 1.2 4 0.256 N 4.5 III 7.0 Y 3 Morris, C. S A
NOTE A HiDt of stellar CozKiensatlon.
DATE: 14 JUN 1985 DATE: 14 JUN 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VIS_A]L APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Cha_t Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Observer {s)
14.97 801015 11.7 S SS CYG 4 0.203 SC i0 80 6 T Y 3 Comello ,G




Date(UT} AON# ml _4 Chart COma size _)C Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
15.16 801017 11.2 $ AAVSO 1.3 3 0.517 N 5.6 88 6.0 y 1 Bortle,J.E A
15.279 801018 12.3 S SS CYG 1.2 2 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 2 Morriso_,W B
15.96 801019 12.0 S SS CYG 4 0.203 SC i0 80 5.5T N 3 COmello,G
15.98 801020 11.5: S V C_ 1.5 0.254 JB 6 59 5.5T Y 2 BUS,E.P C
NOTE A At 170x the central region of the coma is quite dense but is no longer clearly offset from the $_u_rounding coma. It lacks
any stellar nucleus.
NOTE B (Observer indicated uncertainty in limiting mageltude. Ed.)
NOTE C Involved %rith 2 stars.




Date(UT)AON| l_l P_{ Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
16.28 801021 0.4 7 0.07 230 1.549 C 13.5 7.0 Y 4 Morrls,C.S
NOTE A Magnification used uncertain, 600x? Tail rather broad.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
16.474 803001 0.i0 0.33 N 4.5 155 15 7.0 I Fabre,R A
NOTE A Tall PA I00 deg. Southern section of tall longer than northern section.
DATE: 16 3UN 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 17 JUN 19'85
NE'iq4ORK: A._TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Fwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
17.31 801022 11.9 M NPS 1.2 5 0.03 230 0.406 N 5.0 64 7.0 Y 5 Morris, C. S
17.31 801023 11.9 M NPS 1.2 5 0.03 230 0.406 N 5.0 156 7.0 Y 5 Morris,C.S
17.94 601024 11.6 S AAVSO 1.6 4 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M
NOTE A Short stubble tail.
NOTE B The c_a was circular at 60x, but at 94x, 150x and 250x it appeared fan-shaped with axis on PA 225 deg.







Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
18.31 801025 11.8 M NPS 1.2 5 0.03 230 0.406 N 5.0 64 7.0 Y 5 Morrls,C.S
18.31 801026 11.8 M NPS 1.2 5 0.03 230 0.406 N 5.0 156 7.0 Y 5 Morri$,C.S
18.37 801027 11.7 $ SS CYG 0.200 N 6 61 6 Y 29 Bale,A
18.85 801028 12.4 S SS CYG 2 0.203 N 6 116 6.2 Y Pearce,A
NOTE A Coma diameter uncertain.




DATE:19JUN1985 DATE: 19 JUN 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUn-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date_UT) AON| ml MM Chart CoDa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
19.31 80102% 10.8 $ AAVSO 2.6 4 0.317 N 5.6 68 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J .E A
NOTE A At ll0x, the coma appears Bore highly condensed (DC 6) than at 68x, with a very dense, mall core. At 170x there is a tiny,




Date(UT} AON| ml _M Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20.95 801030 11.5 S AAVSO 2.2 4 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M A
NOTE A At 94x (June 20.96 UT} I fouDd DC 5, add with 150x I was able to see a star-like nuclear region. At 300x I found a central
condensation whose diameter was 0.5 are miD.
DATE: 21 JUN 1985 DATE: 21 JUN 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chazt C_a slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T L_m DA Site Observer(s)
21.00 801031 ii. 5 S AAVSO 1.9 0. 254 N 4. $ 71 Zanotta ,M
DATE:22 JUN 1985
NETWORK : AM.%TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart
22.28 801032 11.7 S NP$
22.29 801033 11.4: S NPS
22 •98 801034 Ii .5 S AAVSO
NOTE A COma diameter approximate.
DATE: 22 JUN 1985
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P,_r Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2 2 0.254 N 4 iii Green,D.W.E A
1.9 0.256 N 4.5 45 5.0 Y 6 Morris,C.S B
1.9 3 0.305 N 5.0 60 lanotta,M C
NOTE B Poor night; comet involved with stars.
NOTE C The comet appeared diffuse with central comdensation faIDter than On 850620, but _rith more obvious star-like nuclear region
of magnitude 13.5. The coma appeared elongated (60x) add there was a PROBABLE little tail or coma elongation (2 arc min.} at
PA 225 deg. (250x).
DATE: 23 JUN 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON_ 11 _ Chart
23.33 801035 10.7 S SS CYG
23.33 801036 11.4 S $S CYG
23.36 801037 11.0 S SS CYG
23.36 801038 11.2 S SS CYG
23 .96 801039 11 .3 S )_VSO
NOTE A
NOTE B
DATE: 23 JUN 1985
Coma si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
5.0 2 0.256 N 4.5 45 7:0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S A
0.6 6 0.256 N 4.5 156 7.0 y 7 Morrls,C.S
2.1 5 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
1.1 5 0.256 N 4.5 iii 7.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
1.5 3 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zsnotta,M B
Small I mln. condensation surrounded by very faint outer c_a seen only at low power. There was s suggestion of a stellar
condensation. Coma was elongated toward PA 255:. L_Icon o_met filter made the diffuse outer coma easier to see.
The comet appeared diffuse add circular (60x) with cen_al condensation (0.3 arc min. at 250x) and possible star-llke
nuclear region. At 94x I found DC 4.
DATE:24JUN1985 DATE: 24 JUN 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ml _04 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
24.98 801040 11.3 S AAVSO 1.4 4 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M A





Date(UT) AON# RI MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
26.01 801041 11.2 S AAVSO 1.8 5 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M
26.04 801042 11.3 S AAVSO 1.8 3 0.254 N 4.5 46 Zanotta,M
26.44 801043 10.9 M SS CYG 3.4 5 0.256 N 4.5 45 7.0 y 7 Morris, C. $
26.44 801044 2.3 6 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
NOTE A Circular coma with a star-like Duclear region of magnitude 13.0 (94x). At 300x I ZouDd DC 5/.
NOTE B Outer coma ROt as obvious.




DATE: 28 JUN 1985 DATE: 28 JUN 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SU_d_ APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT]AON| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap I_$ f/ PwI Lim DA Site Obsexver(s)




Date(UT) AON_ ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
5.97 801047 10.6 S AAVSO 1.4 3 0.03 225 0.298 N 5 62 1 Keitch,G.S
DATE: 6 JUL 1985 DATE: 6 JUL 1985
NETWORE: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON8 ml _H Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ims f/ pwT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
6.890 801048 9.7 S AAVSO 5.0
6.91 801049 10.4 S V CAS
6.81 801050 10.5 S v CAS
6.92 801051 10.5 S 1.5
6.96 601052 10.6 S AAVSO 1.6
6.97 801053 10.5 S v CAS 1.3
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
6.938 803002 0.09 0.40 N 5.0 254
NOTE A Tall at PA 243 deg.
4 0.080 B 15 6.2 Y 3 Baver,R
3 0.254 JB 6 49 6 Y 2 Fei_th,B
3 0.254 JB 6 38 6 Y 4 C0melln,G
3 0.04 243 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
4 0.03 256 0.298 N 5 62 1 Keltch,G.S
7 0.250 N i0 i00 6 CT Y 1 van Loo,F.R
DUZN Lim Site Observer(s) Notes




Date(UT) AON# ILl _M Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
7.03 801054 10.3 $ V C_ 3 0.203 SC I0 50 6 Y 4 COmello,G
7.154 801055 Ii.0 S $$ CYG 1.9 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.1 Y 3 Morrison, W
7.26 801056 10.7 S R CA_ 0.200 N 6 61 6 Y ii Hale,A
7.924 801057 10.8 B SA 19 4.2 1 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier,o
7.96 801058 10.4 S V CAS 1.5 7 0.250 N i0 I00 6.5T Y 1 van LOO,F.R
NOTE A Condensation about i. 0 arc rain.
DATE: 7 JUL 1985
Notes
DATE: $ 3UL 1985
NETWORK: _TE_R OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
8.130 801059 ii.0 S SS CYG 1.4 5 0.15 R 5 62 Y 3 Morrison, w
8.24 801060 10.2 M NPS 2.2 5 0.03 225 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.0 Y 6 Morrl$, C. S
8.889 801061 2 1 0.200 SC i0.0 77 5.0 Y Maraziti, A
8.92 801062 10.4 S 2.5 3 0.08 243 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin, J .C
8.96 801063 10.3 S V CAS 4 0.203 SC i0 50 6 Y 4 Colello,G
NOTE A SS Cyg chart also used as comparison star source.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Dste(UT] AO_| Scale Ap IDS E/ P_r(s) _ Lira Site Observer(s) Notes
8.903 803003 0.07 0.40 N 5 254 i0 6.0 2 Merlln, J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 125 deg. ; tall at PA 243 deg.
DATE: $ JUL 1985
Notes
DATE:9 JUL 1985
_/ETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL _PEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
9.ii 801064 10.4 S AAVSO 2.2 6 0.317 N 5.6 68 5.5 Y 1 Bortle, J.E
9.89 801065 10.4 S 2.0 3 0.02 268 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin, J .C
9.93 801066 10.2 S V C/iS 1 6 0.250 N i0 I00 6 CT Y 1 van Loo,F.R
9.96 801067 10.3 S v C_ 3 0.203 SC I0 50 6.5 Y 4 Comello, G
NOTE A At ll0x and 170x a nucleus, stellar or nearly so, is ooted st the center Of condensation. NO internal structure is noted
surroundlng the nucleus.
NOTE B Asymmetric coua.




DATE: I0 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| Ill _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap InS f/ PWr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
10.93 801068 10.2: S V CAS 0.156 N 5 45 4.5TC N 5 Bot_a ,R. J
10.93 801069 10.1 S V CAS 2 6 0.250 N l0 100 6.5T Y 1 van LOo,F.R
10.95 801070 10.2 S V CAS 2 6 0.I00 B 14 6.5T Y 1 van Loo,F.R
10.96 801071 10.3 S AAVSO 1.5 4 0.03 262 0.298 N 5 62 1 Keltch,G.S
NOTE A Al_o 1 arc mi_. Jet PA 14 deg. ; 4 az¢ rain. Jet PA 198 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: DRANI NG
Date(UT} AONI Scale Ap IDs f/ Pvr (s) DUZM L 4m Site Observer (s) Notes
10.927 803004 0.75 0.114 N 8.7 50, 67 30 2 Go_ez, T. L A
NOTE A Very diffuse; no traces of tail.
SUB-NETWORK : PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV
10.674
ExpM EIulslon ISO B!rp Gdng Id/Typ Slte Observer(s)
805101 0.300 1.5 0.203 6.9 x 4.6 20.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P I Nassr,J





Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins £/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
11.24 801072 9.4 S V CAS 2.5 2 0.20 SC I0 81 5.5 Y I Spratt, C.E
11.87 801073 8.2 B AA 4 6 0.ii0 B 20 Chernls, K
11.931 801074 9.8 S V CAS 2.5 2 0.200 SC 10.0 44 5.2 Y Marazltl, A
11.986 801075 ii.0 B 2.1 2 0.125 R 6 35 Y I Guthler, O
NOTE A Distinct nucleus. (Observer indicated unceztainty in DC value. Ed. )
NOTE B Condensation about i. 0 arc mln.
DATE: ii JUL 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 12 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
12.125 801076 10.9 $ SS CYG 1.6 4
12.22 801077
12.25 801078 I0.0 M NPS 3.2 5
12.25 801079 9.7 S V CAS 2.0 4
12.87 801080 8.3 B AA 4 S
12.924 801081 10.7 S 1.0 6
12.925 801082 9.7 B SAO 2.7 4
12.928 801083 Ii.0 B SA 19 2.5 1
12.934 801084 I0.6 S V C_ D 2.5 2
12.938 801085 10.5 S 2.1 7
12.94 801086 9.3 S 2.2 5
12.950 801087 9.2: S SAO 1.5 4
12.95 801088 9.9 S 3.0 3 0.03 267 0.i00 R 15
12.99 801089 9.7 S V CJ_S 3 0.254 JB 6
0.15 R 5 62 6.0 Y 3 Morrison,W
0.317 N 5.6 170 Bortle,J.E
0.256 N 4.5 67 6.0 Y 6 Mozri$,C.S
0.20 SC 10 81 8.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
0.110 B 20 ¢hernis,K
0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y I Hasubick,W
0.202 SC i0 52 5.0 Y 2 Bottger,B
0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier,O
0.152 N 5 44 Y 2 Moeller,M
0.205 N 4.5 52 8.0 Y 1 Koch,V
0.203 SC I0 63 5.0 Y 2 Kaamerer,A
0.203 SC I0 62 5.5 Y 3 Linder,J
60 6.0 Y 3 Merlin,J.C
49 6 Y 2 FelJth,H








NOTE A Using 170x there is a fairly hard stellar nucleus which may Dot be singular. This Ducleus occaslonally appears "clumpy" in
nature. Material surrou=ding the nucleus is bright add dense frith its major portioo to the southwest of the nucleus.
NOTE B Very dlffuse.
NOTE C COma diameter uncertain.
NOTE D Cc_eosatioD about 1.0 arc miD.
NOTE E Hazy. (Observer gave limit as 11.9. Ed.)
NOTE F Nucleus: 12 mag.; lioht haze. Colpariso9 star AG +54 1606.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ 1>wr(s) DuzM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
12.938 803005 0.17 0.I0 R 15 120 10 6.0 3 Merlin,J.C A




Date(UT)AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15.00 801090 9.9 S v CAS 3
13.02 801091 9.7 S
13.27 801092 9.3 S v CAS 3.0 5
15.326 801093 9.9 M V CA3 1.6 4
13.917 801094 10.5 S 1.8 6
15.917 801095 10.3 $ 2.8 6
13.92 801096 10.2 S V CAS 1 6
13.928 801097 10.9 B SA 19 2.5 2
13.95 801098 9.4 S V CA5 3
15.96 801099 9.4 S V CAS 3
13.97 801100 9.6 S V CA3 3 4
15.97 801101 9.8 S
15.971 801102 10.6 S V CA5 D 3 2
13.98 801103 10.3 S V CA_ 2 4
NOTE A Distinct Ducleus; diffuse.
NOTE B Coma possibly parabolic shaped.
NOTE C (Observer gave limit as 12.1. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AONI Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
13.115 803006 0.256 N G.0 40
13.915 803007 0.17 0.257 N 4.6 47,148
0.203 SC I0 50 6.5 Y 4 Comello,G
0.115 N 8 45 6.0 Y 3 Merlin,J.C
0.20 SC i0 81 5.? Y 1 Spratt,C.E
0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De Young,J
0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y 1 Hasublck,W
0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y 1 Koch,V
0.I00 B 14 5.5CT Y 1 yap LOo,F.R
0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier,O
0.254 JB 6 49 6 Y 2 FelJth,H
0.20 SC i0 50 6.5 Y 4 Coaello,G
0.254 JB 6 48 5.5T Y 2 Bouma,R.J
0.150 N 5 23 6.5 Y 3 Merlin,J.C
0.152 N 5 44 Y 2 Moeller,M
0.254 JB E 48 5.5T Y 2 Bus,E.P
DurM Lim Slte Observer(s) Notes
3 Gallego,J A
15 6.5 3 Merlin,J.C B




NOTE A Pield of view 60 arc mln. at 40x. Ma 9. I0.I, c_a dla. about i arc miD. Central condensatlon clearly visible. Observation
made by S. Pe<_zaz add 3. Gallego. (D_LratioD Dot iDdlcated. Time of observation is asstDned to be eDd time. Ed.)




Date(UT)AON#Ii _ Chert COme size DC Tail PA Ap , lea f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
14.040 801104 I0.0: ? 137 2.0 3 225 0.203 SC i0 50 4.5 Y 1 Dietrich,M
14.063 801105 ii.0: B 5 0.15 N 5 38 Y 1 Velasco,P
14.28 801106 9.2 S V CAS 2.5 3 0.20 SC i0 81 6.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
14.455 801107 10.4 B 3.0 2.5 0.063 R 13 34 5.9 Y 1 Zi$ohe,E
14.938 801108 9.7 S v CAS 2 2 0.200 SC I0.0 44 5.3 Y Mareziti,A
14.94 801109 2.8 5 0.254 N 4.5 46 Zs_otta,M
14.945 801110 9.5 S 4.5 4 0.080 B 15 6.6 Y 4 Haver,R
14.95 801111 9.8 S AAVSO 1.3 5 0.03 180 0.298 N 5 62 1 Keltch,G.S
14.95 801112 9.7 S AAVSO 3.3 0.080 E 20 1 Keltch,G.s
14.97 801113 9.4 S T CAS 3 0.203 SC i0 80 6 Y 4 C_ello,G
14.99 801114 9.5 S V C.AS 1.3 3 0.254 JB 6 49 6 Y 2 Feljth,H
NOTE A Distinctly elongated. (Translated by IHW staff. Observer indicated "A" method [Azgelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE B (C_e dlaweteE _t_certaln. observatloo Rade by E. Velss_o a_d P. Vele$co. Ed.)
NOTE C Distinct nucleus; Coma V-shaped. (observer i_dIcated uncertainty iD limiting magnitude. Ed.)
NOTE D The comet was circular and diffuse, with s eter-llke centzal condensation.
NOTE E 8road dust tall 0.03 deg. long PA 180 deg.; gas tall 0.05 deg. long PA 242 deg. Central cond [sic] 27 arc eec. diameter
offset to NE.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Obse1_rer(s) Notes
14.057 803008 0.15 N 5 38 15 1 Velssco,P A
NOTE A Field 2 deg. at 3Sx. "False" nucleus visible. Observation made by E. Velssco sad P. Velasco.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT_ AON% FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulslon ISO H!rp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
14.066 805102 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 KOdak 2415 Y S 2/S 2 Geeebriere,J A
14.078 805103 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 i0.00 Kodak 2415 Y $ 3/S 2 Genebriera,J A
NOTE A (ObaeEver's image identifier i_ followed by suffix A. Ed.}








NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# el _ Chart COma side DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15.00 801115 9.5 S AAVSO 3.3 0.050 B i0 1 Keitob,G.S
15.45 801116 I0.0 M R CA5 5 0.200 N 6 61 6.5 Y 5 Hale,A
15.63 801117 9.5 S _VSO 3 3 0.13 N 6.3 44 5.5 Y gayashi,A
15.928 801118 10.9 B SA 19 2.8 2 0.125 R 6 50 Y 1 Guthier, O
15.958 801119 i0.0: ? 137 2.0 3 240 0.203 SC i0 50 4.7 Y 1 Dietrich,M
15.969 801120 10.8 B SA 19 3.8 3 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier, O
NOTE A Inner ccsa elliptical, DC 3-4. (Observer gave limit as 13.5. Ed.)
NOTE B (Observer indicated "A" _ethod [Argelander?]. Ed. }
NOTE C (Observer gave limit as 13.2. Ed.)
DATE: 15 JUL 1985
Notes
DATE: 16 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONf ml _ Chart
16.136 801121 10.6 S V CAS
16.96 801122 9.6 S AAVSO
16.96 801123 9.9 S AAVSO
DATE: 16 JUL 1985
Coma size IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pw_
1.9 4 0.15" R 5 62
3.2 0.080 B 20
2.2 6 0.08 225 0.298 N 5.0 53
Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
6.1 Y 3 Morrlson,w
I Keitch,G.S
I Keitch,G.S A
NOTE A Gas tail 0.08 deg. long PA 225 deg.; curved tall 0.06 deg. long PA 288 deg. for 2 arc mln., then 1.5 arc min. in PA 268 deg.
DATE: 17 JUL 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM
17.00 801124 9.4 S
17.17 801125 9.9 S
17.17 801126 9.3 S
17.170 801127 10.6 S
17.24 801128 9.1 S
17.24 801129 9.4 M
17.306 801130 9.8 M
17.92 801131 9.3 S
17.931 801132 I0.3 B
17.94 801133 9.6 S
17.95 801134 9.1 S
17.979 801135 I0.I S
17.989 801136
Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins
AAVSO 3.6 0.050 B
AAVSO 2.7 6 0.317 N
AAVSO 5 3 0.080 B
V CAS 1.9 5 0.15 R
NPS 8 2 0.080 B
NPS 3 5 0.03 240 0.256 N
V CAS 2.1 3 0.254 N
2.5 3 0.09 240 0.400 N
SA 19 5.3 2 0.125 R
AAVSO 1.9 5 0.305 N
V CAS 5 6 0.100 B
v CAS D 3 4 0.152 N
14 2 4 235 0.203 SC
DATE: 17 JUL 1985
f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
i0 1 Keitch,G.S
5.6 68 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E A
20 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
5 62 6.3 Y 3 Morrison,W
20 8.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
4.5 45 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S B
4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De Youmg,J
5 81 8.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
8 35 Y 1 Guthler,O C
5.0 60 Zanotta,M D
14 6.5T Y 1 van LOO,F.R
5 44 Y 2 Moeller,M E
10 50 5.0 Y 1 Dietrich,M
NOTE A Using 170x there is a fairly obvious stellar or near-stellar nucleus of about magnitude 13. The major portion of the
surrounding bright coma material lays south of the nucleus. There seem to be vague west and eastward pointing jets coming
off the nucleus.
NOTE B Broad tail at PA 235-250 deg.
NOTE C Inner coma i_0 arc min. (Observer gave limit as 13.5. Ed.)
NOTE D The comet was diffuse w_th outer coma elongated in PA 250 deg. At 94x I saw s star-like central condensation.
NOTE E (Observer gave limit as 12.5. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
17.927 803009 0.07 0.40 N 5 254 I0 6.0 2 Merlin,J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 19 deg., very diffuse.; Jet at PA 138 deg.; tail at PA 240 deg., straight add well defined.
SUB-NETWORK: PEOTOGRAPRY
Date(UT) KON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
17.898 805104 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 9.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 10/S 2 Genebrlera,J A
NOTE A (Observer's image identifier is followed by suffix A. Ed.)
DATE:18JUL1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# _LI /_ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Li_ DA Site Observer(s)
18.13 801137 9.9 S AA 3
18.133 801138 10.2 S V CA_ 2.2
18.15 801139 9.6 S AAVSO 3.6
18.15 801140 9.2 S AAVSO 5.8
18.22 801141 8.2 S NPS 8
18.22 801142 9.4 M NPS 3
18.322 801143 9.5 M V CAS 2.9
18.538 801144 10.1 B 2.5
18.910 801145 9.5 S V CAS 2.5
18.92 801146 9.2 $ V CAS 5
NOTE A Coma diameter approxilate.
4 0.229 R 12 96 Green,D.W.E
4 0.15 R 5 62 6.1 Y 3 Morrlson,W
7 225 0.317 N 5.6 68 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
3 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
2 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 7 Morris,C.S
5 0.I0 250 0.256 N 4.5 45 7.0 Y 7 Morrls,C.S
4 0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De Young,J
0.063 R 13 34 5.5 Y 1 Zische,E
2 0.200 SC i0.0 44 5.3 Y Ma/az_ti,A
5 0.100 B 14 6.5T Y 1 van Loo,F.R
DATE: 18 JUL 1985
NOTE B At 68x cola is large and roughly circular. InDer iSt of coma really quite bright and strongly condensed. Area of greatest







Date(UT) AON| 11 _4 Chart Cona size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s}
19.498 801147 I0.0 B 2.5 0.063 R 13 34 5.9 Y 1 Z£sche,E
19.92 801148 9.2 S V CAS 3 4 0.I00 B 14 5.5CT N 1 van LOo,F.R




Date(UT) AON# ml F_I Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/
20.02 801150 9.1 S AAVSO 3.6 5 0.07 238 0.080 B
20.02 801151 9.1 S AAVSO 4 0.050 B
20.047 801152 14 2 5 0.04 230 0.203 SC i0
20.08 801153 9.0 S 2.0 3 0.08 253 0.400 N 5
20.27 801154 9.0 S V CAS 3.5 5 0.20 SC i0
20.42 801155 9.5 S NPS 0.05 0.050 B
20.894 801156 10.6 S v CAS 6 0.203 SC i0
20.900 801157 10.3 B SA 19 4.2 2 0.125 R 6
20.929 801158 10.1 S V CAS D 2.5 4 0.152 N 5
20.94 801159 9.1 S 2.4 3 0.06 233 0.400 N 5
20.944 801160 i0 : B 4 3 0.I14 3.7
20.95 801161 8.5 S USNOC 2.5 5 0.13 244 0.080 B
20.96 801162 8.9 S V CAS 3 4 0.08 B
20.96 801163 9.5 S V CAS 2 8 0.100 B
20.97 801164 9.2 S v CAS 2.5 6 0.254 JB 6
20.981 801165 14 2 5 0.05 290 0.203 SC I0
DATE: 20 JUL 1985
pw'r Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20 1 Keitch,G.S A
I0 1 Keltch,G.S
50 4.8 Y 1 Dietrich,M B
81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
81 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E C
I0 7 Y 1 Rale,A D
50 Y Conte,G
35 Y 1 Guthier,O
44 Y 2 Moeller,M E
81 6.0 Y 2 t__rlin,J.C
21 Y 1 G¢_eZ,T.L F
20 1 Keitch,G.S G
20 6 T Y 2 Bouna,R.J
14 6.5 Y 1 van LOo,F.R R
48 6 T Y 2 Bot_a,R.J





NOTE A Gas tail 0.07 deg. long PA 238 deg.; Jet 0.03 deg. long PA 15 deg.
NOTE B COma relarkably lengthened. (Translated by IRW staff. Ed.)
NOTE C Stellar nucleus; diffuse.
NOTE D 3 arc mln. tall observed With 0.200 Ne_rtonian; direction not Beas_Lred.
NOTE E (Observer gave limit as 12.6. Ed.)
NOTE F Rich-field telescope.
NOTE G 29.8 cw f/5 reflector 62x shows aevexal tails.
NOTE B (Observer i_Icated uncertainty in coma diameter. Ed.)
NOTE I Beginning of tail. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AO_# Scale Ap Ins f/ l_rE(s) DuEM Lim Site ObseEver(s)
20.083 803010 0.08 0.40 N 5 254 I0 5.0 2 Merlln,J.C
20.925 803011 0.07 0.40 N 5 254 5 6.0 2 Merlln,J.C
20.950 803012 0.9 0.114 3.7 21, 2B 16 1 Gomez,T.L
NOTE A Jet at PA 82 deg.; Jet at RA 228 deg.; tail at PA 253 deg., diffuse. Inner coma "half-moon" shaped.
NOTE B Jet at PA 61 deg.; jet at PA 112 deg.; tall at PA 233 deg. Diffuse extension southward. Star ez_edded in coma at about i0
arc sec. from nucleus at PA about 230 deg.




Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size IX:
21.05 801166 9.5 S V C_S 3 7
21.198 801167 10.3 S V CAS 2.0 5
21.28 801168 B.9 S V CAS 3.5 6
21.44 801169 9.4 S NPS 6 2
21.875 801170 8.4 S V CAS 3 2
21.875 801171 9.2 B 2.0 4
21.892 801172 i0.0 S V CAS D 3.5 3
21.894 801173 10.7 S V CAS 7
21.905 801174 9.2 S 4.5 4
21.91 801175 8.9: S $35889 2.2 6
21.920 801176 9.3: B SAO 2 1.6 5
21.931 801177 1
21.95 801178 8.8 S T CA_ 3 6
21.85 801179 8.9 S V CA_ 7 5
21.96 801180 8.8 S T CA5
21.96 801181 9.0 B V C_.S
21.98 801182 9.5 S AAVSO 1.6 5
21.990 801183 9.5 B SAO 3 0
NOTE A ClOCk face method used to estimate tall PA.
NOTE B Diffuse; nucleus star-like.




DATE: 21 JUL 1985
Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.100 B 14 6.5 Y 1 van I_>O,F.R
0.07 245 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrison,w A
0.25 N 4.B 3B 5.7 Y 2 Spratt,C.E B
0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 8 Morrls,c.s
0.200 SC I0.0 44 5.1 Y Maraziti,A
0.127 SC I0 60 6.0 Y 1 Ras_Iblck,W
0.152 N 5 44 T N 2 MCN_IIeZ,M C
0.203 SC i0 50 5 Y Conte,G
0.080 B 15 6.1 Y 3 Rsver,R
0.203 SC i0 81 4.5 Y 1 K_ezer,A D
0.203 SC i0 62 6 Y 1 Linder,J E
0.114 N 8.7 50 5.0 Y 1 Villa,M
0.156 N 5 24 6 T Y 2 Bou_a,R.J
0.06 B 12 6.5 Y 5 van de Weg,R.L.W
0.05 B I0 6 T Y 2 BOUma,R.J
0.06 B 12 6.5 Y 5 van de Weg,R.L.W
0.03 250 0.305 N 5.0 60 _anotts,M F
0.13 255 0.11 R ll 10 6.5 Y 1 Adamoli,G G
Coma elliptical, major axis SW-NE. Coma diameter uncertain.
coma elliptical, size uncertain. (Obse_er iBdlcated uDcertalnty in lilmlting magnit_e. Ed.|
At 60x and 84x I saw a ghostly narrow and straight tail, add at 300x I found a circular central condensation whose diameter
was 0.4 arc mln.
NOTE G Magnification of 70x also used.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ lhzr(s) DttrM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
21.021 803013 0.203 N 6.0 60 1 Gall_o,J A
21.958 803014 0.203 N 6.0 120 i0 5.9 1 G_ez,A B
NOTE A Field of view I deg. 5 arc mig. at 60x. Mag. 9.9, coma dis. a_x)ut 4 arc min. Diffuse _rlth sharp _undary. Dim star visible
behind coma. (Duration not indicate<|. Time of observation is assumed to be end time. F_.)
NOTE B Field 20 arc mln. Mag. I0, DC = 3, coma dis. 3 arc min. COma very ssylmetric with respect to the central condensation. The
coma has a distinct peak of light in the _uclear zone, perhaps of Ii mag. An hour later, I was able to see faint stars





Date(UT) AON# ml M_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s]
22.00 801184 9.5 S AAVSO 1.9
22.02 801185 9.6 S AAVSO 4.3
22.42 801186 9.1 S NPS
22.868 801187 9.3 B 2.5
22.872 801188 9.2 B 2.3
22.875 801189 9.3 S 2.3
22.889 801190 9.5 S V CAS 3
22.915 801191 9.1 S 4.5
22.92 801192 9.0 S 2.8
22.93 801193 9.3 S 14 4
22.95 801194 8.9 S V CAS 7
22.95 801195 9.1 B v CAS
22.97 801196 9.2 S T CAS
22.98 801197 9.5 S AAVSO 2.5
5 0.254 N 4.5 46 Zanotta,M
4 0.080 B 20 Zanotta,M
0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 8 Morris,C.S
5 0.100 B 14 6.0 y 1 Hasublck,N
5 0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y I Hastlblck,w
5 0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y I Koch,V
3 0.200 SC I0.0 44 5.5 Y Mazaziti,A
5 0.080 B 15 6.1 Y 3 Haver,R
3 0.06 252 0.400 N $ 81 6.0 Y 2 Mexlin,3.C
3 0.080 B 5 20 5.5C Y I Milani,G.A
4 0.25 250 0.06 B 12 6 Y 5 yap de Weg,R.L.W
0.06 B 12 6 Y 5 van de Weg,R.L.W
3 0.203 SC i0 80 6 Y 3 Comello,G
5 255 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M
DATE: 22 JUL 1985
Notes
A
NOTE A The comet was well visible with averted vision in a 9xS0 fi_er.
NOTE B At 60x the c_a was rouDd and diffuse with iBdefi_ite edges. At 94x I saw a probable ghostly narrow straight tail. At 250x I




Date(OT) AON# Ii _ Chart COma size
23.00 801198 9.4 S _VSO 3.5
23.02 801199 9.4 S AAVSO 2.9
23.185 001200 i0.i S V C_ 1.8
23.81 801201 I0 S M 1
23.903 801202 9.8 B SA19SAO 4.2
23.905 801203 i0.i B SAI9SAO
23.906 801204 I0.0 S V C_,S D 3
23.91 801205 8.9 S 2.6
23.913 801206 9.4 B 5.5
23.917 801207 10.9 B V CAS 1.0
23.94 801208 9.3 S 14 4
23.95 801209 9.5 S AAVSO 2.1
23.958 801210 14 2.5








Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Obse1-ver(s)
4 0.080 B 20 Zanotta,M
4 0.05 252 0.254 N 4.5 46 Zanotta,M
6 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrison,W
0.060 R 30 $olodkin,v
2 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthler,O
0.125 R 6 50 Y I Guthier,O
4 0.483 N 4.3 115 N 1 Moeller,M
4 0.05 240 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
4 0.165 N 8.7 57 6.0 Y 1 Bohme,D
0.ii R ii 70 6 Y 1 Adamoli,G
4 0.080 B 5 20 6.5 Y 4 Milani,G.A
4 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M
5 0.07 250 0.203 SC i0 50 5.5 Y 1 Dietrich,M
0.156 N 5 36 6 T Y 2 _uma,R.J
The was difficult due to proximity of the bright star Beta Cas. [sic]
I found a ghostly narrow straight tail and a central condensation of magnitude 12.0.
Elliptical coma, inner DC 3-4.






The observation was very difficult due to proximity of the bright star Beta Cas. The coma was little fan-shaped, and at 94x
I saw a central co_eDsation whose diameter was 0.5 arc min. At 150x a star-llke nuclear region b_came visible.




Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L TM DA Site Observer(s)
24.000 801212 11.0 ? 1.0 1
24.02 801213 7
24.172 801214 I0.i $ v CAS 2.2 6
24.345 801215 8.8 M V CAS 2.5 4
24.896 801216 9.3 B SAO 5.8 3.0
24.907 801217 9.1 B S&O
24.917 801218 9.0 S 2.3 3
24.92 801219 8.9: S S21225 2.0 5
24.927 801220 9.0 B 1.4 5
24.934 801221 8.9 B 2.0 5
24.94 801222 9.3 S V CAS 2 6
24.95 801223 8.8 S USNOC 3.4 6
24.96 801224 3 6
0.ii0 R 6.8 125 C Y I Lipski,P
0.300 N 80 6 Y 3 Zanstra,W.T
0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 MorrisoD,w
0.254 N 4.5 36 4.5 y 1 De Young,J
0.125 R 6 50 Y 1 Guthier,O
O.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier,o
0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 Y 1 Koch,V
0.203 SC i0 81 4.0 Y 1 K_erer,A
0.205 N 4.5 52 6.0 y I Hasubick,w
0.I0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Hasubick,w
0.I00 B 14 5.5 Y 1 van Loo,F.R
0.080 B 20 1 Keitch,G.S
0.300 N 40 6 Y 3 Zanstra,w.T
NOTE A Bleuding through Beta Cas. (Translated by IEW staff. Observer gave liRit as 12.0. Ed.)
NOTE B Elllptical coma. DC OD Iong axis 3-4, DC oh short axis 4-5.







Date(UT} AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
25.05 801225 5.I S T CAS 3
25.74 801226 9.3 S AAVSO 3
25.75 801227 9.1 S AAVSO 3.5
25.878 801228 8.9: B 2.1
25.878 801229 8.9: B 2.1
25.884 801230 9.7 $ V CAS D 3
25.96 801231 9.3 S V CAS 2.5
25.99 801232 8.8 $ V CA$ 7.5
25.99 801233 9.0 B V CAS
NOTE A Cirrus. (Observer gave limit as 11.5. Ed.)
NOTE B Elongated in PA 240 deg.
6 0.125 R 30 6 Y 3 Zanstra,W.T
4 0.13 N 6.3 44 5.0 Y Hayashi,A
3 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y Hayashi,A
4 0.127 SC I0 60 5.5M Y 1 Hasublck,W
4 0.I0 B 14 5.5M Y 1 Hasubick,W
4 0.152 N 5 44 N 2 Moeller,M
8 0.I00 B 14 6 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
4 0.20 240 0.06 B 12 6 T Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
0.06 B 12 6 T Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W





DATE: 26 JUL 1985
Date(UT) AnN| _ _ Chart Come size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT LiB DA Site Observer(s) Notes
26.000 801234 9.1 S 4.0 4 0.13 250 0.080 B 15 6.2 Y 3 Eaver,R
26.00 801235 9.1 S T CA_ 4 3 0.125 R 30 5.5 Y 3 Zanstra,W.T
26.02 801236 9.1 $ T CAS 4 5 0.300 N 40 5.5 Y 3 Zanetre,W.T
26.23 801237 8.8 S AAVSO 3.4 7 0.I 250 0.317 N 5.6 68 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E A
26.23 801238 8.0 S AAVSO 12.5 3 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
26.85 801239 I0 S M 1 0.060 R 30 Solodkin,V
26.95 801240 7.7 B AA 6 G 0.II0 B 20 Chernis,K
26.958 801241 9.5: S 0.089 R 5.5 36 5.0 N 1 Ventura,F B
NOTE A With 170x the nucleus is seen to be surrounded by a small parabolic envelope which opens toward PA 250 deg. (toward the
tail). The nucleus is almost stellar in appearance. At lower magnification the area of greatest condensation is offset
slightly sunward of the oceaa's center.
NOTE B Coma diameter 2-3 arc _In. Elongated coma, tail?
DATE:27 _UL 1985
NETWORK : AMATEDR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _FISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONJ 111 _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap IDa f/ P_Fr Lim DA Site Observer (s)
27.05 801242 8.5 S 2.5
27.24 801243 8.8 S V CAS 4.0
27.330 801244 9.9 S V CAS 2.3
27.41 801245 8.3 M 7
27.42 801246 2.1
27.43 801247 8.2 S 9
27.43 801248 0.5
27.44 801249 9.0 S R CA_
27.99 801250 7.6 B AA 6
NOTE A Diffuse.
4 0.05 255 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlin,3.C
4 0.20 SC I0 64 5.9 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
6 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrlaon,w
4 0.35 242 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 1 Morri$,C.S
6 0.150 R i0.0 60 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S
3 0.050 B 12 7.0 Y 1 Morrls,C.S
4 0.610 C 16.0 390 ?.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S
0.13 0.050 B l0 7 Y 1 Bale,A
7 0.Ii0 B 20 Chersis,K
NOTE B (observer indicated u_certalsty in llmitisg magnitude. Ed.)
NOTE C Bu/ge on south slde Of coma.
NOTE D 8 arc min. tail obsel-ved _r_th 0.200 Nevtoslan; d£rectlon not l_easu_ed.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_FING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(a)
27.054 803015 0.06 0.40 N 5 254 5 6.0 2 Merlia,J.C
Notes
A
NOTE A Spike at PA 50 deg.; Jet at PA I02 deg.; Jet at PA 266 deg.; tail at PA 255 deg. Diffuse extension northward.







Date(UT) AON# II _ Chazt C0ua size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiE DA Site Observer(s)
28.00 801251 8.3 S T CAS 3 6 0.156 N 5 24 6 T Y 2 Bo_a,R. J
28.05 801252 8.5 S 2.5 3 0.i0 239 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Mezlln, J. C
28.295 801253 9.9 S V CAS 1.7 6 0.07 250 0.15 R 5 82 8.7 Y 3 Morri$on,W
28.326 801254 8.6 M V CAS 2.4 4 0.254 N 4.5 38 4.5 y 1 De You_g,J
28.41 801255 8.6 M 6.5 6 0.12 260 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 1 Morris,C. S
28.89 801256 i0 S M 1 0.060 R 30 Solodkin, V
NOTE A Clock face _thod used to eatluate tall PA.





Date(UT)AON#ml _ Chart COla size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
29.01 801257 8.7 S V CAS 4 6 0.i00 B 14 5.5M N 1 van LOO,F.R
29.892 801258 9.5 S V CAS D 3.5 5 0.152 N 5 44 M Y 2 Moeller,M
29.985 801259 14 2.5 5 0.07 230 0.203 SC i0 50 4.5 Y 1 Dietrich,M
NOTE A (Observer gave limit as 11.9. Ed.)
DATE: 29 JUL 1985
Notes
DATE: 30 JUL 1985 DATE: 30 JUL 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK_ VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON| R1 _4 Chart COma slze IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
30.347 801260 10.1 $ V C-AS 1.6 5 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrison,w
30.77 801261 10.6 S M 1.5 5 0.290 N 13.5 96 Guryanov, $




Date(UT)AON| ml _ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
31.77 001363 11.3 S M 1.2 6 0.290 N 13.5 96 Gurya_ov, S A
NOTE A m2 - ii.6 Rag.
DATE: 1 AUG 1985 DATE: 1 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AO_# ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWE Lira DA Site Observer (s)
1.77 801264 11.2 S M 2 4 0.290 N 13.5 96 Guryanov, S




Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
2.163 801266 9.4 S S PER 2.3 4 0.15 R 5 62 5.3M N 3 Morrison, W
2.77 801267 10.5 S M 2.5 4 0.290 N 13.5 96 Gurya_ov, S
2.844 801268 9.7 S AAVSO 3 0.20 SC i0 50 4.8M N 1 Sicoli,P
2.868 801269 8.8 B SAO 2.6 2 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier, O
2.868 801270 8.9: S 2.6 4 0.127 SC l0 60 5.5M Y 1 Hasubick, W
2.906 801271 8.6 S 15 1.8 4 0.140 SN 3.6 45 5.2M N 1 Linder, J
NOTE A MOOD prevents dark adaptstioD.
NOTE B Innez coBa DC 3-4.
DATE: 2 AUG 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 3 AUG 1985
_ETWORK: AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _r_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chazt COla size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Obsel-vez(s)
3.000 801272 9.0 ? 2.5 2.0 4 0.ii0 R 6.8 47 M Y 1 Lipski,P
3.014 801273 10.2 S V CAS 1
3.07 801274 8.6 S AAVSO 2.8
3.11 801275 8.4 S AA 3.3
3.347 801276 9.5 S S PER 1.8
3.78 801277 10.3 S M 1
3.79 801278 10.6 S M 2.5
3.86 801279 9.3 S V CAS
3.86 801280 8.8 S S PER 3
3.889 801281 9.4 S S PER B 3.5
3.93 801282 9.0 S S PER 5
3 0.ii R ii 70 5 M Y 1 Adamoli,G
7 0.i 240 0.317 N 5.6 68 6.0 Y 1 Bortle,3.E
5 0.228 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
5 0.15 R $ 62 5.3M N 3 Morrlson,W
0.060 R 30 Solodkin,v
4 0.290 N 13.5 96 GtLryanov,S
3 0.200 SC 10.0 44 5.0M Y 1 Msxazlti,A
6 0.17 231 0.I00 B 14 6.5T N 1 van LOo,F.R
5 0.152 N 5 44 6.0 Y 2 Moeller,M
6 0.15 R 8 36 5.5M N 1 Aerts,L
DATE: 3 AUG 1985
NOTE A O_al _rlth eucleus. (Translated by IHW staff. Observez gave limit as 11.5. Ed.)
NOTE B At 170x there Is a stellar or almost stell&r nucleus of ma_itude 12.5-13 with 8 possible short tall spine extending from
it to the southwest. The central region of the coma is very bright.
NOTE C C_8 diameter approximate.









SUB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml /_( Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observeris)
4.111 801283 9.5 S S PER 1.9
4.882 801284 9.3 S S PER 1
4.90 801285 8.3 S 2.7
6.944 801286 10.3 $ V CAS 0.7
NOTE A Moon prevents dark adaptation.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s)
4.899 803016 0.06 0.40 N 5 254
5 0.15 R 5 62 5.3M N 3 Morrison,W
8 0.04 230 0.254 N 3.9 79 Y 2 Cavagna,H
3 0.17 246 0.400 N 5 81 6.5 Y 2 Merli_,J.C
0.ii R ii 70 5 M Y 1 Adamoli,G
DurM Li_ Site Observer(s}
i0 6.5 2 Merlin,J.C
Notes
A
NOTE A Jet at PA 88 deg.; tail st-Teamer at PA 221 deg.; tail at PA 246 deg.; tall streamer at PA 263 deg.; Jet at PA 359 deg.






Date(UT) AON# al MM Chart C_a siz_ DC Tail PA Ap Ires f/ Pwr Liu DA Site Observer(s)
5.115 801287 9.2 S S PER 2.0 6 0.15 R 5 62 5.8 Y 3 Morrison, W
5.22 801288 8.5 S S PER 3.0 5 0.05 265 0.20 SC 10 64 6.0 Y I Sprstt,C. E
5.80 801289 10.3 S M 1 0. 060 R 30 S010(:]kiE ,V
5.870 801290 9.0 S S PER B 3.0 5 0.061 R 12 25 6.0 N 2 Moeller,M
5.875 8012%1 9.2 S AA XCAS 3 5 0.19 4 38 M Y 1 Mikuz,R
NOTE A V-shape_ coma. (Observer iDdicat_ uncertainty in limiting magnitude. Ed. )
NOTE B Cloudy.
NOTE C Ins_nt is flat-fleld Scb_idt. Clouds passing occasionall_.








Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
6.21 801292 8.5 S S PER 3.0 5 0.04 278 0._0 SC I0
6.30 001293 8.9 S R CAS 0.08 0.050 B
6.45 001254 8.1 M $AO 8.5 4 0.28 200 0.080 B
6.45 801295 8.5 4
6.45 801296 6.8 4
6.45 801297 5.1 5
6.45 801298 4.3 5
6.45 801299 3.4 6
6.45 801300 3.4 6
6.45 801301 2.8 7
6.45 801302 9.4: M SAO 2.8 7
6.75 801303 9.8 S M 1.5 2
6.875 801304 2
6.88 801305 8.7 S S PER 3 6 0.i0
6.896 801306 8.9 S S PER B 4.0 5
6.91 801307 8.9 S RR PER 5
6.92 801308 8.2 S S PER 4 4
NOTE A Very active.
64 5.0 Y 1 $pratt,C.E
i0 6 M Y 8 Hale,A
20 5.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.$
0.256 N 4.5 23 5.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 29 5.5 Y 6 Morris,C.$
0.256 N 4.5 45 5.5 Y 6 Morris,C.s
0.256 N 4.5 67 5.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 72 5.5 Y 6 Morrl$,C.$
0.256 N 4.5 92 5.5 Y 6 MorEi$,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 111 5.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
0.256 N 4.5 156 5.5 Y 6 Morris,C.$
0.060 R 30 Solodkln,V
0.114 N 8.7 ii0 5.0 Y I Villa,M
0.100 B 14 5.5T Y 1 van LOO,F.R
0.152 N 5 44 6.0 Y 2 Moeller,M
0.203 $C I0 80 6 M Y 3 Comello,G
0.156 N 5 29 5.5TM Y 2 Bouma,R.J
NOTE B Some interference from moonlight. 5 arc min. tall observed with 0.200 Newtonlan; direction not measured.
NOTE C Tall PA uncertain.
NOTE D Cirrus.





DATE: 7 AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# nl _ Chart Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ias f/ PW_ Lil DA Site Observer(s)
7.11 801309 9.0 S S PER 3.5
7.25 801310 8.3 S S PER 7.5
7.83 801311 10 : B M 3
7.861 801312 8.5 S S PER
7.868 801313 9.3 S S PER
7.88 801314 9.2 S V CAS 4 3
7.90 801315 8.1 S 3.6
7.902 801316 8.8 S S PER B 4.0
7.92 801317 8.8 S S PER 3.5
7.95 801318 8.3 S AAVSO 5.3
7.953 801319 8.5: M
NOTE A SAO also used. Cams dlameter uDce-rtaIB.
NOTE B m2 - 11.5 lag.
6 0.15 R 8 36 5 M N I Aerts,L
4 0.080 B 20 4.5 Y 9 Morris,C.S
3 0.110 B 20 Shizokov,A
4 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.1 Y 1 MeOzzi,D
5 0.20 SC i0 50 5.8 Y 1 Sicoll,P
6 0.17 275 0.200 SC 10.0 44 5.8 Y 1 Marazlti,A
3 0.13 251 0.400 N 5 81 8.5 Y 2 Merlln,3.C
6 0.33 280 0.152 N 5 44 6.1 Y 2 Moeller,M
4 0.080 B 5 20 5.8C Y 1 Milani,G.A
6 0.18 250 0.080 B 20 1 Keltch,G.S
0 0.07 R 20.3 70 6.0 Y 1 Luga,M
NOTE C 0.18 deg. tall at PA 250 deg. is gas tail; tall frith PA 250-335 deg. is dust tail (no length given. Ed.).
NOTE D Tall invisible.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(VT) AONI Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DUrM Lim Site Observer(s] Notes
7.880 803017 0.07 0.40 N 5 254 15 6.5 2 Merlln,J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 39 deg.; Jet at PA 75 deg.; tail streamer at PA 215 deg.; tall at PA 251 deg.; tall streamer at PA 293 deg.




DATE:8 AUG 1985 DATE: 8 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) _JDN_ II _ Chart Co_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr L I_ DA site Observer ( s }
8.00 801320 8.3 S S PER 7
8.83 801321 9.5 S M 2
8.865 801322 9.4 S S PER
8.87 801323 8.5 S S PER 4
8.87 801324 9.5 B M 4
8.872 801325 9.5 S S PER
8.878 801326 9.0 B 15 2.0
8.889 801327 8.5 S S PER
8.89 801328 8.1 S 3.8
8.893 801329 8.7 B S PER B 4.0
8.896 801330 9.7 S
8.90 801331 9.0 S S PER 4.5
8.90 801332 9.0 S S PER 4.5
8.90 801333 8.7 S 15 2.2
5 0.33 0.100 B 14 6.5 Y 1 van LOO,F.R
2 0.060 R 30 Solodkln,V
0.30 N 6 73 5.5 Y 1 ReJo,S
7 0.300 N 80 5.5 Y 3 ZaDstra,W.T
0.088 B 20 Mormil,V
5 0.20 SC i0 50 5.6 Y 1 Sicoll,P
6 0.256 SC 11 156 5.5 Y 1 Korth,S
5 0.140 S_N 3.6 19 6.2 Y 1 MeOzzi,D
3 0.15 261 0.400 N 5 81 6.5 Y 2 MerliD,J.C
6 0.33 285 0.152 N 5 44 6.0 Y 2 Moeller,M
3 0.064 R 6.3 25 6 M Y 2 Paradowski,M
5 0.150 R 8 64 5 C N 1 Aerts,L
5 0.15 R 8 64 5 C N 1 Aerts,L
6 0.05 260 0.203 SC 10 81 5.0 Y 1 Kaummerer,A
8.902 801334 8.5 B SAO 3.9 1.9 4 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier,o
8.91 801335 9.2 S V CAS 4 3 6 0.17 270 0.200 SC i0.0 44 6.0 Y 1 Maraziti,A
8.91 801336 8.7 S S PER 5 0.080 B 5 20 5.8C Y 1 Milani,G.A
8.931 801337 8.7 B SAO 3.8 1.0 0.17 268 0.250 N 6.0 75 Y 1 Guthier,O
8.939 801338 8.6: _ 15 2 5 0.05 280 0.203 SC i0 50 5.0 Y 1 Dietzlcb,M
8.944 801339 8.8 B S PER B 4.0 6 0.25 285 0.152 N 5 44 6.0M Y 2 Moeller,M
8.950 801340 8.1 B SAO 1.0 3 0.15 N 8 60 4.5C Y 1 Bottger,B
8.862 801341 9.3 B S PER 2 6 0.i 245 0.II R 11 70 5 Y 1 Adamoll,G
8.979 801342 8.4 B S PER 5.6 6 0.140 SN 3.6 28 5.5 Y 5 Linder,J
8.979 801343 0.22 225 0.406 N 4.5 138 5.5 Y 5 LiDder,J
NOTE A Extension broad. (Tail length marked "extension 3'" on original report form. Ed.)
NOTE B Inner coma DC 6.
NOTE C DC on long axis 5, DC on short axis 7.
NOTE D (Observer indicated "A" Bethod |Argelander_]. Ed.}
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
8.887 803018 0.06 0.40 N 5 254 5 6.5 2 Merlle,3.c A
NOTE A Spike at PA 82 deg., very diffuse; tall at PA 261 deg.; Jet at PA 282 deg. Diffuse extension southward.
Notes
DATE: 9 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _-ZSUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MH Chazt
9.24 801344 0.1 S S PER
9.82 801345 9.5 S M
9.860 801346 8.6 S $ PER B
9.88 801347 9.5 B M
9.861 801348 8.4 B
9.863 801349 8.4 S S PER
9.875 801350 9.4 ?
9.88 801351 8.6 S S PER
9.881 801352 9.3 B
9.885 801353 8.5 M
9.91 801354 8.5: S S PER
9.919 801355
9.%2 801356 8.8 $ $ PER
9.530 801357 8.4 S
9.941 801358 9.4 B
9.950 801359 8.6 B
9.958 801360 8.5 M
9.96 801361
NOTE A m2 - 11.5 lag.



















DATE: 9 AUG 1985
NOTE B As_etzic coma, extended in PA 240 deg.
Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lil DA S Its ObsezTer (S )
0.080 B 20 4.5 Y
0.060 R 30
0.152 N 5 44 5.7T N
0.080 B 30
0.10 B 14 6.0 Y
0.140 SN 3.6 18 6.2 N
0.13 N 8 25 6.0 Y
0.300 N 80 4.5 y
0.063 R 13 34 6.0 y
0.127 $C I0 60 6.0 Y
240 0.200 N 4 50 5.5 y
0.089 R 5.5 36 5.0 N
0.080 B 5 20 5.5C y
0.080 B 15 6.0 y
0.063 R 13 34 5.5 Y
0.165 N 8.7 57 5.5 Y
0.114 N 8.7 110 5.5 Y























Date(UT) AON# mLl M_4 Chart
I0.000 801362 8.6 ?
I0.16 801363 8.4 $ AAVSO
10.16 801364 8.0 B AAVSO
I0.188 801365 8.9 S S PER
10.26 801366 8.0 M S PER
10.84 801367 9.0 S M
10.85 801368 9.4 B M
10.876 801369 9.3 B
10.895 801370 9.4 ?
10.897 801371 8.4 S S PER
10.90 801372 8.8 S S PER
i0.91 801373 8.9 S S PER
10.931 801374 8.5 B SAO
10.94 801375 8.6: S S PER
10.94 801376 7.8 S
10.94 801377 8.3 S S PER
i0.94 801378 8.4 B S PER
10.960 80137% 9.1 B SAD
10.965 801380 8.6 B SAO
10.993 801381 8.4 M
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/
2.0 3 0.110 R 6.8 19 M Y
2.7 6 0.2 260 0.317 N 5.6 55 6.0 Y
8 4 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y
2.3 6 0.03 252 .,0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y
6 4 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y
3 3 0.060 R 30
4 0.088 B 20
2.0 5 0.063 R 13 34 6.0 Y
4 3 0.13 N 8 25 6.0 Y
5 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.1 Y
5 5 0.12 0.15 R 8 64 6 Y
6 0.125 R 5.0 19 5.5C Y
5.3 1.7 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y
0.080 B 5 20 5.5 Y
4.5 3 0.18 255 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y
8 4 0.22 265 0.06 B 12 6.5 Y
0.06 B 12 6.5 Y
1.0 5 0.15 N 8 60 4.5C Y
2.7 0.9 0.13 265 0.250 N 6.0 75 Y
0 0.07 R 20.3 70 6.0 Y
DATE: i0 AUG 1985
NOTE A (Observer gave limit as 11.8. Ed.)
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NOTE B At 68x the coma is very bright, large and parabolic in outline, opening toward the southwest.
NOTE C Clock face msethod used to estimate tall PA.
NOTE D Coma appeared "dense". Tall seen, but not recorded.
NO_IE E Round coma. DC on long axis 4-5, DC on short axis 5.
NOTE F Raze.
NOTE G Tall streak. DC Om long axis 5, DC on short axis 6.
11.014 801382 8.4: B 16
11.05 801383 8.5 S W PER
11.080 801384 9,1 M 15
11.125 801385 9.0 B 16
11.22 801386 8.2 S S PER
11.23 801387 8.0 S S PER
11.35 801388 7.9 M S PER




11.396 801393 8.5 B
11.76 801394 8.9 S AAVSO
11.76 801395 9.0 S M
11.85 801396 9.3 B M
11.871 801397 9.1 B
11.885 801398 8.3 S S PER
11.901 801399 8.5 B CZ
11.91 801400 8.0 S S PER
11.91 801401 8.6 S S PER 4
11.910 801402 8.5 B 3.6
11.92 801403 9.0 B S PER
11.93 801404 7.8 S 4.5
11.946 801405 9.2 B 2.5
11.95 801406 8.1 S AAVSO 3.8
11.95 801407 8.2 S USNOC 3.8
11.96 801408 8,6 S _ WPER 4
11.970 801409 9.4 S S PER
11.97 801410
11.97 801411 7.8 S
11.97 801412 8.2 S 4.5
11.997 801413 8.4 M
NOTE A Activity over 2 hour period.
DATE: ii AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEA.RANCE
Date(UT) AON| RL_ R_ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr L_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
3.6 5 0.07 265 0.140 SN 3.6 25 5.0 Y 1 Li_K1er,J
5 0.145 N 8 30 5.5M Y 1 van der LaaD,T.A
2 0.23 R 15 144 3.8M Y I Ssbla,J.D
2.5 5 0.113 N 8 22 1 Schambeck,C
3.5 4 0.05 270 0.20 SC 10 64 5.5 Y 1 Spzatt,C.E A
5 4 0.08 B ii 5.0 Y 1 Sp_att,C.E
6 6 0.50 255 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S B
2.0 6 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morzison,W
2.5 7 0.610 C 16.0 139 7.0 Y I Mozris,C.S C
2.0 7 0.610 C 16.0 177 7.0 Y 1 Morri$,c.s
1.2 8 0.810 C 16.0 390 7.0 Y 1 Morrl$,C.S
4.8 3.2 2 0.165 N 8.7 57 6.2 T 1 Bobme,D
4 4 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0M Y Hayashi,A D
3 3 0.060 R 30 Solodkin,V
5 0.088 B 30 Mozlmi1,v
2.5 5 0.063 R 13 34 6.5 y 1 Zlscbe,E
5 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.1 Y 1 Meozzi,D
0.05 B 7 5.3C Y 2 KotLTimsky,M
4 5 0.156 N 5 24 6.5 Y 4 BOUmS,R.J
5 0.10 260 0.156 N 5 24 6 Y 4 Bus,E.P
3 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 HSsubick,N
0.156 N 5 24 6 Y 4 BUS,E.P
3 0.15 253 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 MeEIID,J.C
5 0.063 R 13 34 6.5 Y I Zische,E
6 0.35 266 0.050 B I0 1 Keltch,G.S E
0.35 266 0.080 B 20 1 Keitoh,G.S F
6 0.08 255 0.19 4 38 Y 1 MIkuz,H G
7 0.203 SC 10 80 5 Y Conte,G E
0.08 262 0.406 N 5.6 126 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
0.060 B 9 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
3 0.13 267 0.400 N 5 81 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
1 0.07 R 20.3 70 6.0 y 1 Luga,M
NOTE B Tall was stzalght. Width 6 arc min. at head, expaDdiDg slightly toward end.
NOTE C DistIsct bulge on south side of c_a. Cosdensatlon was slightly son-stellar.
NOTE D Tall leDgth - yea? [sic]
NOTE E 29.8 cm reflector shows 18 arc sec. ouclear coDdensation, several tails. USNOC also used for comparison magnitudes.
NO_ F 29.8 cm reflector shows 18 arc sec. nuclear condensation, several tails. Gas tall 0.35 deg. 1oDg PA 266 deg. USNOC also used
for comparison magnlt_es.
NOTE G Instzu_eot is flat-field Schmldt. Excellent co_dltlons.
NOTE H Faint tail.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAk_NG
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) DttrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
11.976 803019 0.05 0.40 N 5 254 i0 6.5 2 _rlin,J.C A
N(YrE A Spike at PA 62 deg., nearly sunward; tail streamer at PA 237 deg.; tail at PA 267 deg.; tail streamer at PA 297 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM EmulsioD ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
11.963 805105 0.700 5.0 2.9 x 2.0 20.00 Kodak IIa-F N M 006/P 1 Ridley,H.B A
NOTE A (Observer's _age identifier is ZA6. Ed.)




Date(UT ) AONJ ml MM Chart
12.01 001414 8.5 S S PER 4
12.06 801415 0.0 S S PER 5
12.10 001416 0.6 S 16 3
12.236 801417 0.8 S S PER 2.3
12.31 801418 8.6 B AAVSO 4.7
12.31 801419 7.9 S AAVSO 8.5
12.35 801420 0.3 M RZ CAS
12.40 801421 0.1 M S PER 5
12.75 801422 9.0 s AAVSO 3.3
12.065 801423 0.5 S S PER B 4.5
12.07 801424 9.2 S M 4
12.075 801425 0.3 S S PER
12.89 801426 0.0 S W PER 5
12.09 801427 9.2 B M 4
12.09 801420 8.3 S M 1
12.90 801429 0.5: S 16
12.91 801430 0.6 S S PER
12.92 801431 0.3 S S pER 9
12.924 801432 8.7 B 16 2.5
12.928 801433 8.6 S AA WPER 4.5
12.94 801434 8.4 S RR PER
12.97 801435 8.3 S W PER
12.90 001436 7.0 S S pER 6
12o985 001437 9.2 S S PER
12.990 801430 9.5 S 3
12.99 801439 0.1 S S PER 8
12.99 801440 8.3 B S PER
12.997 801441 8.7 B W PER 7.6
NOTE A Cola elongated in PA 30, tail? [sic]
NOTE B DC u_certain.
NOTE C Clock face method used to estimate tail PA.
DATE: 12 AUG 1985
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins
2 0.08 B
5 0.42 0.100 B
3 0.050 B
6 0.06 250 0.15 R
7 0.2 250 0.317 N
4 0.000 B
0.9 265 0.050 B




f/ P1rr Lil DA Slte Ob_er(s}
15 6 Y 1 Scholten,A
14 7 Y 4 van 5OO,F.R
i0 6.0M Y 1 Rossi,L
5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrison,W
5.6 60 6.0 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
20 6.0 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
I0 7 Y 9 Hale,A
20 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S
6.3 24 4.5M Y Bayashi,A
5 44 5.5 Y 2 Moelle_,M
30 Solodkln,v
4 0.140 SN 3.6 19 5.7 Y
6 0.12 0.15 R 8 64 6 Y
0.008 B 20
3 0.065 N 7.7 33
5 0.000 B 5 20 5.5 Y
5 0.080 B 5 20 5.5 Y
5 0.05 B I0 6 Y
5 0.356 SC Ii 156 6,0 Y
5 0.13 255 0.19 4 38 Y
4 0.25 0.203 SC 10 50 6.5 Y
0.080 B 15 5.5C Y
2 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y
7 0.203 SC 10 00 5 Y
5 0.009 R 5.5 36 5.0 N
4 0.25 250 0.06 B 12 6.5 Y
0.06 B 12 6.5 Y















1 van de Weg,R.L.W







NOTE D Using ll0x there is a bright cen_al regioo uo _ore than 0.5 arc min. in diameter. With 170x there is a bright, almost
stellar nucleus visible wlthia the condensed region.
NOTE £ Tall length - yes? [sic]
NOTE F Hazy.
NOTE G m2 - 9.5 mag., d - 20 arc sec.
NOTE 5 Haze.
NOTE I Instr_ent is flat-field Scbmidt. Excelle_t conditions.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) DurM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
12.925 803020 0.356 SC II 156 5 6 1 Korth,S A
NOTE A Field dlameter 16 arc min.
DATE:13AUG1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AONJ ml _4 Chazt C_s size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lis DA Site ObserTer(s)
13.01 801442 8.5: S 16 3
13.010 801443 8.5 S 16 3.5
13.02 801444 9.i B R CA_ 2.5
13.08 801445 7.9 S S pER 6
13.22 801446 8.1 S $ PER 4.5
13.288 801447 8.8 S $ PER 2.5
13.315 801448 8.3 M $ PER 2.2
13.32 801449 8.i S AAVSO 7.5
13.75 801450 8.8 S AAVSO 4
13.85 801451 9.2 S M 3
13.87 801452 7.6 $ 5.4
13.873 801453 8.3 S CZ
13.89 801454 9.i B M 4
13.896 801455 5.5 S
13.91 801456 9.1 $ V CAS 3
13.92 801457 8.5: $ S PER 2
13.93 801458 7.7 S S PER 7
13.95 801459 8.2 S $ PER 9
13.96 801460 8.5 B S PER
13.986 801461 8.5 B 4.9
13.990 801462 9.2 S 2.8
NOTE A C_a dialeter approximate.
NOTE B Distinct coma halos.
5 0.080 B 15 5.i Y 1 Glow_nski,c
1 0.114 N 7.8 72 5 Y 1 Gozzoli,E
8 0.07 260 0.254 N 5.0 70 6.0C y 1 Kuipers,G
6 0.42 0.100 B 14 7.5 Y 4 van LOO,F.R
4 0.08 275 0.20 $C 10 64 5.8 Y 1 $pratt,C.E
6 0.07 255 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrlson,W
4 0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De Young,3
5 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 1 Bortle,J.E
4 0.17 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.OM Y Hsysshi,A
3 0.060 R 30 Solodki_,V
2 0.20 270 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.C
0.05 B 7 5.2C Y 2 KotLrimsky,M
0.088 B 20 MOZ_BII,V
4 0.064 R 6.3 25 6 Y 2 Parsdowski,M
6 0.08 275 0.200 $C I0.0 44 5.5 Y 1 Maraziti,A
5 0.080 B 5 20 5.7 Y 3 Milani,G.A
2 0.05 B i0 7 Y 4 Boula,R.J
5 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
4 0.1O B 14 6.0 Y I Hasubick,W
3 0.089 R 5.5 36 4.5 N 1 Venturs,F
NOTE C Clock face _thod used to estimate tail PA.
NOTE D m2 _ 9.5 mag., d - 20 arc sec.
NOTE E AAVSO Atlas Chart 16 also used as comparison star source.








SUB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# El MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_r Lira DA Site Observer(s)
14.007 801463 8.6 B 3.9 4 0.10 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Koch,B.o
14.007 801464 0.6 B 4.9 3 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Koch,V
14.02 801465 9.2 S 2.5 6 0.114 N 8.7 50 5.2 1 Nolle,M
14.07 801466 8.4 S S PER 2 0.08 B 15 6 Y 2 Scholten,A
14.13 001467 8.5 S 16 2 4 0.080 B ii 5.0MT N 1 Rossi,L
14.22 801468 8.0 S S PER 4.0 5 0.08 275 0.20 5C i0 64 5.5 Y 1 Sprntt,C.E A
14.23 801469 7.9 S S PER 5 4 0.08 B 11 5.5 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
14.75 801470 8.7 S AAVSO 4.5 5 0.17 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y Hsynshi,A B
14.84 801471 8.2 B N 1.2 3 0.1 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,V
14.875 801472 8.7 B 16 6 0.356 SC 11 156 5.0 Y 1 Korth,s C
14.878 801473 8.6 B 5.8 3 0.I0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Basublck,W
14.882 801474 8.9 B 4.3 4 0.08 B 20 6.0 Y 1 Koch,B.O
14.89 801475 9.1 B XX CAM 3 5 0.08 R 15 43 4.5C Y 1 Cluyse,L D
14.89 801476 9.1 E M 4 0.088 B 20 Mormil,V
14.896 801477 9.5 S 4.7 0.I 5 0.064 R 6.3 25 6 Y 2 Paradowski,M
14.896 801478 8.3 E 5.8 4. 0.08 B 20 6.0 Y 1 Koch,V
14.90 801479 8.3 S 16 0.063 B 9 5.5 Y 4 Ku_erer,A E
14.90 801480 3.6 6 0.17 280 0.203 SC I0 51 5.5 Y 4 Kaa_erer,A E
14.92 801481 7.7 S USNOC 4.0 0.050 B i0 1 Keitnh,G.S
14.92 801482 7.9 S USNOC 4.2 6 0.25 266 0.080 B 20 1 Keitch,G.S F
14.924 $01483 8.4 S CZ 0.05 B 7 5.4C Y 2 KoLLrilsky,M
14.93 801484 7.7 S S PER 6 2 0.05 B i0 7 Y 4 Bou_a,R.J
14.54 801485 8.7 S S PER 5.5 7 0.17 0.150 R 8 43 6 C Y 4 Aerts,L
14.94 801486 8.5 S 16 1.7 6 0.07 265 0.080 B 5 20 6.5 Y 3 Milani,G.A
14.94 801487 8.7 S S PER 5.5 7 0.17 0.15 R 8 43 6 Y 4 Aerts,L
14.941 801488 9.0 S AAVSO 5 0.20 SC i0 50 4.5 N 1 Sicoli,P
14.948 801489 8.5 S AAWPER 5 5 0.17 255 0.19 4 38 Y 1 Mikuz,E G
14.959 801490 8.6 S S PER 4.3 0.35 270 0.050 B i0 Y 5 CaTagna,M
14.959 801491 2.2 7 0.23 0.400 N 4.5 90 Y 5 Cavagna,M
14.98 801492 9.6 B M 1.5 0.080 R 29 Nester0v,Yu
14.99 801453 8.3 S RR PER 4 0.23 0.203 SC I0 50 6.5 Y 3 CoDelIo,G
14.99 801494 8.7 S 3 6 0.114 N 8.7 50 5.8 1 Nolle,N
DATE: 14 AUG 1985
NOTE A Active coma; stellar nucleus. (Observer indicated uncertainty in DC. Ed.)
NOTE B Tail PA 290 to 330.
NOTE C S_ne clouds d_trin 9 observation.
NOTE D V magnitudes from AAVSO Atlas chart 16.
NOTE E Inner coma 2 arc min., very diffuse outer coma, tail 30 deg. broad.
NOTE F TWO Jets for 3 arc min. in PA 54 deg., 132 deg. Gas tall 0.25 deg. long PA 266 deg.; dust tail 0.17 deg. long PA 241-300
de 9.





Date(uT) A_# il _ Chart
15.000 801495 8.7 B 16
15.04 801496 8.2 S S PER
15.07 801497 7.7 S S PER
15.7 5 801498 8.7 S AAVSO
15.83 801459 9.0 B
15.868 801500 8.3 S CZ
15.90 801501 8.5 S 16
15.90 801502 8.8 S S PER
15.91 801503 9.4 B XX CAM
15.92 801504 9.2 B M
15.949 801505 8.5: ? 16
15.953 801506 8.6 S S PER
15.98 801507 9.0 S M
15.58 801508 9.2 B M
Coua slze DC Tall PA
1.4 3
9 0.08
7 6 O. 57
4.3 4 0.17
5
DATE: 15 AUG 1985




2 5 0.08 275 0.203 SC 10
7 0.203 SC 10
5 3 0.060 R
2.5 0.i 0.080 R
NOTE A Tall PA 270 to 320.
NOTE B Fog.
NOTE C Haze.
NOTE D V sag_Itudes from AAVSO Atlas chart 16.
0.15 N 8 60 4.0C y
0.05 B 10 6.5 Y
0.I00 B 14 ? Y
0.13 N 8.3 24 5.5 Y
0.088 B 20
0.05 B 7 5.2 Y
0.080 B 5 20 5.0 Y
0.15 R 8 43 6 Y





















NOTE E (Observer i_dlcated "A" method [Argelander_ ] . Ed.)




Date(UT} AON# ml MM Chart Coma size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
16.00 801509 8.1 S XX CAM
16.00 801510 9.3 S N 4
16.02 801511 7.4 S 6.4
16.01 801512 8.7 S S PER 6
16.01 801513 8.3 S S PER
16.10 801514 7.8 S S PER 6
16.23 801515 8.3 S S PER 3.0
16.41 801516 7.8 S S PER 6
16.583 801517 7.7 _ 2
16.87 801518 9.0 S M 5
16.889 801519 9.1 S AAVSO
16.896 801520 8.3 B SAO
16.910 801521 8.4 S AA 5
16.91 801522 8.3 S S PER
16.92 801521
16.94 801524 8.1 S S PER I0
16.979 801525 9.5 S
16.99 801526 9.8 B M 3.5
7 0.125 R 5.0 19 6 Y 4 Poltevln,P
3 0.i 0.II0 B 20 Shlrokov,A
2 0.25 265 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.C
6 0.17 0.15 R 8 43 6 Y 1 Aerts,L
2 0.08 B 15 6 Y 2 Scholten,A
8 0.67 0.05 B 7 7 Y 4 van LOO,F.R
3 0.05 270 0.20 SC 10 64 4.8 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
5 0.83 268 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y i0 Morris,C.S
6 0.07 280 0.440 N 4.5 90 Y 3 Fabre,R
3 0.060 R 30 Solodkin,V
3 0.08 B 20 5.8 Y 2 Siooll,P
5 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 1 Guthler,o
7 0.17 265 0.19 4 38 Y 1 Mikuz,B
2 0.08 B 15 N 1 Scholten,A
6 0.13 265 0.406 N 5.6 82 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
3 0.18 0.05 B I0 6 Y 4 Bus,E.P
5 0.064 R 6.3 25 6.5 Y 2 Parsdowski,H
0.080 R 29 Nestezov,Yu
NOTE A Active c_a. (Observe-r indicated uncertainty in DC. Ed.)
NOTE B Tall was straight. It increased in width from 6 to 8 arc min. at end.
NOTE C (Observer gives l_it as 16.2. Ed.]
NOTE D m2 - I0.0 mag., d - 20 arc sec.
NOTE E Coaa nearly round, diameter 3-4 arc mln.
NOTE F XX Cam also used for comparison stars. InstruMent is flat-field Schmidt. Good conditions.
NOTE G Very thin tall by I Bredihiu's class, elliptical head. [sic]





Date(UT) AON# ILl _ Chart C_a size DC Tail PA
17.00 801527 7.8 S USNOC 4.8 6 0.05 38
17.01 801528 7.6 S S PER 7 2
17.04 801529 7.3 S 5.9 2 0.27 288
17.08 801530 7.8 S USNOC 0.28 259
17.12 801531 8.6 S 16 4.2 4
17.153 801532 7.7 S S PER 7 3 5
17.16 801533 0.3 275
17.16 801534 7.7 S USNCC lO 5
17.22 801535 8.1 S S PER 3.5 4 0.07 272
17.23 801536 7.9 S $ PER 5 3
17.315 801537 8.4 M S PER 3.2 7 0.12 274
17.71 801538 8.6 S AAVSO 5 5 0.25
17.86 801539 9.0 B N 5
17.874 801540 8.2 S S PER B 4.5 5 0.25 290
17.885 801541 8.7 B 5.2 3
17.90 801542 7.6 S S PER 7 3
17.90 801543 8.0 S S PER I0 3
17.91 801544 8.4: $ 16 2.0 6
17.52 801545 8.2 B M 1.2 3 0.I
17.922 801546 8.1 S S PER 4
17.94 801547 9.2 B XX CAM 3 3
17.57 801548 9.5 B M 3
17.98 801549 8.4 S 16 4.7 5
17.983 801550 8.5 B 4 6 0.27
17.997 801551 8.3 S 4 3 5
17.997 801552 8.6 B AAVSO 5 5 0.17 90
NOTE A Jet 0.05 deg. long PA 38 deg.; gas tail 0.12 deg. long PA
NOTE B Straight tall 0.28 deg. IOng PA 259 deg. 2 arc min. wide;
NOTE C Tall length - 7. [sic]
DATE: 17 AUG 1985
NOTE D C_a's shape difficult to define but is definitely extended toward the southwest. Possibly the cow, a can be classed as
slightly elliptical in shape (northeast-southwest). Bright central region is circular in outline. (Instrument used for this
note not specified. Ed.)
NG_rE E C_a acti_, V--shaped. (Obseu_ver indicate<] unce.Ttalnty iD DO. Ed.}
NOTE F Clock face Bethod used to estimate tall PA.
NOTE G Tall PA 280 to 320.
NOTE H Hazy.
NOTE I V magnltudes from AAVSO Atlas chart 16.
NOTE J (Cola add tall data are Inconsistent with data on _awlng report forE. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DuXM Lim Site Observer(s} Notes
17.976 803021 0.203 N 6.0 I00 20 1 G_aez,A A
17.891 803022 0.250 SC i0 125 15 5.8 1 RodEiguez,D B
NOTE A Field 30 arc lln. at 100x. Central condensation ve1_r visible.
NOTE B Field 0.5 deg. at 125x. Meg. 8.6; diameter i0 arc mln. (Scale iudi¢stion unlnterpretable. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOT_GRAPEY
Date(UT} AON# FL f/ Ap FOV EXpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdug Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
17.062 805106 0.135 2.8 15.2 Xl0.2 20.00 KOdak 2415 Y M i/_ 1 Izqulerdo,J A
17.089 805107 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 15.00 FuJlchrome 100/21 N O 12/S 2 Genebrleza,3
17.480 805108 0.135 2.8 15.2 xl0.2 15.00 Fu_Ichr. 400 N S 000/P 1 $anfol_d,3 B
NOTE A (Observer reports emulslon cooled to 8 C. Ed.)
NOTE B Push-processed to 800 ASA.
Ap Ins f/ _ L Im DA Site Observer(s) Notes
0.080 B 20 1 Keltoh,G.S A
0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 4 Bo_a,R.J
0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
0.080 B 20 1 Keitch,G.S E
0.080 B ii 6.0 Y 1 Rossi,L
0.050 B 10 5.8 Y 2 Sabis,J.D C
0.150 B 25 Bortle,J.E D
0.05 B 10 Bortle,J.E
0.20 SC I0 64 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,O.E E
0.08 B ii 4.5 Y 1 Sprstt,C.E
0.15 R 5 62 6.6 Y 3 Morrinon,W F
0.13 N 6.3 24 6.5 Y Hayashi,A G
0.088 B 20 _zlmil,V
0.152 N 5 44 5.8 Y 2 Moeller,M H
0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Easubick,w
0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Bot_a,R.3
0.05 B i0 6 Y 4 BUS,E.P
0.080 B 5 20 5.3 Y 3 Milani,G.A
0.047 R 20 Serov,V
0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.0 Y 1 Meozzi,D
0.08 R 15 43 4.5C Y 1 Cluyse,L I
0.080 R 20 Nesterov,Yu
0.080 B ii 5.5 Y 1 Rossi,L
0.203 N 6 I00 Y l Gomez,A
0.i14 N 8.7 50 6,0 y l FabrIzlo,M
0.250 SC 10 125 5.8 Y 1 Rodxiguez,D J
245 deg.; dust fan 0.08 deg. long PA 270-228 deg.
dust tail 0.12 deg. long PA 319-230 deg.
DATE: 18 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSER_'ATION
SUB-NETWORK: _-_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON4 ml _ chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_C L 4n,
18.00 801553 8.2 S ZX CAM 7 0.125 R 5.0 19 5.5
18.01 801554 8,2 S 16 5.2 4 0.050 B 10 6.0
18.02 801555 8.5 S 16 4 5 270 0.080 B 15 5.1
18.024 001556 8.5 S 4 6 0.27 0.25 SC 10 78
18,036 801557 8.0: ? 16 2 5 0.08 260 0.080 B 15 5.0
18.06 801558 8.4 S 16 5 0.145 N 8 30 5.5
18.104 801559 9.0: B 4 6 0.17 0.256 N 5.6 90 5,5
18.24 801560 8.1 S S PER 4.0 5 0.09 275 0.20 SC 10 64 5.5
18.278 801561 8,5 S S PER 3.3 5 0.05 0.15 R 5 62 6.4
18.41 801562 7.2 M AA 8.5 6 1.50 262 0.080 B 20 7.0
18.55 801563 10.5 B M 0.215 N 9 I00
18.85 801564 7.4 S 14.0 3 0.42 253 0.050 B 7 7.0
18.86 801565 8.9 B M 5 0.088 B 20
18.90 801566 9.4: S M 4 3 0.I 0.ii0 B 20
18.906 801567 8.5 S S PER 4.7 7 0.22 267 0.080 B 20
18.910 801568 8.4 B SAC 2.3 0.6 0.23 272 0.125 R 6.0 35
18.934 801569 8.1 S S PER 4 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.2
18.94 801570 0.7 S S PER 3 7 0.17 277 0.200 SC i0.0 44 5.8
18.95 801571 9.5 S M 4 1 0.Ii0 B 20
18.951 801572 9.0 S AAVSO 5 0.20 SC i0 50 5.0
18.96 801573 7.6 S S PER 7 3 0.23 0.05 B I0 6.5
18.99 801574 9.7 B M 2.5 0.080 R 29
NOTE A (Observer indicated "A" method [Argelander?]. Ed.)
NOTE B Very active. (Observer indicated uncertainty in IX:. Ed.)
NOTE C Cclet distinctly brighter. Tail has fanned appearance near coma
mln.
NOTE D uL2 - 11.0 mag.
DATE: 18 AUG 1985





Y 1 Dietrich,M A
Y 1 van der Laan,T.A
Y 1 Pedraz,S
Y I Sprstt,C.E B
Y 3 Morrison,W













with fan swinging north of main tail. Length of fan 15: arc
NOTE E Condensatlon allost stellar. DC on long axis 5-6, DC on short axis 7. Shorter tail was broad, covering PA 302-322 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ims f/ P_T($} DtLTM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
18.099 803023 0.256 N 5.6 90 15 5.5 I Redraz,S A
18.102 803024 0.25 SC I0 78 15 1 Gomez,A B
18.990 803025 1 0.114 3.7 21, 28, 70 30 5.5 1 GO_ez,T.L C
NOTE A Field I deg. at 90x. As_etrlc tail - northern part appeared brighter than the other. |sic]
NOTE B Field 1 deg. at 78x. With tbls instrument and the wide field eyepiece (Ezfle 32), the dust tail appeared more prominent than
in other telescopes. The tall showed s "bell" shape rather than cylindrical shape in the previous observation (17/08/85,
Ed.).
NOTE C Central condensation very visible. COma 4 arc min. Dust tail 7 arc min. at PA 285 deg. Rich-field telescope used.
S_B-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON4 FL f/ Ap FOV ExpH Emulsion I$o Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(a) Notes
18.094 805109 0.135 2.8 15.2 x10.2 30.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 000/P 1 Izquierdo,J A
NOTE A The octet appear slightly moved. [sic] very good seeing during all exposure. [sic]
DATE: 19 AUG 1905
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBS.ERVATT(kqT
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| 11 _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P1rr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
19.01 801575 9.2 B M 5 4 0.080 R 30 Maydik,A
19.04 801576 8.4 S AAV$O 8.5 6 0.080 B 20 Zaootta,M
19.10 801577 7.8 S S PER 6 5 0.67 0.05 B 7 7 Y 3 van Loo,F.R
19.11 801578 8.3 B 16 4 3 0.000 B Ii 5.5 Y 1 Rossi,L
19.465 801579 9.2 _ S PER 1.3 0.23 0.203 N 5 120 6.2 Y 1 UDderhay,E
19.83 801500 8.1 B M 2 4 0.l 0.047 R 20 Serov,V
19.89 801581 8.3 S S PER 0.08 B 15 5.5 N 1 Scholtes,A
19.90 801582 9.4 S M 2 1 0.I 0.110 B 20 Shlrokov,A
19.907 801583 8.1 S 17 5 0.140 SN 3.6 19 6.5 Y 1 Meozzi,D
19.93 801584 0.9 B XX CAM 2 6 0.08 R 15 43 4.5C Y 1 Cluyse,L
19.950 801505 8.0 S 6.0 5 0.15 205 0.080 B 15 5.0 Y 3 Haver,R
19.980 801586 9.2 S 4.5 6 0.089 R 5.5 10 5.5 N 1 VeDtura,F
19.98 801587 9.4 B M 2 0 0.110 B 20 Shirokov,A
19.99 801588 8.5 S 16 3.1 6 0.060 R 11.7 18 5.5 Y I ROSSI,L
19.990 801589 8.4 M l 0.07 R 20.3 70 6.0 Y 1 Luga,M









NOTE A I found a central co_densatlon whose diameter was appEoxlaately 1.2 arc min.
NOTE B CoDdenaatlon behlnd coma. Narrow ray for type I tail. The eaaet was definitely seen as a faint sln_ge in my 8x30 finder.
NOTE C SS Attr also used as comparison star source.
NOTE D V magDltudes from AAVSO Atlas chart 16.
NOTE E Tall obse1_ed.
NOTE F DC UDcertai=.
NOTE G Tail probably visible.
DATE:20 AUG 1985 DATE: 20 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: V_SUAL APpE_/_ANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _M Chart Coaa size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
20.00 801590 10.2 B M 2 0.080 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
20.01 801591 7.9 S S PER 10 3 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 4 BUS,E.P
20.02 801592 5 0.33 271 0.254 JB 6 48 6.5 Y 4 Boula,R.J
20.02 801593 7.5 S S PER 3 0.05 B i0 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
20.02 801594 9.4 S M 2 3 0.110 B 20 shirokov,A B
20.111 801595 7.6: S 16 8 5 0.140 SN 3.6 25 5 Y 1 LiDder,J C
20.41 801596 7.9 M S PER 6.5 5 2.0 271 0.080 B 20 6.0 Y I0 Morris,C.S
20.469 801597 9.4 ? 5 PER I.I 0.23 0.203 N 5 120 6.1 Y l U_erhay,E D
20.85 801598 7.4 S 9.0 3 0.47 282 0.050 B 7 6.5 Y Merlin,J.C
20.863 801599 6.2 S S PER B 5 5 0.25 290 0.152 N 5 44 6.1 Y Moeller,M E
20.875 801600 9.3 ? 6 3 0.13 N 8 25 6.0 Y I Lieder,F
20.90 801601 8.8 S 3 5 0.114 N 8.7 50 5.2 1 Nolle,M
20.92 801602 7.8 S S PER 6 6 0.75 0.05 B 7 7 Y 3 van Loo,F.R
20.924 801603 1.8 4 0.06 262 0.203 SC i0 50 6.0 Y 1 Basublck,w
20.938 801604 8.3 B 3.6 4 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Hasublck,w
20.938 601605 6.3 B 3.6 4 0.108 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Koch,V
20.942 601606 6.0: _ 16 2 5 0.08 275 0.203 SC 10 50 4.5 Y 1 Die_.rich,M F
20.955 601607 6.3 B 3.6 4 0.06 B 20 6.0 Y I Koch,B.O G
20.96 601608 7.6 S 16,17 6 5 0.156 N 5 24 6.5 Y 4 _%ma,R.J
20.962 801609 8.7 B 17 2.2 6 0.I13 N 8 22 5.5 Y I Schambeck,C
20.97 601610 7.9 S 16 6 5 0.156 N 5 24 6.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
20.99 801611 10.3 B M 1.8 0.080 R 29 Nesterov,Yu A
NOTE A Granulation in the central condensation.
NOTE B m2 - 10.5 mag.
NOTE C Coma diameter uncertain. Some clouds.
Notes
A
NOTE D Condensation behind coma. Narrow ray foz type I tail. The co_et was definitely seed as a faint sludge in my 8x30 finder.
NOTE E Site is Schwarzwald - Black Forest.
NOTE F (ObserTer indicated "A" methc_ [_.rgelamder?]. Ed.)
NOTE G Faint tail.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOT(X_RAPHY
Date(UT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Byp GdDg Id/T_ Site Observer(s) Notes
20.076 805110 0.300 1.5 0.200 6.9 x 4.6 25.00 Kodak 2415 N X 000/S 2 Genebrlera,J A
NOTE A (Observer fives EFL - 300x4 (_} on orlgieal report form. Ed.)
DATE: 21 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# all _ Chazt
21.02 801612 8.2 S 16
21.02 801613 2.5
21.031 801614 8.5 B 16 3.4
21.035 801615 8.5 B 16 2.7
21.04 801616 8.6 S 3.5
21.05 801617 8.3 S AAVSO 6.2
21.07 801618
21.22 801619 7.6 S AA 8
21.24 801620 8.1 M AA 2.5
21.24 801621 8.3 S AA 2.5
21.44 801622 7.5 M AA 8
21.85 801623 7.4 S 11.0
21.86 801624 8.9 S 2
21.861 801625 8.4 B 5.3
21.910 801626 8.7 B 4.4
21.917 801627 8.3: ? 16 2
21.947 801628 8.4 B SAC) 3.2
21.96 801629 8.6 S 3.5
21.983 801630 8.2 B 17 4.0
21.997 801631 8.7 B 3.0
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Obser__r(s)
0.063 B 9 5.2
5 0.08 280 0.203 SC 10 81 5.2
5 0.10 285 0.140 SN 3.6 25 5.5
4 0.18 285 0.14 SN 3.6 25 5.5
6 0.01 325 0.114 N 8.7 50 6.0
4 0.080 B 20
0.22 275 0.305 N 5.0 60
2 0.080 B 20
? 0.229 R 12 86
7 0.229 R 12 86
6 1.25 270 0.080 B 20 7.0
3 0.57 271 0.050 B 7 6.5
0.25 85 0.410 N 4.2 86 6.8
3 0.i0 B 14 6.0
4 0.08 B 20 6.0
5 0.08 270 0.080 B 15 4.6
0.13 0.125 R 6.0 35
5 0.02 325 0.214 N 8.7 S0 5.6
5 0.113 N 8 22 5.5





















NOTE A Tall very difficult, 30 deg. broad.
NOTE B Tall leDgth 0.5 aX'O mln.
NO_ C The observation was tzoubled by haze add by a nearby bright star.
NOTE D At 60x I found a cizcular central co_densatloD with a star-llke central polut.
NOTE E COma diameter approximate.
NOTE F (Observer iddlcatdd "A" _thod [Azgeladder?]. Ed.}
NOTE G (ObserVer gives 2 values for DC: 8 a_d 6-7. Tail PA 305-312 deg. Additional Dotes illegible. Ed.)
NOTE H Tall length 1 arc mis. See drawing.







Date(UT) AON| ml _M Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
22.01 801632 8.2 S 17 6.0
22.010 801633 8.6 B 16
22.01 801634 8.4 S RR PER
22.01 801635 8.3 $ 16 6
22.02 801636 7.9 B SC2000 5.1
22.030 801637 8.0 S 6.0
22.043 801638 8.0 S 17
22.05 801639 8.3 S $ PER 7
22.05 801640 8.3 S S PER 7
22.08 801641 7.5 S 16,17
22.085 801642 8.5 B 2.8
22.12 801643 7.7 S S pER
22.25 801644 8.3 S S PER 3.5
22.319 801645 8.6 S S PER 3.4
22.392 801646 8.0 M S PER 2.3
22.89 801647 8.8 B XX CAM 3
22.931 801648 9.4: ? 5.4
5 0.080 B
5 240 0.15 N 8
4 0.25 265 0.203 SC i0
3 0.155 N 5
6 0.050 B
5 0.23 280 0.080 B
5 0,203 SC 10
5 0.17 0.150 R 8
5 0.17 0.15 R 8
3 0.05 B
4 0.08 312 0.063 R 13
3 0.05 B
5 0.03 265 0.20 SC 10




ii 6.0 Y 1 Rossi,_
30 5.0 Y 1 B0ttger,B
50 6.5 Y 3 Ccgello,G
30 5 Y 1 ZaDstra,H.T
7 6.0 Y 1 Rossi,L
15 6.1 Y 3 RaTer,R
51 6.3 Y 1 Meozzi,D
34 6 Y 1 Aarts,L
34 6 Y 1 Aerts,L
I0 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
34 6.0 Y 1 Ziscbe,E
7 6.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
64 5.0 Y 1 Spratt,C.E
62 6.5 Y 3 Morzlaon,R
0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De YOtL_g,J
0.08 R 15 43 4.5C Y 1 Cluyse,L
0.064 R 6.3 25 6 Y 2 Paradowski,M
NOTE A SS A%tr also used as compariso= star souxce.
NOTE B (Observer imdlcated uncertaiDty in DC. Ed.)
NOTE C Clock face method used to estimate tail PA.
NOTE D V magnitudes from AAVSO Atlas chart 16.
DATE: 22 AUG 1985
Notes
DATE: 23 AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 23 AUG 1985
Date(UT) AnN# 11 _0_ Chart C_ size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) NOteS
23.040 801649 8.0 S 6.0 5 0.30 285 0.080 B 15 6.2 Y 3 Haver,R A
23.05 801650 8.2 S AAV$O 7.8 4 0.080 B 20 Zanotta,M B
23.081 801651 8.9 B AAVSO 5 4 0.23 85 0.350 N 4.5 85 6 Y 1 Ro_xiguez,D C
23.176 801652 7.6 S 17 5 0.050 B i0 5.3 T 1 Sabla,J.D
23.25 801653 8.4 S S PER 3.8 5 0.03 255 0.20 SC I0 64 5.7 Y I Spratt,C.E D
23.32 801654 7.6 S USNOC ii 5 0.05 B i0 Bortle,J.E
23.32 801655 7.7 S USNOC 8.5 5 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J.E
23.333 801656 8.7 S S PER 3.6 5 0.08 267 0.15 R 5 62 6.6 Y 3 MOITISOD,W E
23.358 801657 7.6 M S PER 4.5 5 0.33 274 0.254 N 4.5 36 6.5 Y 4 De Yo_g,J F
23.43 801658 7.5 M AAVSO 8 6 1.00 275 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y Ii Morrls,C.S G
23.458 801659 9.0 ? S PER 1.3 4 0.26 0.203 N 5 120 6.1 T 1 UDderhsy,E H
23.75 801660 8.5 S AAVSO 4.5 5 0.17 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 T Rsyashi,A I
23.896 801661 9.5: ? 4.5 5 0.064 R 6.3 25 6 Y 2 Parsdowski,M
23.937 801662 9.2 ? 6 3 0.13 N 8 25 6.0 Y 1 Lieder,F
23.94 801663 9.i B M 3 4 0.I 0.110 B 20 Shirokov,A J
23.958 801664 8.2: ? 3 6 0.13 0.203 SC I0 80 4.8 N 1 Dietrich,M K
23.98 801665 5.8 B M 2.5 0.080 R 29 Neaterov,Yu L
N_ A Fan shaped coma.
NO%_C B The sky was hazy add l_ineacent. In my N_w_onisn reflector (0.305 utez, f/5) at 60x I found a cixcular central coudensatlo
whose dlaletez was 0.9 arc miD. w_th 8 4_lallex aM brlghtez coaceDt_ic one. The CONS spp_azed little fan shaped on PA 270
deg.
NC_FE C Jet of 3 arc sin. (corns aM tall data are Imconziatent with data on _8wlng report form. Ed. )
NO_ D (Obse1"ver Indlcated _tBceztslnty in DC. Ed. )
NOTE E Clock face _thod used to estimate tall PA.
NOTE F Tall sharp edge to the south, dlffuse to the north.
NOTE G 15 arc mln. fan tall frol main tall to PA 300 deg. Tails w_xe fainter.
NOTE H The c_t was definitely seen as a faint mudge in my 8x30 flnde_.
NOTE I Tall PA 300 to 330.
NOTE J L_ - 10.5 Jag.
NOTE K (Obsez_er indlcated "A" method [ArgelsDder?]. Ed. )
NOTE L Granu/atlon in the central condensation.
SUB-NETWORK : DRA_NG
Dste(UT ) AnN| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr (s) DurM Lim Site Observer (s ) Notes
23.0?7 803026 0.350 N 4.5 85 ii 6 I ROdri_ez, D A




Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart
24.000 801666 8.5 B
24.02 801667 9.0 S M
24.02 801668 9.0 B
24.035 801669 8.5 B 17
24.07 801670 7.4 S 17
24.08 001671
24.083 801672 9.0 ?
24.09 801673 7.6 S 17
24.11 801674 8.4 B 17
24.13 801675 7.6 S
24.308 801676 9.2 B AA
24.43 801677 7.5 M AA
24.45 801678 7.4 B XX PER
24.615 501679 7.5 ?
24.96 801680 8.8 S M
24.993 801681 8.1 S 17
NOTE A Wind.
Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P%tz Lim DA Site ObSerTer(s)
4 7 0.17 0.345 N 4.5 75 Y 1 Gclez,A
4 3 0.110 B 20 Shirokov,A
5 4 0.080 R 30 Maydlk,A
1.8 4 0.15 N 8 30 4.0C Y 1 bottgeJ_,B
9 3 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Bo_a,R.J
5 0.33 271 0.406 N 5.6 67 6.5 Y 4 Bo_mma,R.J
0.07 0.355 N 4.5 75 Y 1 RIpero,J
11 4 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 BcLs,E.P
5.5 6 0.080 B 11 6.0 Y 1 Rossi,L
5.0 3 0.13 289 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.C
5 0.15 N 8 30 5.5 Y 2 Ferrin,I
8 7 0.83 281 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 8 Morris,C.S
0.6 260 0.050 B I0 7 Y 1 Bale,A
2 6 0.07 270 0.440 N 4.5 90 Y 3 Fabre_R
5 5 0.2 0.ii0 B 20 Shirokov,A
5 0.203 SC I0 51 6.3 Y 1 Meozzi,D
NOTE B Dza%rlng #i. (Tall length reported as 4-5 arc min. Ed.)
NOTE C i0 arc mln. fan tail froagmaiD tall to PA 310 de_.
NOTE D (Observer gives limit as 16.2. Ed.)
NOTE E SS A1tr also used as comparison star source.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pttr(s) DuzM Lim
24.069 801027 0.335 N 4.5 75 15 5.6
24.247 803028 0.457 R 16 725 70
24.615 803029 0.50 0.44 N 4.5 90,225 I0
24.997 803030 0.345 N 4.5 75 I0












NOTE A Field 0.6 deg. at 75x. Star visible behind coma and tail, besides the centzal condensation of 8th meg., a Jet from the
c_t's nucZeus _rlth aD apparent size Of 1 arc miD. in longitude appeared at about 2350 UT. (Date not specified. Ed.}
NOTE B (A collection of 7 dLrawings made at UT 0520, 0530, 0609, 0615 add 0630 are ooQlbined in this listing. Individual 4Lra%rlng
duxatioDs %_ere not specified. A page of notes describing them is condensed here, with the observer's interpretations
removed. Ed.) At 0520 UT a condensation was observed 0.96 arc sec. away from the nucleus at a PA of 62 deg. It was
observed to Im0ve 1.28 arc sec. from the nucleus to a PA of 108.5 deg. in I0 minutes. Thlrty-nine minutes later the inner
coma was dra%a_ again. The condensation observed previously was not seen near the positions giver above, but a similar
condensation was observed 0.6 arc sec. from the nucleus at PA 273 deg. _J_ extension of material (Jet} emanated from this
condensation. My last observation came 21 minutes later. A condeDsatloD was observed 1.28 arc sec. from the nucleus at PA
360 deg. The appearance this feature was weaker than the obserTation before. [sic] A Jet was associated with it and was
curved, starting from the condensation and fanning %testward. At 0615 UT a condensation located due east and 0.64 arc sec.
from the nucleus was observed to grow and fade in only 3 seconds of time. At its brightest, this condensation rivaled the
nucleus. Thxoughout the observations, the inner coma varied in intenslty. Measurements of intensity were not made because of
the above observations, but were probably only in the order of tenths Of a magnitude. This varied appearance was very
striking add appeared to occur sporadically. A spine (tail) observed at PA 250 deg. was Dot connected to the main nuclear
condensation, rather it started from a point bordering the innermost coma. This inner spine seemed skewed by approximately
10-15 deg. to overall tail (dust and ion) viewed at low magnification at PA 265 deg.
NOTE C Bright central spike in tail at PA 270 deg. Possible gas Jet at PA 300 deg. OTerall tail at PA 270 d_. (Observer gave limit
as 16.2. Ed.)
NOTE D Field 40 arc min. at 75x. Concentred [sic] coma, shorter tail in comparison w_th previous observations. (One observer
reported a Jet before I could saw (sic] the ccqmet.)
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT] AON# FL f/ Ap _V ExpM Emulsion ISO Bit"P C_g Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
24.094 805111 0.135 2.8 15.2 X10.2 30.00 Kudak 2415 Y S 000/qP 1 Portela,A
24.202 805112 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y X O00/qP 1 Sabia,J.D
24.212 805113 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 KOdak 2415 Y X 0/qP 1 Sabla,J.D A
NOTE A (Obaez_rer's image identifier is 0A-I. Ed.)
DATE:25 AUG 1985 DATE: 25 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _q Chart Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
25.00 801602 10.2 B M 1.8
25.055 801683 7.9 S 7.0
25.07 801684 8.0 S SC2000 7.5
25.07 801685 8.3 S 16
25.08 801686 7.6 S AAVSO 5.0
25.08 801687 7.6 S AAVSO 5.6
25.10 801688 8.3 S S PER 6
25.10 801689 8.3 S S PER 6
25.44 801690 7.4 M AA 6
25.85 801691 8.7 S M 0.3
25.95 801692 9.1 B XX CAM 2.5
25.954 801693 8.5 B SAO 2.3 0.5
25.98 801694 I0.0 B M 2.5
25.99 801695 8.9 B M 5
NOTE A Granulation in the central condensation.
NOTE B Fan shaped ccaa.
0.000 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
5 0.43 280 0.080 B 15 6.8 Y 4 Have_,R
4 0.050 B 7 6.0 Y 1 Rossi,L
4 0.08 248 0.145 N 8 30 6 N 1 van dez Laan,T.A
6 0.i0 255 0.080 B 20 1 Keitch,G.S
0.050 B 10 1 Keitch,G.S
6 0.20 0.150 R 8 34 5.5C Y 1 Aerts,L
6 0.20 0.15 R 8 34 5.5C y 1 AeEts,L
7 0.67 275 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y ii Morrls,C.S
9 15 0.ii0 N 7 54 Aleynikov,A
4 0.08 R 15 43 4.5CM y 1 Cluyse,L
0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 2 Guthler,O
0.080 R 29 Nesterov,Yu
4 0.080 R 30 Maydik,A
NOTE C Spike 0.I0 deg. long PA 255 deg.; gas tall 0.17 deg. long PA 300 de_.; dust fan 0.20 deg. long PA 255-300 deg.
NOTE D I0 arc zis. fan tall frog main tall to PA 310 deg.
NOTE E V magnitudes frog AAVSO Atlas chart 16.















NOTE A Tall observed.
DATE: 26 AUG 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(ET) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)
801696 0.25 278 0.254 JB 6 48 6.5 Y 4 Bo_a,R.J
801697 8.2 S R PER 4 0.33 270 0.203 SC i0 50 6.5 Y 3 Comello,G
801898 7.6 S 16,17 6 2 0.05 B 10 6.5 Y 4 Bouma,R.J
801699 7.6 S S PER I0 5 0.05 B I0 6.5 Y 4 Bus,E.P
801700 8.3 S S PER 6 6 0.ii 0.15 R 8 34 6 Y 1 Aert_,L
801701 8.2 S SS AUR 3 0.08 B 15 6 Y 1 5cholten,A
801702 8.3 S 17 2.5 5 290 0.080 B 15 5.4 Y 1 Glowlnski,C
801703 9.0 S 5 6 0.089 R 5.5 18 N 1 Ventura,F
801704 7.7 S _VSO 4.8 6 0.50 300 0.050 B i0 1 Keltch,G.S
801705 8.2 S SAO 0.08 B 15 5 Y 1 Seargent,D
801706 8.9 B M 5 4 0.080 R 30 Maydlk,A
NOTE B Very low. (Observer indicated uncertainty in limiting magnitude. Ed.}
DATE: 26 AUG 1885
Notes
DATE: 2'7 AUG 2985
NETWORK: F_.TEUR OBSER"VAT'rON
SUB-I_ET$,,IORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI _ _ Chart C_a size _ Tall PA Ap Ins f/ _ Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
27.051 801707 8.2 B SAO 3.7 0.8 0.13 289 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 2 Gut_ier,O A
27.06 801708 8.3 : B SC2000 4.3 7 0. 080 B ii G. 0 Y 1 Rossi, L B
27.10 801709 7.2 S SS AUR 0.080 B 15 6 C Y 1 FeiJth,H
27.301 801710 8.5 B AA 0.15 N $ 30 5.6 Y 2 Ferrin, I
27.301 801711 7.9 B AA 0.20 C I0 50 5.6 Y 2 Ferrln, I C
27.43 801712 7.3 M AA 8 7 1.50 290 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 3 Morris,C. S
27.458 801713 8.9 ? S PER i.I 4 0.25 0.203 N 5 120 6.2 Y 1 Underhay,E D
27.46 801714 7.3 S ZX PER 0.6 275 0.050 B 10 7 Y 1 Hale, A
NOTE A COma deformed. DC o= long fuels 6, DC on short axis 7-8.
NOTE B _. cGga PA 255 d_.
NOTE C (Ins_ent characterlatica suggest Sc_idt-Casa. Ed. )
NOTE D The comet was definitely seen as a faint smudge in I_/ 8x30 finder.
SU_NETWORK: DRAWING
Date (UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw_ (s) D_Izfl Lira Site Observer(s) Notes
27.950 803031 0.24 0.I14 N 8.7 50 5 5.6 1 Nolle,M A
N_ A Nucleus go_ to see; coma like an egg, tall (?). South-east llne seegs shaEper. (Notes translated from German by IHW staff.
Ed. )




DATE: 28 AUG 1985
Date(UT) AON_ ILl _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
28.00 801715 8.9 B M 5 4 0.080 R 30 Maydik,A
28.00 801716 I0.0 B M 2.3 0.080 R 29 Nesterov,Yu A
28.02 801717 9.3 B M 2.6 5 0.Ii0 N 7 54 Aleynikov,A
28.05 801718 7.8 B M 0.050 B 7 Mozlil,V
28.05 801719 6 0.3 0.160 N 50 Mormil,V
28.067 801720 8.6 B SAO 3.5 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 2 Guthler,O B
28.07 801721 8.0 S AAVSO 7.4 4 0.080 B 20 M Zanotta,M C
28.10 801722 7.7 S SS AUR 5 6 0.17 0.05 B i0 6 N 1 van LoO,F.R
28.11 801723 7.7 S SS AUR 8 4 0.28 265 0.06 B 12 6.5 Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
26.11 801724 8.0 B SS AUR 0.06 B 12 5.5 Y 1 van de Weg,R.L.W
28.12 801725 7.6 S 5.0 3 0.25 269 0.150 N 5 25 6.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.C
28.13 801726 8.2 S S PER 6 6 0.12 0.15 R 8 34 5.5T N I Aerts,L
28.153 801727 0.9 7 0.203 SC i0 160 5 Y Conte,G
28.153 801728 0.13 270 0.203 SC i0 80 5 Y Conte,G
28.313 801729 8.7 S 7 0 0.444 N 4.4 221 5.6 Y 1 Glassett,N
28.33 801730 7.6 S USNOC 6.5 5 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J.E D
28.368 801731 9.4 S SS AUR 3.0 5 0.15 R 5 62 6.2 Y 3 Morrison,W
NOTE A Granulation in the central condensation.
NOTE B Hint of broader tail. (Observer gives 2 values for DC: 7 add 5. Ed.}
NOTE C MOonlight.
NOTE D With 50 cm reflector at 96× coma appears mall but highly elongated in a tear-drop shape with an extraordinarily sharp,
intense condensation. Straight, narrow gas tall (only 1/3 as wide as ccma's diameter) stretches across field of view.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ l_r(s) DUZM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
28.139 803032 0.06 0.40 N 5 81,254,407 20 6.5 2 Merlin,J.C A
NOTE A Spike at PA 75 deg., diffuse; Jet at PA 212 deg.; tall st PA 252 deg., bright and narrow spike on south edge of the diffuse
tail, not exactly "centered" on nucleus; Jet at PA 301 deg., then curved alosg the tail. Non-stellar nucleus; denser area
northward; very dark on south side of the tail. (A second drawing is included to show detail of Inner structure at same
scale. Ed.)
DATE: 29 AUG 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON_ ml Z_4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_ L 4. DA site Observer(s)
29.04 801732 9.6 B M 8 0.I 45 0.ii0 N 7 54 Aleynikov,A
29.04 801733 8.9 B M 5 4 0.080 R 30 Maydik, A
29.05 801734 7.8 B M 0.050 B 7 Mormll, v
29.05 801735 6 0.2 0.160 N 50 Mormil,v
29.09 801736 8.2 $ S$ AUR 5 6 0.05 0.150 R 8 34 4 M N 1 Aert$,L
29.09 801737 8.2 S SS AUR 5 6 0.05 0.15 R $ 34 4 M N 1 Aerts, L
NOTE A X AUR also used as comparison star source.





Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim
30.00 801738 9.7 ? 2.5 0.035 R 4
30.102 801739 8.3 ? 2.0 3 0.Ii0 R 6.8 125 M
NOTE A Magnitude method - photographic.
NOTE B With brighter nucleus. (Translated by IHW staff. Observer gave limit as Ii.0. Ed.)










Date(UT) AON# ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiB DA site Observer(s) Notes
51.354 801740 9.3 $ SS AUR 3.6 4 0.15 R 5 62 5.6M N 3 Morrison, W A
NOTE A Moon prevents dark a_aptation.
DATE:1$EP1985 DATE:I $EP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart CoEa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
1.88 801741 10.4: S M 1.7 5 0.290 N 14 96 Guryanov,5
DATE:2 SEP 1985 DATE: 2 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lil DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Co_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lira DA Site Observer(s)
3.08 801743 8.6 S S$ AUR 3 6 0.200 SC i0.0 44 4.8M Y 1 Maraziti, A
DATE: 4 SEP 1985 DATE: 4 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| II MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site ObserTer(s]
4.04 801744 8.2 B E 0.050 B 7 Morlil,V
4.04 801745 5 0.160 N 50 Mormil,V
DATE: 6 SEP 1985 DATE: 6 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-I_ETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# Ii _q Chart Coma slze DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obse--_ver($)
6.16 801746 9.i ? SS AUR 3 0.250 N 250 5.5C Y 1 van Loo,F.R
6.16 801747 9.1 ? SS AUR 3 0.250 N 250 5.5C Y 1 van LOO,F.R
DATE: 7 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-h'ETWORK: VIsuAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# Itl MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ _ Llm DA Site Observez(s)
7.00 801748 7.5: S AAVSO 8 0.080 B 20 M 1 Keitch,G. S
7. 074 801749 8.5 B SAO 3.6 3 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 1 Guthier,O
7.75 801750 8.8 S AAVSO 3 3 0.13 N 6.3 44 3.5M y Hsyashi, A
NOTE A Bright moon 10 deg. sway. Coaa diameter uncertain.
NOTE B Diffuse con_ensatlon.







Dste(UT) AON# ml F2_ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site ObserTer(s)
8.836 801751 8.2: S 35 4 2 0.080 B 20 5 M Y 1 Gozzoll, E
8.939 801752 8.5 S $$ AUR 5 5 0.483 N 4.3 i15 5.4 Y 1 Moeller, M
8.94 801753 8 : B AA 0.ii0 B 20 CherDis, K
NOTE A Hazy.
DATE: 8 $EP 1985
Notes
DATE: 10 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AHA_ OBSERVATZ_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date{UT] AO_# aLl _ Chazt Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lira DA Site Observer(s)
10.02 001754 8.6 S SS AUR
10.063 801755 8.6 B SAO
10.113 801756 8.2 B
10.119 801757 8.2 B
10.4542 801758 8.5 S SAO
10.77 801759 8.6 S CZ ORI
10.77 801760
10.97 801761 9.2 S SS ADR
10.979 801762 8.3 S
NOTE A Diffuse.
6 7 0.17 260 0.080 B 15 6 X Y 1 van LOO,F.R
2.5 3 0.125 R 6.0 35 ¥ 1 Guthier,O
4.5 5 0.II0 R 6.8 47 Y Lipski,P
4.5 5 0.ii0 R 6.8 47 Y LIpski,P
5 6 0.15 293 0.254 N 3.8 32 M 1 Machhol_,D
0.08 B 15 6.2 Y 1 SeargeDt,D
1.8 5 0.152 N 5 76 1 Se_Egent,D
3 4 0.200 SC 10.0 77 5.0C Y 2 Marszlti,A
2.5 2.0 3 0.02 280 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 2 Parisio,R
NOTE B Round, star occultation. (Observer gave lluit as 12.0. Ed.)
NOTE C 23% mooB Up.





Dste(UT} AON# DLI PM Chart
11.030 801763 8.1 S
11.04 801764 8.6 B E
11.04 801765
11.06 801766 8.9: S 59
11.06 801767 8.3 S AAVSO
11.067 801768 8.9 B SAO
11.069 801769 8.0 B
11.08 801770 8.1 S USNO
11.08 801771 8.7 S 59
11.097 801772 7.8 B
Ii.i0 801773 7.5 S AAVSO
ii.i0 801774 7.5 S AAVSO
ii. I01 801775 8.8 S AAVSO
ii. I07 801776 8.0 B
11.115 801777 9.2 B 59
11.153 801778 8.0 B
11.160 801779 8.0 B
11.229 801780 7.7 S 59
11.368 801781 9.6 S CZ ORI
11.71 801782 10.i S CZ ORI
11.85 801783 8.9 S AA
Ii.91 801784 9.2 S SS AUR
11.94 801785 8.2 B AA
11.958 801786 8.8 S SS AUR












4 0.37 300 0.080 B 15 6.4M Y
0.050 B 7
0.160 N 50
0.200 N 4 50 5.0C y
0.080 B 20
0.125 R 6.0 35 Y
0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y
0.O80 B II 6.0 Y
0.203 SC 10 81 5.0 Y
0.08 B 20 6.0 Y
0.080 B 20
0.050 B 10
0.20 SC i0 50 5.4 N
0.08 B 20 6.0 Y
3 0.150 N 0 30 5.5 Y
0.203 N 6 60 y
0.203 N 6 120 y
1 0.050 B I0 5.5M Y
5 0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y
2 0.317 N 5 86 y
4 0.2 289 0.312 N 5 49 6.0 Y
3 5 0.200 SC I0.0 77 5.0C Y
4 0.2 275 0.Ii0 B 20







NOTE A Central condensation 0.5-I arc min.



























NOTE B The comet appeared extremely diffuse, trlth nO visible central coDdensation and low surface brlghteess.
NOTE C Diffuse, little condensation.
NOTE D As. coma in PA 270 deg.
NOTE E Tall PA 309-324 deg. Inner mass 3.6 uc mln. diameter.
NOTE F Dra_rlng #I.
NOTE G Drawing #2.
NOTE H Clear sky.
NOTE I Hazy.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT} AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s} DurM Lim Site Observer(a) Notes
11.153 803033 0.203 N 6.0 60 1 Gallego,J A
11.160 803034 0.203 N 6.0 120 1 Gsllego,J B
NOTE A Drawing 1. Field 1 deg. 5 arc miD. at 60x. (Duration Dot indicated. Tile of observstioD is assumed to be end tile. Ed.)
NOTE B Drawing 2. Field 32 arc min. (DuratioD Dot indlcatnd. Time of observation is assumed to be end time. Drawing data inferred
from magnitude report form. Ed.)
DATE: 12 $EP 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK; VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AOi4# II k_4 Chart C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ I_ LiM DA Slte
12.02 801787 9.0 S SS AUR 2.5 5 0.200 SC I0.0 77 5.0C Y 2
12.02 801788 8.8 B SAO 2.0 5 0.203 SC I0 81 5.2 Y 1
12.03 801789 8.8 B E 0.050 B 7
12.03 8017%0 4 0.i 0.160 N 50
12.063 801791 8.5 S _A 6 2 0.080 B i0 Y 1
12.07 801792 8.4 M USNO 5.5 0.080 B ii 6.0 Y 1
12.090 801793 9.7 B 59 1.4 3 0.150 N 8 30 5.0C Y 1
12.09 801794 7.4 S 5.0 3 0.50 268 "0.060 B 9 6.5 Y 2
12.10 801795 7.9 S AAVSO 8.1 5 0.23 278 0.080 B 20 1
12.10 801796 7.9 S AAVSO 0.050 B i0 1
12.30 801797 8.2 $ AA 4.5 3 0.080 B 20
12.33 801798 7.5 S AAVSO 9.3 3 0.08 B 20
12.33 801799 2.4 7 0.5 293 0.317 N 6 68
12.330 801800 9.5 S CZ ORI 2.7 5 0.14 285 0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y 3
12.392 801801 8 : M _AVSO S.O 5 0.33 274 0.61 13.5 ii0 4.0 Y 3
12.45 801802 8.6 M NES 0,4 305 0.050 B i0 6.5 Y 2
12.45 801903 9.6 M NPS 6 4 0.67 295 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6
12.4619 801904 8.6 S SAC 4 6 0.22 280 0.254 N 3.8 32 1
12.70 801805 i0.i $ CZ ORI 1 3 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1
12.78 801806 8.9 S _VSO 5 3 0.12 320 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.0 Y
12.95 801807 8.6 B _ 3 5 0.2 275 0.110 B 20
NOTE A Condensation east Of center, ellIptlcal, no nucleus.
NOTE B CZ Orl also used for c_azlson stars. Excellent condltlons.
NOTE C Gas tall 0.23 de_. long PA 278 d_Dg.; narrow dust fan 0.12 deg. long PA 278 deg.
NCFrE D C_a dlalmetez appro_cilate.
NOTE E
NOTE F























At 55x coma is shazl_ly eoBdnnsed sad fan-shaped. Fan is perhaps 35 deg. in PA wide, opening toward PA 293 deg. At 68x c_a
is fan-shaped and overall fairly diffuse except for a tiny, shsrply condensed reg£on with an almost stellar center which is
drastically offset ESE of coma's center (PA 113 deg.). This offset places the coedensatlon 2/3 of the way from the coma's
"cemter" to the leadlng, 4nlnward edge of the c_a. At 170x ¢oDdenastlon less stellar and without internal structure hut very
dense add bright. 170x indicates presence of narrow tail spine b_ZW fr_ nucleus. Straight tail, as w_de as teen's diameter
initially, extends 30 arc mln. in PA 293. Tall possibly more sharply define_ on its southern edge.
Clo_k face method used to est4_ate tail PA.
SUB-NE_4ORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ P_rr(s) D_trM Lim Site Obsel_ver(s) Notes
12.109 903035 0.05 0.40 N 5 81,254 15 6.5 2 Marlln,J.C A
NOTE A Spike at PA iii deg., diffuse, about sunward; tall streauner at PA 240 deg., then cul_ved westward along the tail; tall at PA
268 deg;; tall streamer at PA 292 deg., then cu-_ved slightly northward. Parabollc-shsped [sic] envelope with clearly
defined liBits. More diffuse north of the tail, darker between tall southern edge and the limit of the coma.
S_NE_ORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) A_# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM F_mulsion ISO H_ G_g Id/T_ Slte Obsel-ver(s)
12.096 805114 2.000 5.0 0.400 1.0 x 0.7 I0.00 Kodak Tri-X 400/27 N 1/P 1 ArbouLr,R
DATE: 13 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Vate(UT) AON| B1 _ Chart
13.083 801808 9.5 M CZ ORI
13.083 001809 8.8 B SAC
13.083 801810 8.1 B
13.101 801811 9.6 M CZ ORI
13.11 801812 8.2 S AAVS0
13.13 801813 8.8 S SS AUR
13.132 801814 9 : S 60
13.135 801815 8.3 B
13.368 801816 8.4 M CZ ORI
13.392 801817 9.8 S CZ ORI
13.72 801818 i0.I S CZ ORI
13.79 801819 8.9 S AAVSO
13.95 801820 8.6 B _J_
NOTE A Seeing good.
DATE: 13 SEP 1985
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(a) Notes
2.5 1 0.130 R 4 21 5.8 Y 2 Ca_os,J.A.S A
2.9 3 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 1 Guthier,O B
5.0 4 0.Ii0 R 6.8 47 Y Lipskl,P C
2.0 2 0.200 SC I0 35 5.8 Y 2 Campos,J.A.S A
5.4 5 0.20 0.080 B 20 1 Keltch,G.S D
4 5 0.I0 0.080 B 15 6 Y 1 yap Lc_3,F.R
i.I 3 0.203 SC i0 62 4 Y 1 linder,J E
4 0.203 N 6 120 Y 3 Gallego,J F
2.3 4 0.08 269 0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 De Young,J G
2.1 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.6 Y 3 Morrlson,W
1 3 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A H
5 3 0.10 300 0.13 N 6.3 24 5.5 Y Hayashi,A
3 5 0.2 275 0.110 B 20 Chernis,K
NOTE B Diffuse, hint of tail.
NOTE C Round. (Observer gave l_it as 12.2. Ed.)
NOTE D Tall recorded is fan PA 267-284 deg.
NOTE E Hazy end cloudy.
NOTE F Drawing #3.
NOTE G Coma more diffuse and magnitude fainter, still has strong central coDdensation.
NOTE H C_a diLmeter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AO_| Scale Ap Ins f/ PwT(s) DuZM Lim Site Observer(a) Notes
13.135 803036 0.20 N 6.0 120 2 Gsllego,J A
NOTE A Drawing 3. Field 32 arc min. (Du_atloe not indlcsted. Time of obsel-vation is assumed to be end tile. Dra_'ing data inferred
fr_ magnitude report foz_l. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: pHOTOGRAPHY
Date(DT) AC_| FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO HYl • GdDg Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
13.355 805115 0.305 1.5 0.203 6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S I/P 1 Dilsizlen,R A
NOTE A Giacoblni-Zinner and Halley. Ex_sure duzstion approximate.
DATE:14SEP1985
NETWORK : AM_%TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _ISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 14 SEP 1985
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart C_a size OC Tall PA Ap InS f/ Pwr Lim DA Site ObserYer(a) Notes
14.00 @01821 8.3 M M 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,V
14.09 801822 2 0.145 N 8.0 30 5.5 Y 1 Van de/ Laan,T.A
14.09 801823 8.5 S CZ ORI 6 1 0.25 285 0.08 B 20 6.5 Y 2 Botma,R.J
14.09 @01824 8.2 S CZ ORI 1 0.25 310 0.08 B 15 6 Y 1 Stholten,A
14.10 801825 8.4 S U ORI 0.110 N 5 24 5 C Y 1 FelJth,B
14.11 801826 9.0 S SS AUR 5 4 0.13 265 0.080 B 15 6 C Y 1 van Loo,F.R
14.115 801827 9 B 4 3 0.18 0.256 N 5.6 85 5.5 Y 2 Cardiel,N A
14.12 801828 7.8 S SU TAU 6 3 0.50 0.254 JB 6 59 6.5 Y 2 B_S,E.P
14.121 801829 9.0 B 3 1 0.13 302 0.i14 3.7 70 5.4 Y 1 G_mnz,T.L E
14.125 801830 8.5 B 4 5 0.17 0.256 N 5.6 85 5.5 y 1 Gallego,J C
14.129 801831 8.5 B 4 5 0.17 0.203 SC I0 I00 5.6 Y 1 C_le_,A D
14.135 801832 9.3 B 4 3 0.17 0.25 $C l0 125 5.5 Y 2 Cardiel,N E
14.137 801033 8.5 B 4 0.17 0.250 $C I0 78 5.5 Y 1 Sanz,A
14.146 801834 8.5: B 5 5 0.17 0.256 N 5.6 85 5.5 Y 1 Pedrsz,S
14.323 801835 9.6 S CZ ORI 3.1 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y 3 Morrison,W
14.34 801836 8.5 S USNO 5 2 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J .E F
14.34 801837 9.0 S USNO 2.9 5 0.6 305 0.317 N 8 68 Bortle, $. E G
14.382 801838 8.5 M CZ ORI 2.1 4 0.07 315 0.254 N 4.5 46 4.5 Y 1 E_ YouDg,J
14.39 801839 8.4: S AA 5.5 2 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E E
14.51 801_40 8.6 S NPS 9 5 1.50 289 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 12 Morris,C.S
14.52 801841 8.7 M NP$ 0.050 B 10 6.5 Y ii Hsle,A
14.52 @01842 0.33 310 0.200 N 6 G1 6.5 Y 11 Hnle,k
14.85 801843 9.2 S AA 2.5 5 0.%5 280 0.41 N 4.2 86 6.3 Y Pearte,A
NOTE A Drawing |I.
NOTE B Rich-fleld telescope.
NOTE C Drnvrlng #4.
NOTE D Tail length approxLv_te.
NOTE E Drawing #2.
NOTE F C_t_h fainter.
NOTE G Very__de coma/tail. With 50 _reflector working at 96x G-Z appears as a large ¢_t in miniature: parabolic coma, sharp
bright condensation, long ever widening tail. With 32 _ reflector edges of tall very diffuse overall hut tail brighter by
a factor of at least 5 tla_ms than any Period in August. Comet _Lrssticall¥ falntexl
NOTE H Coma diameter approxilate.
SUB-NETI_ORK: DRAWING
Dste(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwz(s] DuzM Lim Slte Observer(s) Notes
14.111 803037 0.26 N 5.6 85 i0 5.5 1 Cazdlel,N A
14.118 803038 0.114 3.7 21, 70 9 5.4 1 G_z,T.L B
14.125 803039 0.256 N 5.6 85 3 Gallego,J C
14.127 803040 0.203 SC l0 I00 6 5.6 1 Gcmez,A D
14.135 803041 0.25 SC I0 78 8 5.5 1 Sa=z,A
14.135 803042 0.25 SC 10 125 5.5 1 Ca_dlel,N E
14.141 803043 0.256 N 5.6 85 15 5.5 l Pedrsz,S F
14.427 803044 0.438 N 4.5 220 9 5.8 Trolani,D.M G
NOTE A Drawing i. Tall about ii arc min. Field 45 arc miD. at 85x.
NOTE B COma 3 arc min. Tail 8 arc min. at PA 302 deg. Rich-fleld telescope used.
NOTE C Drawing 4. Field 45 arc mln. Two tails visible with structure. (Duration not indicated. Time of obserTatlon is assumed to be
end time. Drawing data inferred from magnitude report form. Ed.)
NOTE D Field 30 arc min. at lO0x. Coma 4 are mln. Tall s_out l0 art mln. Tall & coma less developed (delta effect?). (In certain
_ents I was sometimes able to perceive "multiple" tails pointing westward.] With major instrul_nts, it was clearly visible
other tail, possibly, the dust tail. [sic]
NOTE E Drawing 2. Field 25 arc miD. (Duration not Indicated. Time of observation is assumed to be end ti_e. Drawing data inferred
from magnitude report foz_. Ed.)
NOTE F Field 45 arc mln. at 85x. Two tails visible (gas & dust).
NO_ G IX= - 5, tail PA 230 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(UT) AON| FL f/ Ap
14.304 805116 0.305 1.5 0.203
14.355 805117 0.305 1.5 0.203
14.476 805118 0.500 3.6 0.140
14.487 805119 0.500 3.6 0.140
FOV ExpM E1r_islon Inn Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
6.8 x 4.5 5.00 Kodak 2415 Y X 15/P 1 Sabla,J.D
6.8 x 4.5 3.00 Kodak 2415 Y S 2_ 1 Dilsizian,R A
4.1 X 2.7 12.00 3M 1000 1000/31 N 0 1/N 12 E_erg,S
4.1 x 2.7 8.00 3M I000 1000/31 N O 2/N 12 Edberg,s B
NOTE A Giacoblni-Zinner and Halley. Exposure duration approximate.
NOTE B No Halley image visible.
DATE: 15 SEP 1985 DATE: 15 $EP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# aLl _ Chart Coma size IX: Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s}
15.06 801844 7.2 S 13.0 3 0.060 B 9 6.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.C
15.118 801845 8.1 B V MON 2.1 5 30 0.330 N 4.5 59 6.5 Y 1 Castlno,R
15.34 801846 8.5 S AAVSO 7 4 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J.E
15.34 801847 %.1 S AAVSO 1.4 6 0.2 280 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E
15.386 801848 8.2 M CZ ORI 0.05 B 7 6.5 Y 4 De Yo_u_g,3
15.386 801849 8.7 M CZ ORI 3.1 3 0.15 278 0.254 N 4.5 46 6.5 Y 4 De Young,3
15.5125 801850 8.7 S SAO 3 6 0.15 _87 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Hachholz,D
15.75 801851 8.4 S CZ ORI 0.08 B 15 6.2 Y 1 Seargent,D
15.75 801852 0.13 0.152 N 5 29 1 Seargent,D
15.77 801853 9.9 H M 0.215 N 9 100 Knyazyuk,N
NOTE A (Observer gives tail length as 7 mi_. 90 sec. Ed.)
NOTE B Coma diameter uncertain. At 68x coma conslsts of a _all,




dense, bright condensation 0.3 arc mln. in diameter, surrounded by
outline. At 170x at the center of the condensed region is a tiny
"nucleus" only a few arc sec. in diameter. Tall initially as wide as opening of parabolic envelope. Thereafter widening as
it advances. Tall perhaps 5x to 10x brighter than in August.
SUB-NETWORK: DRA_ING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ l_rr(s) DuEM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
15.080 803045 0.08 0.40 N 5 254 I0 6.5 2 Merlin,J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 8 deg.; spike at PA 97 deg., nearly sunward; tall streaum-r at PA 238 deg.; tall at PA 268 deg.; tall streamer
at PA 285 deg.
SUB-NETWORK: PHOTOGRAPHY
Date(OT) AON# FL f/ Ap FOV ExpM Emulsion ISO Hyp Gdng Id/Typ Site Observer(s) Notes
15.339 805120 0.63 1.8 0.35 3.3 x 2.2 4.50 KOdak 103a-F N 4/P 1 Ferrln,I A
NOTE A Giacoblni-Zinner add Halley. Instr_ent is Schlidt camera.
DATE: 16 SEP 1905
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 16 $EP 1985
Date(UT) AON% _ _4 Chart Coma si_e DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obse.Tver($) Notes
16.05 801854 9.2 B E 0.050 B 7 Mormil,V
16.05 001855 5 0.2 0.160 N 50 MorRII,V
16.097 801856 9.2 B SAOSA74 3.8 3 0.125 R 6.0 35 Y 1 Guthler,O A
16.10 801857 9.0 S CZ ORI 3 6 0.I00 B 14 5.5C Y 1 van LOo,F.R
16.10 801858 8.3 B M 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,v
16.167 801859 9.5: B 6 0.203 N 6 120 Y 2 Gallego,J B
16.337 801860 9.5 S CZ ORI 2.8 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y 3 Morri6on,W
16.37 801861 9.2 S AAVSO 4.0 3 0.2 290 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E C
16.37 801862 8.4 S AAVS0 8 3 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J.E
16.371 801863 0.18 275 0.445 N 4.5 80 6.3 Y 3 Morriaon,w D
16.45 801864 8.3 M AA 9 4 1.50 308 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 11 Morri$,C.S E
NOTE _ Diffuse, s_aebright_es5 Zeco_x_.
NOTE B Draw_n 9 #5.
NOTE C Parabolic, rather shazpIy condensed c_a. No division between coma and beginnings of tail. Dense flow of bright material
extends tailward fr0m "nucleus" at 68x add ll0x. The "nucleus" is much leas pronounced than in August.
NOTE D Clock face lethod use_ to estlmate tail PA.
NOTE E NPS also used as c_m_parlson star ao_ce.
SUB-NETWORK : DRAJr£ NG
Date(UT) AO_| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T ($) D_tTM Lira Site Obse_e.r _s) Notes
16.167 803046 0.203 N 6.0 120 I Gallago,J A
NOTE A DraWing 5. Field 32 arc miD. Two tails visible with str_ctuxe. (E, Irstlon Dot indicated. Tile of observatlon is asa_ed to be




DATE: 17 $EP 1985
Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lil DA Site Observer(s) Notes
17.05 801865 9.5 B M 0.050 B 7 Mozmil,V
17.05 801866 4 0.i 0.160 N 50 Mormil,v
17.08 801867 8.5 S AAVSO 7.1 4 0.45 295 0.080 B 20 Zanotta,M A
17.28 801868 8.8 S AA 7.2 5 0.203 N 6 38 Creen,D.W.E B
17.29 801869 8.3 S AA 10.2 2 0.080 B 20 Green,D.N.E B
17.35 801870 8.6 S AAVSO 4 3 0.08 B 20 Bortle,J.E
17.35 801871 9.0 S AAYSO 2.6 5 0.2 280 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E C
17.47 801872 8.3 S AA 8.5 4 0.92 295 0.080 B 20 7.0 Y 6 Morrls,C.S D
17.5097 801873 8.8 S AA 3 6 0.25 279 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Machholz,D
17.68 801874 I0.0 S CZ ORI 1.2 5 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 3oDes,A
17.757 801875 8.7 S CZ ORI 0.08 B 15 5.7 Y 1 Seargent,D E
17.82 801876 9.3 S AA 1.6 4 0.17 258 0.317 N 5 49 6.2 Y Pearce,A
NOTE A With _ 0.305 meter f/5 New_oDiaD reflector at 60x aM 150x I was able to see a strong rouu_d central Condensation.
NOTE B Coma diameter approximate.
NOTE C At 170x there is a not quite stellar nucleus at the focus of the parabolic envelope, heavily i_ed in bright material.
Tall long add relatively bright. Initially as wide as cola'$ diazeter, _Fidening thereafter.





Dste(UT) AC_# ml _g4 Chart
18.000 801877 8.2: $ 50 0.080 B 20 5 N
18.02 801878 9.4 $ Y MON 3 0.203 SC i0 80 6 Y
18.03 801879 9.3 S $S AUR 0.200 SC I0.0 44 C Y
18.10 801880 9.0 S CZ ORI 3 4 0.17 0.203 SC I0.0 80 6 Y
18.11 801881 8.7 $ CZ ORI 3 3 0.17 270 0.254 JB 6 48 6.5 Y
18.11 801882 9.5 S CZ ORI 3 1 0.145 N 8.0 48 6.5 Y
18.13 802883 10.2 B SU TAU 2.5 7 0.05 0.254 N 5.0 70 5.5C Y
18.132 801884 9.3 S CZ ORI 4 3 0.080 B I0 y
18.14 801885 8.6 S AAVHO 6.4 4 0.43 292 0.080 B 20
18.70 801886 10.I S CZ ORI 1 5 0.317 N 5 86 y
18.85 801887 9.4 $ AA 1.8 5 0.17 270 0.317 N 5 49 6.1 Y
NOTE A Haze.
DATE: 18 SEP 1985
C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes











NOTE B Faintest star on sequence 10.6 mag. Excellent conditions.




Date(UT) AON| ml MM Cha_t C_a size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PUT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
19.00 801888 8.2 B M
19.0G9 801889 8.7 S £.2
19.073 801890 8.7 S 60 7.1
19.097 8018%1 9.3 B SAOSA74 3.8
19.10 801892 9.3 S CZ ORI 8
19.112 801893 8.8 S SAO 7.1
19.125 801894 8.% S CZ ORI 5
19.128 801895 9.5 B 3.0
19.14 801896 9.3 S CZ ORI 3
19.358 801897 i0.i S CZ ORI 3.2
19.71 801898 i0.0: S CZ ORI 1.4
0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,V
4 0.i0 _ 14 6.0 Y 1 Ha$_bick,W
3 0.I00 B 14 5 Y l LIEder,J
2 0.125 E 6 35 Y i Guthler,O
3 0.15 R 8 34 6 C Y 1 Aerta,L
3 0.140 SN 3.6 25 5 Y i Ltnderp3
3 0.20 282 0.080 B 10 Y 1 Mikuz,a
4 0.I0 277 0.150 R 15 56 6.5 Y 2 Zische,E
6 0.I00 _ 25 6 C Y 1 van LOO,F.R
5 0.06 265 0.15 R 5 62 6.3 Y 3 Morrison,W
5 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 3ones,A
NOTE A Coma strongly elliptical. (Translated by IEW staff. Ed.)
NOTE B Faintest star OD jequence 10.6 mag. Excellent conditions.
NOTE C Clock face method used to estimate tall PA.
NOTE D Thln cloud?
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON# Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s) DurM L I= Site Observer(s)
19.347 803047 0.254 N 6 185 16 6.5 1 Trolanl,D.M
NOTE A DC - 5.5 [sic], tnil PA 260 deg.
Notes
A
DATE: 1% SEP 1985
Notes
DATE: 20 SEP 1985
NETWORK : ANATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dat_(UT] AON# _ bg4 ChLrt Coma size
20.111 801899 8.6 B 2.0
20.122 801900 8.8 S CZ ORI 5
20.125 801901 0.8 S 5.7
20.130 801902 10.6 B 2.5
20.135 801903 9,6 S 60
20.45 801904 8.5 S AA 6.4
20.4"7 801905 8.5 M AA 2.1
20.72 801906 10.1 S CZ ORI 1
NOTE A (ObServer gave limit as 10.5. Ed.)
DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pvr Lim DA Site Observer(s}
I 0.ii0 R 6.8 47 Y Lipski,P
4 0.080 B 10 Y 1 Mikuz,H
4 0.i0 B 14 6.0 Y 1 Eesubiok,W
5 0.40 C 15 120 5.5 N 3 Zische,E
1 0.i13 N 8 22 5.5 Y 1 $ohambeck,c
2 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morzis,C.S
5 0.25 265 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
4 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 3ones,A
NOTE B Faintest star on sequence 10.6 lag. Excellent oo_itlons.
NOTE C Site - BautzeB.
NOTE D CZ ORI chart also used as couparison staz source. Hint of tail.
NOTE E CZ ORI chart also used as ccmparlson star source. Coma had bulge toward the south. Tail bou_ary aha_ on north side.
NOTE F Clear.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pitt(s) DuZM L_ Site Observer(s) Notes
20.333 803048 0.254 N 6 185 23 6.6 1 Troiani,D.M A
NOTE A DC = 6, tail PA 260 deg. Faint envelope a/ound front of coma at PA 278 deg.











Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma slze IX= Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PwT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
21.40 001907 8.8 $ AA 4 3 0.229 R 12 86 Green,D.W.E
21.47 801908 8.5 S AA 6.4 2 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
21.47 801909 8.5 M 2.1 5 0.20 283 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morris,C.S
21.4944 801910 8.7 S SAO 4 6 0.17 264 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Machholz,D
21.71 801911 I0.i S CZ ORI 1 4 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A
NOTE A COma diameter approximate.
NOTE B CZ ORI chart also used as eoaparison star souzce.
NOTE C CoBet has parabolic shape. Tail is very faiDt.





22.06 801912 8.6 S
22.080 801913 8.8 S
22.083 801914 9.5 S
22.118 801915 9.8 S 60
22.128 801916 8.8 S CZ ORZ
22.132 801917 8.9 B V WON
22.44 801918 8.8 S CZ ORI
22.44 801919 8.7 M CZ ORZ
22.4431 801920 8.7 S SAO
22.542 801921 8.3 ?
22.785 801922 8.9 S
NOTE A Diffuse.
NOTE B Faintest star on sequence 10.6 Bag. Excellent conditions.
NOTE C Tall PA uncertain.
NOTE D (Observer gives limit as 14.4. Ed.}
NOTE E TO light. [sic] (Observer indicated uncertainty in limiting magnitude. Ed.)
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON_ Scale Ap Ins f/ PWT(S) D_LrM L1m Site Obsel_rer(s}
22.078 803049 0.06 0.40 N 5 254 15 6.0 2 Merlln,J.C
22.543 803050 2.0 0.33 N 4.5 75,125 15 3 Fabre,R
DATE: 22 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# _LI _ Chart COma slze DC Tall PA Ap _ Ins f/ P1rr Lil DA Site Observer(s} Notes
3.0 3 0.33 281 0.400 N 5 81 6.0 Y 2 Merlln,J.C
5.0 3 0.23 280 0.080 B 15 8.3 Y 4 Haver,R A
5 0.114 N 8.7 S0 6.0 Y 2 Villa,M
4.7 3.8 3 0.140 SN 3.8 25 5.0 Y 3 Bottger,B
6 1 0.080 B 10 Y 1 MIkuz,H B
1.8 3 0.05 25 0.330 N 4.5 59 6.0 Y 1 Castino,R
6.4 1 0.080 B 20 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S
2.1 5 0.10 260 0.256 N 4.5 45 6.5 Y 6 Morrls,C.S C
3 7 0.17 287 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Machholz,D
2 5 0.05 260 0.330 N 4.5 75 Y 3 Fabre,R D
0.152 N 5 29 5 T Y 1 Seargent,D E




NOTE A Tall at PA 281 deg._ Jet at PA 247 deg.; Jet at PA 290 deg.; Jet at PA 355 deg., very diffuse, structures at PA 247 aM PA
290 are possible tail streamers.
NOTE B Tail PA 260 deg. (Observer gave limit as 14.4. Ed.)
DATE: 23 SEP 1985 DATE: 23 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONJ ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap I_s f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
23.083 801923 I0.0 S 5 0.114 N 8.7 50 6.0 Y 2 Fabriz1o,M
23.156 801924 9.5 B SAOSA74 4.1 3 0.125 R S 35 Y 1 Guthier,O
23.83 801925 9.4 S AAVSO 2 6 0.2 80 0.410 N 4.2 86 6.5 ¥ Clark,M
23.85 801926 9.5 S AA 1.5 5 0.15 264 0.317 N 5 49 6.2 Y Pearce,A
DATE: 24 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK : VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml t_d Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
24.00 801927 8.2 B M 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,V
24.05 801928 10.3 B M 0.050 B 7 Mormil, v
24.05 801929 3 0.I 0.160 N 50 Mormil, v
24.11 801930 8.6 S 3.0 3 0.I0 268 0.400 N 5 81 5.5 Y 2 Merlin, J. C
24.125 801931 9.7 B SA 74 6.0 5.3 2 0.125 R 6 35 Y 1 Guthier, O A
24.17 801932 9.6 S SU TAU 2 2 0.05 0.250 N I0.0 I00 5.5C Y 1 van LOO,F.R
24.17 801933 9.6 S SU TAU 2 2 0.05 0.250 N i0 100 5.5C Y 1 van Loo,F.R
24.441 801934 8.5 $ 6 0.17 260 0.444 N 4.4 221 5.5 Y 1 Glassett,w
NOTE A very diffuse, elliptlcal. (Translated by IBW staff. Ed. )
SUB-NETWORK : DRAWING
Date (UT] AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pw'r ( s ) DurM Lim Site Observer (s } Notes
24.120 803051 0.05 0.40 N 5 254 . 15 5.5 2 Merlln, J .C A
NOTE A Tail at PA 268 deg.; _et at PA 220 deg., faint & diffuse, glimpsed; Jet at PA 40 deg., faint L diffuse, glilpsed, Jet at
about PA 310 deg., very diffuse. Structures at PA 220 add about PA 310 are possible tail streamers.





Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
25.05 801835 10.4 B M 0.050 B 7 Mormil,v
25.05 801936 3 0.160 N 50 MoEmil,V
25.135 801937 8.9 S 4.0 2 0.20 295 0.080 B 15 6.6 Y 4 Hsver,R
25.15 801938 9.0 S AAVSO 2.1 4 0.305 N 5.0 60 Zanotta,M
25.354 801939 10.6 S V MON 2.1 4 0.15 R 5 62 6.5 Y 3 Morrison,W
25.4444 801940 9.1 S SAO 3 7 0.08 272 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Machholz,D
NOTE A Diffuse.
NOTE B The sky wasn't very good. The observation was extr_ely troubled by the proximity o_ a bright field star.
DATE: 25 SEP 1985
Notes
DATE: 26 $EP 1985 DATE: 26 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATIOn"
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
26.00 801941 8.1 B M 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,v
26.12 801942 8.9 S S MON 4 1 0.080 B 20 6.S Y 2 Bouua, R. J
26.13 801943 9.6 S v MON 4 0.17 0.203 $C 10.0 80 6 Y 3 Comello,G
26.19 801944 0.9 S AAVSO 3.9 2 0.20 281 0.080 B 20 1 Keltch,G. S




Date(UT) AON# ELI MM Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
27.06. 801946 10.5 B M 0.050 B 7 Mormil,V
27.06 801947 3 0.160 N 50 Mormi1,V
27.115 801948 9.0 B 3.0 3 0.ii0 R 6.8 19 Y Lipski,P
NOTE A Round. (Observer gave limit as 12.2. Ed.)
DATE: 27 SEP 1985
Notes
DATE:28SEP 1985 DATE: 28 SEP 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT} AON# ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Ta_l PA Ap I_s f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Obsel_vez(s)




Date(UT) AON# ll _ Chart Ccia size DC Tail PA Ap IDs f/ P%rr Li_ DA Site Observer(s}
30.00 801950 8.0 B M 0.065 N 7.7 33 Serov,V
DATE: 1 OCT 1985 DATE: I OCT 1985
NETWORK: A/O, TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NE'Iq4ORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT] AON| B1 _ Chart Coma size IX= Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LiB DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.70 801951 11.6: S RASNZ 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones, A A
NOTE A Clear - moo_ 17 days.
DATE:2OCT 1985 DATE: 2 OCT 1985
NETWORk: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L_ DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2.69 801952 11.6: $ RASN_ 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones, A A
NOTE A Clear - moon 18 days.
DATE: 7 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ul _ Chart C_a si_e DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ pw_ Li_ DA Site Observer(s)
7.376 801953 11.9 $ V MON 0.7 4 0.445 N 4.5 167 5.5M Y 3 Morrison,W
7.68 801954 12.1: S RASNZ 1 2 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jone$,A
NOTE A Involved with stars of cluster Messier 50.
NOTE B Clear - BO01_ 23 da_s.




DATE:8OCT 1985 DATE: 8 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
8.36 801955 I0.0 S AAVSO 2.1 2 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E A
NOTE A Very vague object, little better seen than P/Halley but larger in size. Circular occna shows little indication of condensing
toward center. Moonlight.
DATE:"i0OCT 1985 DATE: 10 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
S_B-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) A_q| ml F_ Chazt Ccaa size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT) AON_ ml MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
11.045 801957 9.6 S 4.5 2 0.080 B 15 6.2 y 4 Haver,R
11.4924 801958 9.8 S SAD 4 2 7 0.254 N 3.8 64 1 Maehholz,D
11.80 801959 10.3 S 0.9 6 0.317 N 5 63 6.2 Y Pearee,A
NOTE A Very diffuse.
NOTE B CoJa shape is 2x4 arc mln. elongated E-W.




DATE: 12 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AHATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB_'NET_ORK: _'_SUAL APPEARANCE
DATE: 12 OCT 1985
Date(UT] AON# _ _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr LJ_ DA Site Obsexver(s) Notes
12.06 801960 9.4 S 2.0 2 0.08 274 0.400 N 5 81 5.5 Y 2 Merlin,J.C A
12.36 801961 8.8 S AA 5.2 3 0.203 N 7 55 Green,D.W.E B
12.367 801962 10.8 S V MCH 2.1 2 0.15 R 5 62 8.4 Y 3 Morrlson,W
12.37 801963 8.% S AA 8.4 2 0.080 B 20 Green,D.W.E B
12.39 801964 10.0 S AAVSO 1.4 6 0.i 270 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E C
12.47 801965 9.6 M V MON 1.5 7 0.13 270 0.256 N 4.5 67 7.0 Y 1 Morris,C.S D
NOTE A Low altitude.
NOTE B Coma diameter apprOXimate.
NOTE C Wlth 68x coma consists of a seall circular, well condensed feature supezimposed on a bright wedge or fan-shaped envelope
opening toward the due west (270 deg.). Outez portion of ccaa very faint and beat seen with averted vision. Fan shaped
envelope much brighter than this. Fan is about 35 deg. in PA wlde. L_Icon "comet Filter" enhances brightness of comet.
NOTE D Coma has parabolic shape. Tail PA uacertsln.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ P_T(S] DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
12.057 803052 0.18 0.40 N 5 81 15 5.5 2 Merlln,J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 6 deg.; tail at PA 274 deg.
D._TE: 13 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION _
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date (UT) AON# ml MM Chart
13.14 801966 9.4 S
13.15 801967 i0.I S AAV$O
13.45 801968 9.6 M V MON
15.54 60_969 9.7 M _ PUP
15.69 801970 11.4 S RA3NZ
NOTE A LOW altitude.
DATE: 13 OCT 1985
Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
2.0 3 0.08 267 0.400 N 5 81 5.5 Y 2 Merlln,J.C A
1.7 6 0.14 262 0.505 N 5.0 60 ZaDotta,M S
1.7 7 0.12 250 0.256 N 4.5 67 6.5 Y 1 Morrls,C.S C
0.200 N 6 61 G.5 Y 2 Hsle,A
1 6 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A D
NOTE B The coma appeared faD-shaped on PA 262 deg. I saw an extremely strong and well defined central ¢oBde_sation (diameter 0.2,
DC 7/) asy_aetrically placed in the comet's coma (it was shifted on PA 82 deg.) 94x. [sic] The tall was straight, narrow,
(but not as barrow as in July, August, and September) and easily visible.
NOTE C Tall PA uncertaiD.
NOTE D Clear. Coma diameter approximate.
SUB-NETWORK: DRAWING
Date(UT) AON| Scale Ap Ins f/ Pwr(s] DUrM Lim Site Observer(s) Notes
15.141 803053 0.17 0.40 N 5 81 15 5.5 2 Mezli_,J.C A
NOTE A Jet at PA 87 deg., suDward spike/ tall at PA 267 deg.
DATE: 14 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Dste(UT) AONf ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDS f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
14.18 801971 9.4 S AAV$O 2.8 4 0.288 N 5.0 62 1 Keitch, G.S
14.762 801972 10.2 S 109 0.7 2 0.150 N 8.0 64 Y 1 Tregsskls, T.B
14.82 801973 10.4 $ 1.2 6 0.18 279 0.317 N 5 63 6.2 Y Pearce, A
NOTE A Clear. Comet over II mag. star. (Obsezver gave llmit as 12.7. Ed.)
DATE: 14 OCT 1985
Notes
DATE:15 OCT 1%85
DATE: 15 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date{UT) AON| ml _M Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap IDS f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
15.4750 801974 i0.0 S SAO 3.0 7 0.254 N 3.8 32 1 Machholz,D
15.80 801975 10.9 S AAV$O 2 3 0.13 N 6.3 64 5.5 Y Hayashi,A
DATE: 16 OCT 1985 DATE: 16 COT 1985
NETWORK : AP_TEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes





Date(UT)AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
17.46 801977 10.2 M Z PUP 0.200 N 6 61 6.5 Y 2 Rale,A
17.5313 801978 10.3 $ SAO 1.5 7 0.254 N 3.8 64 1 Machholz,D
17.68 801979 10.6 S RA_NZ 2 6 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A
NOTE A Coma _iameter approximate.





Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Liz DA Site Observer(s]
18.11 801980 10.3 S AAVSO 1.8 5 0.11 265 0.254 N 4.5 46 ZaDotta,M
18.67 801981 10.6 S RASNZ 1.5 6 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 JoDes,A
NOTE A Fan shaped coma and central condensation. The central condensation was "arrow point"-llke, with diaJeter 0.5 arc rain.






Pate(UT) AON| ml _4 Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Li_ DA Site Observer(s)
19.44 801982 10.2 M Z PUP 1.8 7 0.08 290 0.256 N 4.5 67 7 Y 6 Morris,C. S
19.68 801983 10.6 S RA_NZ 1.5 5 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A
19.84 801984 10.2 S SU TAU 1.8 6 0.25 83 0.410 N 4.2 86 6.5 Y C18zk, M
NOTE A Tall PA uncertain.
DATE: 19 OCT 1985
Notes
A
DATE: 20 OCT 1985 DATE: 20 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATIC_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI lal _ Chart Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
20.167 801985 Ii.5: B 1.5 2 0.250 N 6.0 75 Y I Guthier, O A
NOTE A Diffleult to fiDd.
DATE:21 OCT 1985
DATE: 21 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK : V_SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml R_ Chart Coua size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
21.370 801986 10.9 S Z PUP 1.9 0.15 R 5 62 6.4 Y 3 Morrison, W
21.396 801987 11.2 S Z PUP 0.9 4 0.02 300 0.445 N 4.5 167 6.4 y 3 MorrisoD, W A
NOTE A Clock face method used to est_ate tail PA.
DATE: 22 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml M_ Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lira DA Site Observer(s)
22.17 801988 10.5 S AAVSO 1.9 3 0.254 N 4.5 91 _aootta,M
22.181 801989 12.0: B 2.0 1 0.250 N 6.0 75 Y 1 Guthier, O
22.375 801990 11.2 M Z PUP 1.0 5 0.07 253 0.254 N 5.6 120 6.3 Y 1 Knlght, $
22.81 801991 11.2 S AAVSO 2 3 0.13 N 6.3 44 5.5 Y Hayashi,A
NOTE A Bad sky. (The observer placed an "&_ on his Eeport form is front of his magDitude estimate: &10.5, probably indicating
approximate. Ed. )
NOTE B Very diffuse.




DATE: 23 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart
23.10 801992 10.3 $ AAVSO
23.38 801993 i0.0 S AAVSO
23.39 801894 9.4 S LNE$
23.39 801985 9.5 S LNES




DATE: 23 OCT 1985
COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s) Notes
1.5 4 0.06 265 0.254 N 4.5 91 Zanotta,M A
2.0 4 270 0.317 N 6 68 Bortle,J.E B
4.4 4 0.203 N 6 116 Green,D.W.E C
5.3 3 0.203 N 6 38 Green,D.W.E C
2 2 0.13 N 6.3 64 5.0 Y Hayashi,A
At 91x I found the c0met's coma a_d central condensation elongated on PA 265 deg. The tail was at least 4 arc min. long,
straight and quite broad where it Joined c_a.
Tail PA uncertain. Circular coma suddenly coedensed near the center with very diffuse boundaries. At 68x area of significant
condensation is 0.5 arc liD. in diameter (entire c0_e 2.0 arc fin.). At ll0x s tiny knot of bright material noted st coma's
center, possibly displaying a very short fan of material toward the due west and not more than 0.5 arc miD. in length. This
featuxe perhaps represents the old fan tail seen previously.
Coma diameter approximate.
DATE: 24 OCT 1985
NETWORK : AMATEUR OBSERVATION
$UB-brETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON| ml _4 ChaEt COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_r Lim DA Site Observer(s)
24.41 801997 9.6 S LNES 5.9 3 0.203 N 6 38 Green, D. W. E
24.83 801998 II.3 $ AAVSO 2 2 0.13 N 6.3 64 6.0 Y Eayashi,A
NOTE A Coma diameter approximate.




DATE: 25 OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI BI _4 Chart COma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ l>wT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
25.379 801999 I0.8 S Z PUP 1.7 2 0.15 R 5 62 6.2 y 3 Morriso_, W
DATE: 2G OCT 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK_ VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON4 ll MM Chart COma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lil DA Site Observer(s)
26.20 802000 I0.0 $ 2.0 3 0.400 N 5 81 5.0 Y _ Herlin,J.C
26.36 802001 9.9 S LNES 5.0 2 0.203 N 6 38 Green,D. W. E
26. 5208 802002 I0.3 S SAO 1.5 5 0.04 270 0. 254 N 3.8 64 1 Machholz, D
NOTE A Very low altitude.
NOTE B C_a diameter approxlmate.





DATE: 4 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(ET) AON# Ii _ Ch_t C_a size IX_ Tall PA Ap I_s f/ P_rr LiB DA Site Obsex_rer(s) Notes
4.66 802003 ii.i S Z PUP 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A A
NOTE A MOOn 21 days.
DATE:7NOV1985 DATE_7 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SOB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml MM Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap TnS f/ _ Lira DA site Observer(s] Notes
7.65 802004 12.0 S Z PUP 1 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones, A A
NOTE A COmet among faint stazs.
DATE: 8 NOV 1985 DATE: 8 NOV 1985
NETWORK: A_4ATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: _SUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UTJ AON# ml _ Chart C_a size DC Tall PA Ap Ins f/ P_rr Lim DA Slte Observer(_) Notes
8.66 802005 11.6 S Z PUP 4 0.317 N 5 86 Y 1 Jones,A A
NOTE A Twilight.
DATE:9NOV1985 DATE: 9 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# ml _ Chazt Cola size DC Tall PA Ap Ins Z/ I_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)
9.73 802006 11.2 S SU TAU 0.8 3 0.08 85 0.410 N 4.2 86 5.6 Y Clark,M
DATE:ii NOV1985 DATE:ii NOV1985NETWORK:AMATEUROBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# zl MM Chart Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr L 4_ DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT) AON| ml MM Chazt Coma size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ P_T Lim DA Site Observer(s)




Date(UT) AON| ml _ Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap I_s f/ _ Lim DA Site Observer(s)
16.76 802009 11.7 S SU TAU 1 2 0.03 90 0.410 N 4.2 86 6.4 Y Clark,M
DATE:17 NOV 1985 DATE: 17 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# _ _4 Chart Cola size DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ PWT Lim DA Site Observer(s)
17.52 $02010 11.3 S Z PUP 0.200 N 6 122 6.5 Y 2 Hala,A
17.75 802011 11.8 S AAVSO 1.5 2 0.13 N 6.3 64 5.5 Y Hsysshi,A
DATE:20NOV1985
DATE: 20 NOV 1985
NETWORK: AMATEUR OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON_ ILl /04 Chart Coma slze DC Tail PA Ap Ins f/ Pwr Lim DA Site Observer(s)
20.63 802012 ii.0 $ RASNZ 1.5 5 0.317 N 5 86 5.8 Y 1 Jones,A
20.75 802013 12.0 S AAVSO 1 3 0.13 N 6.3 84 5.5 y Eayashi,A
DATE: 5 DEC 1985 DATE: 5 DEC 1985
NETWORK : AMATEER OBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AON# R1 MM Chart Coma size DC Tall PA Ap Ins Z/ Pirr Li_ DA Site Observer(s)
5.57 802014 12.1 $ RASNZ 1.4 4 0.317 N 5 86 8.0 Y 1 Jones,A
DATE:9DEC1985 DATE:9DEC1985NETWORK:AMATEUROBSERVATION
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) AONI RI MM Cha_t Coga size DC Tail PA Ap Ins E/ P_r Lira DA Site Observer(s) Notes
9.48 802015 12.8 S RASNZ 0.8 1 0.317 N 5 86 6.0 Y 1 JoDes,A A
NOTE A Clear.
DATE: 10 DEC 1985 DATE: 10 DEC 1985
NETWORK : _L_TEUR OBSERVATI_
SUB-NETWORK: VISUAL APPEARANCE
Date(UT) /_NI .,1 _ Chazt Coma size EC Tail PA Ap lDs f/ P_r L_ DA Site Observe(s] Notes
10.45 802016 12.9 S RASNZ 1 0.317 N 5 86 6.0 1" 1 3ones,A A
NOTE A Clear.
